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Traditional management and public administration

literature have failed to recognize the existence of the

problem employee in the work force. The purpose of this

study has been to remedy this failure, and, then, to

determine if Reality Therapy is an effective strategy for

dealing with the problem employee.

To this end, an Interactive—H0listic theory which

brings together the conceptual streams of psychology and

administration has been developed in the form of fifteen

propositions. Then an evaluation of Reality Therapy and

_ other methods of dealinq with the problem employee has been

conducted. Theory development and evaluation of strategies

for dealing with the problem employee were a response to the

challenge of Chester Barnard that an administrator perform

the “function of the executive“ by keeping both the needs

and goals of the organization in balance with those of the

enployee.



To explore heuristicallv the probability that theory

propositions are true and to determine the likelihood that

Reality Therapy will be an effective strategy for dealing

with a problem employee, The Computer Consultant nes

utilized-

For the manager, the desired situation in the workplace

is that employee behavior contributes effectively to the

accomplishment of organizational goals. In determining the

probability of this occurring, likely affect of Reality

Therapy as a management technique, and the likelihood cf

other methods being effective, over one hundred conditions

were identified as relevant to, and possible detractors

from, the accomplishment of organizational obiectives. Pro:

this input into TCC, the following results were calculated.

Ehen all possible conditions are taken into

consideration, the likelihood of an employee becoming a

problem was calculated to be .62- If a manager has been

using Reality Therapy as a management technique, this

likelihood is reduced to .¤0. If an enployee becomes a

problem and a manager does nothing, the likelihood of the

problem being eliminated and the employee contributing to

organizational effectiveness is only .01. If an Employee

Assistance Program is utilized, the likelihood of the

employee's behavior contribnting to the accomplishment cf



orqanizational qoals was calculated to he .48. If Reality

Therapy is utilized, this likelihood rises to .71. The use

of both the EAP and Reality Therapy increases the likelihocd

of the employee's behavior chanqinq positively to .84.

Thus, it was concluded that Reality Therapy is a viable

strateqy for manaqinq a problem employee.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents the purpose of the dissertation

and defines “proble¤ e¤ployee.” It discusses philosophical

issues and articulates the paradiqn from which the person—

at—work has been studied and frou which the theory of that

person will be developed. The chapter then explains the

inportance of the research and concludes with an overview of

the dissertation.

PU§g0§§

The purpose of this research has been to develop, from

a manaqer's perspective, a theory of the person·at—w0rk,

which recoqnizes the problen employee; and to deternine if

manaqenent intervention, in the form of Reality Therapy, as

a means of preventinq and/or alleviatinq the problens

associated with their presence in the work force, is

possible and practical. It is currently estinated that, at

any one tine, from 10 per cent to 20 per cent of the work

force can be cateqorized as problem enployees (Hall and

Fletcher, 198ß and Schneider, 1979). The costs to enployers

in lost time, reduced productivitv, and spillover effects on

other enplovees is now thouqht to be over 195 billion

1
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dollars per year (EAP, 1983). Yet , for the most part, a

nanaqer, when faced with a problen employee, is hard—pressed

to know how to act; and a theory of the person·at·work which

includes the problem enployee has not yet been developed.

Almost anyone who has worked in a complex orqanization

can attest to the existence of the problem employee. Yet,

what may seem like common sense to the tvpical practitioner

has somehow not found its way into either the acadenic

literature of public administration or manaqement. Althouqh

it is qenerally accepted that on any street, in Anytown,

i
USA, lives a diverse, not always equallv successful, equally

healthy, equally productive qroup of people with equal

standards, and equal qoals; this obvious phenomenon seems to

have escaped the attention of academics. Bather, the

inplicit assunption prevailinq in adninistrative literature

suqqests that sone nystical transformation takes place when

recoqnizably different people enter employment, so that they

all become equally desirous and capable of maxinum conpetent

production. When they are not, it is somehow assuned that

the nanaqer, or the orqanizaticn or a lack of traininq is at

fault. The prescriptions then offered take the form of

orqanizational or 1ob redesiqn, the application of

notivation or leadership theory, or some form of planned

chanqe. The orqanization is thouqht to have an •Human
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Relations Problem"; and a consultant is frequently brouqbt

in to apply an eclectic baq of tricks equally to all members

of the work unit.

This is not to say that the literature of public

ad·inistration and nanaqement does not recoqnize that the

work place is conposed of people with different

personalities, hackqronnds, experiences, values, and styles.

Ratber, it is to point out that not all employees in the

work place will, or want to, apply thenselves toward

accomplishinq the qoals of the orqanization, or to rankinq

these qoals first awonq their personal priorities. These

workers, then, are the problem employees and incorporatinq

their existence into a theory of person—at·work is a crucial

purpose of this dissertation.

The second purpose of this research will he to

denonstrate that manaqement intervention in the form of

Reality Therapy (or Reality Perfornance uanaqement) (Karrass

and Glasser, 1980), as a means of dealinq with the prohlen

employee, can be an effective prevention and intervention.

Althouqh the intervention technique now in qood currency is

the Employee Assistance Proqraw (EAP), which is a formalized

referral system for professional assistance outside the

orqanization, the EAP appears inadequate- An employee who

is referred to an EAP nay spend a few hours a week receivinq
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professional counselinq, but the manager must know how to

deal with that sane employee during the hours of work. »

Yet, the manaqer is neither a psychoanalyst, nor a

medical doctor. Ratber, a manager is concerned with, and

responsible for, daily operations of a specific work unit,

and the hours of work need to be spent in activities

directed toward accomplishinq orqanizational qoals. This

leaves little tine for a manager to deal with the problem

employee-·yet deal he must. Reality Therapy can provide a

means for lesseninq the likelihood that a problem ewploye

will ewerqe and for dealinq with problem employees who do

surface. Reality Therapy is neither manipulative ncr

difficult. Ratber, Reality Therapy eliminates the need for

understandinq or tryinq to analyze the em¤loyee's problens

lreleqates the e¤ployee°s troubles and excuses to a back

burner) and, instead, allows the manaqer to focus on

facilitatinq the employee's contribution to orqanizational

qoals. Reality Therapy is discussed in detail in Chapter M,

as are the situations and people with whom it is likely or

unlikely to be successful.
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PROBLEM §MPLO!E§,DEFINED—

In discussinq the problem employee, it is necessary to

operate from an identified frame of reference by carefully

defininq the concept of problem employee as it has been used

in this research. A review of the sparse (and often

anecdotal) literature reveals that the terms "problem

employee" and "troubled employee“ are often used

synonymously. However, in this research, the term "problen

employee" has been applied to describe an employee whose

behavior in the work place causes reduced productivity and

lowered morale for self, co—workers, or supervisor. In

employee can be troubled by personal problems as minor as a

stubbed toe, or as maior as the death of a spouse; but

unless those troubles spi1l·over into the work place as

behaviors which lessen effectiveness and detract from the

achievenent of orqanizational qoals, that employee is not a

”problem employee." Conversely, an employee whose behavior

at work consistently detracts from orqanizational

effectiveness, but has no known troubles, is also viewed as

a "problem employee.“

Problem employees are viewed as those whose behavior is

directed toward the accomplishment of personal qoals at the

expense of orqanizational qoals.* Those who use

¤ To use the term "orqanizational qoal“ is not an attempt to
reify the orqanization nor deify the manaqer. lt is
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unconventional, or even illegal means, to insure

accomplishment of organizational goals are not viewed as

problems within the context of this definition.

A focus on observed behavior is crucial to both the

developnent of theory and the identification of possible

management interventions. So long as enployee behaviors

contribute positively to production (whether of service, or

products), neither the manager, nor the employee has a

problen, as here·in defined. Troubles are considered

relevant only if they affect job performance.

recognized that organizations do not have goals-—peop1e

do. The term 'organizational
goal“

is used fcr

simplicity's sake to refer to that purpose for which the

collectivity called an organization has been established

and for which the doninant faction of the organizational

cadre, and thus the bulk of rank and file menbers,

(wansley and Zald, 1976) have agreed to work toward as a

part of the ”contractural condition" of their
organizational menbership.

This definition of orqanizational goal literally

“walls out" a situation such as the one which occurred at

EPA when Ann Burford as the manager was working toward a

purpose not congruent with that of the dominant faction of

the organizational cadre. The Burford incident is not one

which involved problea emplovees by this definition.

Ratber it was a situation in which the manager was trying

to define the goals in a way that antagonized key elements

of Congress, the doninant faction of the cadre, interest

groups and most troublesome of all was the use of illegal

means. In a situation such as this, when employees were

acting to preserve the intent of the organization, they

would not be viewed as problem employees by this
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2Hl.L.Q§Qä.I§.AL I§§lL§.§

Dealing with problen enployees requires resolution cf

sone difficult philosophical issues. To resolve then the

nanaqer nust consider the purpose of the orqanization's role

in society. If its purpose is purely “contractual-

instrunental* and enployees are viewed only as means to

ends, then the nanaqer need assune no responsibility fcr

dealing with the problen enployee. An organization

operatinq only as an efficient producer of goods or services

will have no use for problen enployees and no responsibility

for keepinq then or nanaqinq then. Ratber the problem

enployee can be elininated throuqh discharqe or transfer.

However, nanaqers trained in the hunan relations approach

nay have difficulty in nakinq ternination decisions and

recent leqislation and court rulinqs nay inhibit such

decisions beinq nade.

There are nany reasons why the nanaqer nust learn to

deal with the problen employee. While the nanaqer's

inclination night be to simply disniss the problen enployee,

recent leqislation and court decisions, as well as

unionization, severely linit the nanaqer°s ability to

discharqe, or even discipline, in both the public and

private sectors. For exanple, an enployee's discharqe can

definition.
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be found by the ccurts to be invalid for any one of the

followinq reasons:

1. The employee was discharqed for reasons specifically

prohibited by federal and state statutes.

2. The enployee was discharced for complyinq with a

statutory duty.

3. The enployee has been deprived of due process.

4. The discharced employee had an implied contract richt

under the terms of employment.

5. The court determines that the discharce was notivated

by bad faith, malice, or retaliation, or is contrarv

to public policy.

Not only do arbitrators overturn employer discharce

decisions more than 50 per cent of the tine (Younqblood and

Tidwell, 1981), but the laws have become so skewed in favor

of the enployee that the supervisor's richt to terminate is

literally beinc eroded away. The case of Monqe v. Beeke

Rubber Co., 316A 2d 549 (1974) is an example of this

erosion. In this litiqation, the court ruled in favor of

the employee because the decision to discharqe hin "is not

in the best interest of the economic system or the public

qood.“

To say that the supervisor's richt to terminate is

beinq eroded away is not to deny that a supervisor does have
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power over an employee. Certainly, a supervisor can give a

had evaluation, cut back on travel, or make undesirable

assignnents- The point here, however, is that employees in

the 1980*s also have power. A supervisor needs to recognize

this.

Due to the California Cnnulative Trauma Act of 1977,

the emplover might even be held responsible for treatnent of

such disorders as headaches, hvpertension, cardiac

irregularities, weight change, depression, ulcers, etc.

(Welds, 1979).

Thus the societal climate has forced a philosophical

penduluu swing. The manager, no longer free to operate the

organization in the traditional *contractual—instrumenta1"

nanner, may begin to consider the organization to he

eleemosynary with a therapeutic responsibility to its

employees. The nanager of such an organization may become

so involved in helping enployees, attenpting to resolve

problems, and enriching the work environment that the

organization's responsibility for production becones

obfuscated.

Given these two extrenes, the manager nust come to

terms with his own philosophy regarding the reciprocal

responsibility of the employee with the organization. He

may well come to the conclusion, as I have, that the wisdon
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of Aristotle applies here, in that the answer lies sone

where in the middle.

By viewinq the enployee—orqanization relationship as an

”interactive—holistic“ one, it is possible to see both

employee and orqanization as components of and actors in,

the larqer societal systen from which they receive riqhts,

and to which they owe responsibility. The dilemna of

choosinq how auch responsibility for achieving the

orqanization's qoals should be expected fro« the employee

and how auch responsibility the orqanization has for the

employee can then be resolved froa a utilitarian

perspective.

Utilitarianisa is a quide for personal and

orqanizational behavior decisions. It requires that, in

nakinq noral decisions, that option he chosen which

maximizes the pleasure and ainimizes the pain of all others.

Thus, by approachinq nanaqement from a utilitarian

philosophy, those decisions will be made which are cf the

qreatest benefit to the orqanization, and ultiuately to

society. Operationalizinq this philosophy, once chosen, is

still not easy. However, once a quide has been established,

action can be purposive.

With a utilitarian philosophy, the manaqer can keep the

role of the orqanization in society in perspective and
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determine that the accomplishment of qoals to maxinize

orqanizational effectiveness uust be qiven priority. How

those qoals are accomplished will be determined by the

orqanizational technoloqy, of which the employees are a

part. The management of employees will be quided hy the

tenet of uaximizing the greatest qood for the greatest

number. Thus, when a problem employee emerqes, the manager

can decide what to do with, and for, this euployee by

considerinq, not only the employee, but co-workers, other

orqanizational units, and the orqanization's environnent.

This approach provides a fine line of distinction which

the manager alone can discern, and requires a type of

costybenefit calculus which the nanaqer alone can perforn.

He nust weiqh the costs of workinq with, helpinq, and trying

to chanqe the problem behavior aqainst the costs to other

euployee morale, and, at least temporarily, lowered

production. He nust weiqh the benefits of keepinq an

enployee who already knows the iob aqainst the costs cf

findinq and traininq a new enployee. He must weiqh the

costs to his own psyche of dealing with the problen employee

against the benefits to his psyche of believing that he has

ultimately helped. To be forced into such a calculus is

very unconfortable for a nanager.
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Even with the conscious choice of a utilitarian

philosophy as a quide, the uanaqer will be influenced ty bis

own value system. For instance, he may find it uore

difficult to be obiective about a uinority, or a sole fanily

bread·winner, or a person he qenuinely likes (or dislikes).

He may have difficulty recoqnizinq that the problem nay he

within himself and not with the employee. Quite literally,

the uanaqer may blaue the victiu, or be the victiu. Only a

conscientious self·exauination can provide the manaqer with

insiqht into his own values, and then free hin to define and

confront the probleu euployee.

To assist in value clarification and to provide a focus

for this dissertation, the next section discusses paradiqm

perspectives and articulates the paradiquatic bias for this

dissertation.

LABQBIANSE Q! IH .E.E.§£.éB§..H

uanaqers in both the public and private sectors have need cf

a ueans of dealinq with the problen enployee. When one

hears stories such as the one about the employee in a public

orqanization who was like an old qun - wouldn't work and you

couldn°t fire hin - so he was assiqned to sit on a stool in

the hall all day (Stillwaqon, 1984), the need for an

innovative manaqement technique becones evident. While such
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action as the above sounds extrene, the story is said to be

true, and it is a qraphic example of a nanaqer who sinply

had no skills for dealinq with a problen employee and so

resorted to desperate weasures.

There are simply a plethora of problems in the work

place that are not ameuable to solution by traditional

manaqement practices, and which are not acknowledqed in the

current theory of person·at·work. Althouqh the naive notion

of POSDCORBZ is now recoqnized as necessary, thouqh not

sufficient, for effective manaqement, the hunan relations

movement has not solved nana¤ement's problems either. cne

has only to look at the five thousand Enployee Assistance

Proqrams in the United States (Schweiker, 1981) to realize

that somethinq is lackinq in administrative and nanaqenent

theory and practice.

Zenqer (1980) has charqed that manaqers “know auch

about manaqenent, but little about how to manaqe.“ It seens

more correct to arque that manaqement theory is lackinq in

the area of recoqnizinq the reality of employees whose

behavior is creatinq problems in the work place, and in

developinq manaqement strateqies for dealinq with these

problens. This is not to dispute that both public and

2 POSDCORB is a term coined by Luther Gulick in the 1930*s
to stand for the functions of manaqement which he belieyed
are: planninq, orqanizinq, staffinq, directinq,
coordinatinq, repcrtinq, and budqetinq.
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private orqanizations have a cryinq need for tetter

manaqers. It is, however, to arque that a basic task of

manaqenent is to qet enployees to contrihute to the

acconplishnent of orqanizational qoals, and to dispute the

conventional assumption that all enployees are ready to

contrihute once a contract for their services has been

entered into.

Traditional nanaqenent literature pre-supposes a

willinqness on the part of enployees to contrihute to the

acconplishment of orqanizational qoals. when they don't,

the nanaqer is frequently accused of *bad“ manaqenent, cr

viewed as inconpetent. Yet, the fact remains that sone

enployees do not contrihute, or contrihute nininally despite

what is done by traditional nanaqenent. That this failure

on the part of all enployees to contrihute to orqanizational

qoal accomplishnent is a real problem for nanaqers was

identified as early as 1938 by Chester Barnard whose now

classic treatise, called the ßggetiggg gt the jteggttge,

enphasized that an orqanization can operate efficiently and

survive, only when both the orqa¤ization's qoals and the

ains and needs of enployees are kept in balance. ln the

alnost half a century since Barnard, theorists have yet to

provide a means by which mauaqement can successfully

acconplish this “function“ with enployee's whose personal

qoals are paramount for them.
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To provide a means of recocnizinc and manaqinq these

employees is an important contribution. For, no matter what

explanation for employee behavior nicht be offered, an

inescapable fact remains: People do not come together in

that social collectivity called an oraanization sinply to

receive benefits without expectinq sone cost to be

associated with those benefits. They come because the

organization is the means by which the collective purpose is

expected to be achieved. Fron contributinc to that purpose

they expect to receive a livelihood as well as other

desirable benefits such as status, power, and the

achievenent of ideals. In exchance for these benefits,

people contract with the orqanization to provide their

services. A contract with an orcanization, however, does

not always assure that the person whc contracts will

autonatically fulfill their part of the contract by

exhibitinc behavior that contributes to orqanizational goal

accomplishnent.

A theoretical reconception of the erson·at·work is

clearly called for. The traditional “contractual—

instrune¤tal“ approach is nisleadinc. The increasinq

numbers of workers who can be catecorized as problem

employees simply do not fit the existent theories. Thus the

over·all research problem focuses on a maior orcanizational
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issue: the development of a theory of person—at-work which

acknowledqes the existence of problem employees.

D1§S§§1A1lON»OV§gV;gR

This chapter has presented the concept that a theory of

person-at—work, which extends the traditional contractural—

instrumental concept of the enployee is needed. in

"interactive—holistic“ model which allows for the existence

of problem employees and a manaqenent intervention technique

for dealinq with problem employees have been introduced.

The next chapter presents a review of the existent

literature and, in so doinq, demonstrates that there ane

lacunae in both public administrative and nanaqement theory

because of their failure to acknowledqe the existence of a

problem enployee in the world of work. Chapter 3 presents

the “interactive—holistic“ theory of person-at·work

developed in this dissertation, which addresses the reality

of the problem employee as a nenber of the work force.

Chapter 4 explores and critiques current ways of dealinq

with the problem employee, and discusses the use of Reality

Therapy as an effective manaqement intervention. Chapter 5

presents the methodoloqy which has been used to test the

”interactive·holistic“ theory of person—at·work and to

determine the deqree to which prevention and interyention
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strateqies can be expected to be effective. Chapter 6

synthesizes the results of the research and discusses

implications for naua¤ers.



Chapter II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATUBE

This chapter presents a review of the literature on

problem employees and demonstrates that manaqenent

literature, in qeneral, has a qap where the problem employee

is concerned. It includes a review of the findings of

research ccndncted hy the United States merit Systess

Protection Board reqardinq problen employees in the federal

work force.

IAB .mA!A.§.E§1§ BBEEHSIHE

Durinq the past decade, there has been an increasinq

recoqnition of the inportance of learninq to deal with the

problem enplcyee. many orqanizations consider this a part

of their ethical responsibility (Hollman, 1979). Others

want to deal with these enplcyees because the problems they

create can adverselv affect ich performance of others, and

thereby detract from orqanizational effectiveness (Cairo,

1983). Still others recoqnize that problem employees

present a serious concern for manaqers who must learn to

deal with them (Flynn and Stratton, 1981). Whatever the

reason, the issue to be considered is, that, in spite of the

formal planninq, paperwork, and enphasis on the proverbial

18
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bottom line, manaqement still ends up beinq a relaticnship

of people. The chief executive has essentially the sane

employee difficulties as the supervisor, and must be able to

deal with the problems openly (Haddell, 1981). Por both

executive and line supervisor must interact on a daily basis

with other human beinqs upon who: they must rely for

acconplisbment of orqanizational obiectives. The numbers of

subordinates may differ, as may responsibilities and

activities. The crucial point here, however, is that no

matter what level of the orqanization is involved,

relationships between individuals are a critical part of

every day orqanizational life.

Traditionally, orqanizations did not even attenpt to

deal with the problen employee. Ratber, the problen

employee was laid off, transferred, or discbarqed.

Gradually, an attempt at helpinq has enerqed, and nany

orqanizations have moved to establish Employee Assistance

Proqrans (EAP) which are usually coordinated by a personnel

officer and typically utilize the services of mental health

professionals away from the iob site. However, Hollnan

(1983), who explains these different techniques of dealinq

wth the problem employee, calls for a “progressive"

approach, which will develop a means of manaqinq the prohlen

employee throuqh prevention and rehabilitation. He believes
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that existent EAP's are liuited in at least three ways: 1)

they are treatnent oriented, 2) they are reactive, not

proactive, and 3) they are fraqnented, in that they deal

with only one problem at a time. EAP's are expensive and

ti¤e·consuninq. They are often seen as a last resort and a

stiqna is usually attached to an enployee referred to an

EAP. The EAP can be nistaken for a panacea, and the uanaqer

forqet that the euployee is on the iob nore than he/she is

participatinq in counselinq. Yet, EAP's are the most

frequent solution qiven for dealino with the problen

employee.

Literature on problen enployees is found more

frequently in practitioner oriented iournals than in

academic ones. A typical article on manaqinq the problem

enployee frequently cites nunbers and costs, syupathizes

with the nanaqer uho is tryinq to cope, provides a list of

ways to recoqnize the probleu employee, then a prescription

of from three to ten steps neant to tell the manaqer what to

do. These articles often end with a sales pitch for the

establishuent of an EAP. Their existence hiqhliqhts the

current “crisis of usefu1ness“ in the oroanization sciences

which has been enqendered because “academicians do not

address the practical needs of ¤anaoers“ (Strasser and

Batenan, 1984).
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However, an increasinq number of problem employees, who

often do not acknowledqe their problems as lonq as they can

conceal them from their nanaqer and/or fellow enployees have

been identified (Gonez—ueiia and Balkin, 1980). The costs

to employers in lost time, reduced productivity, and spill-

over effects on other workers was estimated, in 1983, to he

about 195 billion dcllars a year (EAP, 1983). This figure

does not include the costs of any rehabilitation program

which uay be instituted- Such costs were calculated to he

an additional $3,000 per employee in 1975 (Reardon, 1975).

A problen employee can be expected to earn only 75 per cent

of annual salary (Schneider, 1979) and problem behavicr can

foster escalatinq insurance costs, risinq accident rates,

and increasinq litiqation and qrievance administration

(Kandel, 1983/Bu). Thus, it behooves the manager tc knew

how to recoqnize, prevent, and intervene with, the prohlen

enployee.

Clues which are indicators of a worker whose trouhles

are soon to create a problen in the work place have been

identified by Filypowicz (1979)- These include:

1. Excessive, unexcused, and/or freguent absences.

2. Tardiness and early departures.

3. Altercations with fellow enployees.

M. Causinq other enployees iniuries through negligence.
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5. Poor iudqnent and had decisions.

6. Unusual on—the·1ob accidents.

7. Increased spoilaqe and breakaqe of equipment.

8. Involvements with the law.

9. Deterioratinq personal appearance.

To this list, Hollman (1983) adds "mood shifts,” while

manaqement consultants, such as the Livenqrin Foundation and

Personnel and Industrial Resource Consultants, who

specialize in assistinq orqanizations to deal with their

problem employees, qraphically depict the behavior of a

problem enployee, as shown in Fiqure 1 (Acosta, 1984).

Delaney (1982) provides a more descriptive list of

indicators of a problem enployee which includes behavioral

elements not often identified in typical articles or books

purportinq to describe the problen enplovee. Delaney nay he

more realistic than others because he is writinq as a

practitioner for practitioners, and is not tryinq to sell

his services, nor those of an EAP. As a result his

proqnosis is less optinistic than most, but his description

is more detailed and conprehensive. Delanev attributes all

employee problems to a ”dysfunctional attitude,“ which he

defines as an attitude which disrupts or impairs the

accomplishment or orqanizational obiectives.
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Crisis Points During Deterioration Behavior

5
5 ATTENDANCE
Q Late after lunch
E Leaves job early

E Absent from office
.. ..

__ GENERAL BEHAVIOR
„\v Fellow workers complain

90Z Over-reacts to criticism
Complains of not feeling well
Lies

JOB PERFORMANCE
Misses deadlines

Criticism Shows poor judgement
fr°m boss \\ Decreased efficiency

75% Family
Problems ATTENDANCE

Frequent days off
\\

GENERAL BEHAVIOR
LOSS of job Statements become undependable
Advancement Avoids associates

Financial \ · Borrows money from peers
Problems Exaggerates accomplishments

Hospitalized a lot
Repeated minor injuries

Warning \ Unreasonable resentment
hm b°“

Jos PERFORMANCE
\ General deterioration

Spasmodic work pace
Attention wanders

Soz \ ATTENDANCE
Frequently off for days

Punitive Fails to return from lunch
f:iS°ipli“'“y GENERAL BEHAVIORction Grandiose

Aggressive or belligerent
Domestic problems
Loss of ethical values
Money problems

Serious family
‘

Hospitalization increases
problems Refuses to discuss problems

Trouble with law
«JOB PERFORMANCE

25%
“

1, Far below expected level
Serious financial -
problems [ ATTENDANCE

Prolonged unpredictable absence

GENERAL BEHAVIOR
Final warning Drinking on job
from boss Totally undependable

AREA OF Physical deterioration
GREATEST Termination

’
JOB PERFORMANCE

COVER-UP Generally incompetent

imaAdaptedfrom Livengrin Foundation brochure

Figure l: HOW A PROBLEM EMPLOYEE BEHAVES
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Delanev writes from his experience as a private sector

nanager and, in sc doinq, neqlects to acknowledge public

sector situations in which qoals are ambiguous or in

contention such as the 1984 EPA scandal when Ann Burford was

called to task because EPA emplovees recoqnized that her

actions deviated from congressional intent with regard to

environmental protection. From Delanev's perspective, a

nanager is accountable only to the next level of management.

He expects that such accountability insures that the manager

is the vehicle bv which organizational qoals are

connunicated and entorced. In a governnent agency, however,

things are not so simple.

Both employees and manaqers in the public sector are

affected by a volatile environment in which they are

accountable, not only to their superiors but tc the

President, the Congress, to the courts, to interest groups

and clientele, and to the polity in general. In such an

environaent, where organizational qoals must reflect public

sentinent, the management hierarchy is expected to act on

behalf of the people and their representatives, rather than

on some privately determined philosophy. Within this highly

complex environment, however, public managers are delegated

the task of insuring that those qoals, as deternined for an

agency, are achieved. Ibus Delaney°s value for the public
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nanaqer exists only when that manaqer and the naiority of

aqency enployees are attemptinq to achieve the qoals on

which there is consensus within and without the

orqanization. when these consensus qoals are thwarted hy

one or a few enployees who are performinq at odds with

aqency purpose, Delaney is helpful. The behaviors which

such an employee can exhibit have been identified by

Delaney. They are listed below with illustrations taken

fron the research conducted for this dissertation.

ßshexiez 1
They require extra tine, attention, and direction.
When left on their own, these persons tend to go
wronq over and over aqain, and they always can
explain their problens if qiven a chance.
Problems seen to then to be caused by others.

An example which perfectly illustrates Delaney's

description is the recruiter who was required to enlist 100

new people every three months. At the end of ten weeks, he

had recruited one person, althouqh his co—workers had

exceeded that same qoal. Durinq this ten week period, he

had daily conferences with his supervisor, but rejected

every suqqestion nade. He manaqed to alienate several other

aqency officials, failed to keep appointnents, and refused

to take phone calls. His explanation for his failure to

recruit blaned his co—workers and supervisor. He stated he
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had been “set up to fail* and used as “proof* of the “set-

up" that a co—worker had said “Good luck.” He also stated

that people in his recruitinq area had been told “bad“

thinqs about hin and that his co·workers used racial sluns

when talkinq with hin.

VBghgvio; 2-

They arrive late to work and depart early. Hhen
questioned about this, they say what's important
is not how lonq one is at work, but what one does

while there. Also, nany say they are
professionals and don't operate by the clock.
Yet, they rarely stay late to finish a 1ob. They
never seen to qive a full day's work. Their
interests are clearly elsewhere.

An example which illustrates this type behavior is the

social worker who was also a preacher. His iob, as social

worker, required that he be out of the office visitinq

clients. He was paid nileaqe for his travel to their homes.

Althouqh his case load was similar to that of other workers,

he was out of the office at least twice as nuch as they

were. A routine check of nileaqe charqes revealed that he

had, on nunerous occasions, charqed over 300 miles for 50

mile trips. Reports cawe in that he and his family were

seen shoppinq in qovernnent vehicles durinq office hours. A

newspaper article reported hin preachinq at a revival when

he was ostensibly visitinq clients. When confronted with

the above, bis response was that he was a professional and
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that so long as he did his job, he did not believe the tive

he took mattered. He saw the freedom of his social work job

as God's means of assisting him to preach.

gghgviog Q

Ihev iqnore legitimate authority or directions
frow their bosses because “they know the job
better* than the boss or anyone else. They are
not ever to be questioned and they resent it
bitterly when they are.

Hhile every nanaqer recoqnizes that there are tines

when iqnorinq authority facilitates the accomplishnent cf

orqanizational objectives, the behavior which Delaney

defines as a problem is that in which the refusal to follow

leqitimate directions blatantly subverts the accomplishnent

of orqanizational ohjectives. An example of this occurred

in a local agency which received fundinq from a federal

qrant. In order to obtain this fundinq, a monthly billinq

was prepared from data subwitted by each enployee. In order

for the agency to continue receivinq operating funds, the

bill was due in Washington on the tenth of each month.

Therefore reports from employees were due at the local level

by the fifth. One worker decided that he had more important

things to do than conpile data and refused to submit

reports. His supervisor explained the importance of and

necessity for his reports. He refused to compile them. Bis
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supervisor insisted. Finally, at 5 Ph, five days after the

reports were due, he stalked into his supervisor's office,

and, shoutinq an obscenity, threw then in her face.

ßshsxiez E
They have difficulty in connunicatinq with others.
They prefer to be left alone. They neither ask
help nor qive it.

An example which illustrates this description is the

enployee who refused to talk with her co—workers and

supervisor. She failed to keep appointments fcr

conferences. If she was in a roon and others entered she

left abruptly- Her supervisor did not know what she was

doinq, yet frequently had to resolve or respond to

complaints concerninq this enployee. Finally, her

supervisor pursued her and said, *Ue have to talk.“ This

enployee then burst into tears, shouted “You don't care,"

and raced fron the roon, slanninq the door.

äehaxisr 5
They exhibit stranqe or unusual behavior at work.

The definition of “stran¤e” and “unusual“ varies and

some manaqement theorists view all behavior as a rational

response to alienation or oppression. The terms are used

there, however, to denote behavior which nost people would
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consider bizarre, odd, grotesque, and/or eccentric enough to

detract from orqanizational goal attainment. An example of

this is the employee who, although he shared an office, kept

the door locked and would not admit his office hate. Since

she, too had a key, she entered the office anyway, but he

would not speak. Thinking she had done something to offend

him, she baked him cookies and brought them the next day.

He accused her of trying to poison him. Still another

example is the secretary who was a part of a typing pool.

Durinq the summer months, a large fan cooled the office.

One day, she suddenly 1u¤ped from her desk, grabbed a pair

of scissors, cut the fan cord, and ran screaminq from the

roon.

ßehgwigr g

These people read and study all company rules and
requlations and become “barracks or sea lawyers.“
Hhenever anyone in the organization has any
problem, this type usually can quote and interpret
the policies and procedures, chapter and verse.

Uhile one would hope, especially in the federal

bureaucracy, that enployees do know and follow policies and

procedures, the problem employee will insist on a non-

discretionary adherence to the letter and not the intent of

the law. This problen can be exacerbated by the whistle—

blowing legislation which protects the “barracks lawyer“
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while undermininq, or causinq the dismissal of, the manaqer.

An example of this occurred in a federal proqram where the

manaqer souqht to maxinize funds for service delivery ty

paddinq travel vouchers and holdinq a car—wash fron which

proceeds were deposited in a local bank instead of the

aqency accountinq office. A whistle-blower reported this to

the manaqer's superior with the accusation that the noney

was used for personal qain. The manaqer was diswissed

without investiqation and her replacement is afraid to use

discretion-

Qghavigr 2

They rarely smile or tell a 10ke. Life is far too

serious and uixed up for such levity.

While one miqht arque that beinq able to smile is not a

necessary requisite for productive behavior, any wanaqer who

has tried to deal with the ewployee for who: life is too

serious for levity can attest to this employee's ability to

detract from orqanizational effectiveness. An exanple which

should serve to illustrate is the employee who took all

remarks as personal affronts. cn Halloween, one worker

ioked about spooks in the bathroom. He interpreted this as

a racial slur. Durinq staff neetinqs in this aqency,

employees took turns keepinq notes. After two wowen had

taken notes, it was his turn. someone ioked, *We are an
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Equal Opportunity e¤ployer.“ He took this as a racial slur.

Soneone 10ked about his always cominq to work early. Be

believed this meant his fellow enployees didn't like hin.

His resiqnation included, as one reason, that he was

constantly subiected to insults by his co—workers.

Qghavig; Q

They enioy seeinq others make nistakes, especially
superiors. lnstead of offerinq assistance, these
people turn and walk away, or, worse, publicize
the mistake to wake sure everyone knows about it.

An example which illustrates this behavior is the

employee who kept a diary in which he recorded every real,

or imaqined, mistake nade by his supervisor and co—workers.

Periodically, he sunnarized his notes in ueuo for: and sent

then to his supervisor's superior and to the Personnel

Office. The supervisor would then be *called on the carpet”

to respond to his alleqations. This behavior caused both

supervisor and co-workers to be self-conscious and, on

occasion paranoid. Havinq to be so careful of every action

destroyed spontaneity and in so doinq lowered orqanizational

effectiveness.
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ßshaxisr 2
Ihey need and request all sorts of special
consideration, such as advanced leave, early
departure frow work, pay advances, special
assiqnments, special workinq hours, special
workinq conditions and equipment.

An employee who requires all these special

considerations detracts fron orqanizational effectiveness

because of frequent absemces durinq which their work must be

absorbed by others and because of the inordinate amount of

tine a supervisor must use to manaqe these special

considerations. An example of this is the secretary who

used her sick and annual leave as soon as it was accrued,

always claiminq an enerqency such as a sick child, a broken

refriqerator, an injured husband, or a broken·down car. She

requested permission to work on Saturday so her pay would

not be docked for lost days. Ehen her supervisor stopped by

the office she was addressinq personal Christmas cards and

her child was playinq with the typewriter. Ihis sawe

secretary required a special chair for alledged back

trouble. When her supervisor tried to talk to her about

maintaininq her responsibilities, she burst into tears, said

”I
don't have to listen to this,“ and left the office. Two

days later, when she returned, she stated she had filed

charqes of discrimination aqainst her previous supervisor,

and iust miqht file them aqain.
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Behawior—jQ

This type has so many troubles outside of work
with their spouse, children, relatives, and
neiqhbors, that they find it difficult to do the
iob. They always are ready to tell their troubles
to any listener.

An example which qraphically illustrates this behavior

is the secretary who connuted fron a rural connunity to

support her family while her husband ostensibly looked for

work. Each day she had a new tale to tell about her

husband's irresponsibility or cruelty. within a six month

period, she went to court twice over perceived threats ty

neiqhbors. She bad her phone tapped in an effort to

identify obscene phone callers. Each day was bequn with a

new iteration of her saqa of troubles. when co—workers no

lonqer listened, she called a succession of friends to

retell her story. Durinq all of this she conpleted a

minimuw of assiqned work. when her supervisor refused to

listen further to her troubles, she filed a complaint that

her supervisor wouldn°t speak to her.

After producinq this list of ten problem behaviors,

Delaney advises that, in his experience, a manaqer has less

than a 10 per cent chance of ever makinq a productive

employee out of a person who exbibits these problems, and

confesses to a personal 100 per cent failure rate in dealiaq

with then.
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The next section presents the sparse literature from

the enplcyee's perspective.

HE §.!£L.Q.!.EE.i§ £§.E§.E.E§.‘Il.!£

A few writers allude to the worker's perspective.

Cairo (1983) acknowledqes that an e¤ployee's inappropriate

behavior may be ich related. Kerr (1975) points out that

employees often have rational and sound mctivational reascns

for poor performance as orqanizations frequently fail to

reward, and, thus, inadvertently puuish productive behavior.

That the “properties of fornal oraanizations often

inadvertently condition enployee failure," is the essential

hypothesis cf Martinko and Gardner (1982). In explaininq

their “Tolerance Theory,“ Biddle and Hutton (1976) arque
I

that if the nauaqer, as the enployee's representative of the

orqanization abruptly chanqes the work structure, ich

definition, or breadth cf discretion, the employee will

react with problen behavior. Such manaqenent action

threatens the employee°s sense of self and therefy

undernines diqnity and identity. However, even the sparse

literature which recoqnizes the e¤ployee's perspective,

appears tc be written for manaqers because it is in

manaqement literature on dealinq with a problem employee.
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AQHSE LQ! ELLE §é§A§.B.E

Advice given to the manager as to tactics for dealing

with the problen employee consistently includes: 1) accept

that the employee has a problen which is not likely to

disappear, 2) document failing 1ob performance, 3) confront

the enployee, and U) suggest that the employee seek the help

of a counselor, or accept disciplinary action (e.g., Hoffer,

1983; Smith, 1981; Pressler, 1981; and Schaeffer, 1979).

Flynn and Stratton (1981) divide these tactics into two

strategies: prevention and control. Prevention strategies

include 1ob design, selection, training, the reward

structure, supervision, and inter-personal relationships.

Control strategies are divided into positive and negative

behavior controls.. Negative controls include reprimands,

the cold shoulder, suspension without pay, demotions, and

terminations. Positive controls include accurately

assessing goals, letting the subordinate know what the goals

are, deternining the rewards desired by the subordinate, and

naking certain the subordinate knows the desired reward will

be available if iob performance is successful.

However, Karrass and Glasser (1980) believe that, in

following such advice, nost nanagers will handle problem

employees in a way that “guarantees that they will grow

worse.“ Euployee behavior can be expected to worsen fer
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several reasons. Neqative controls are often a response hy

the manaqer to his oun frustration. As such, they can he

perceiyed as retaliation, and elicit an even qreater

exhibition of problem behavior by the employee. Positive

controls, while well intentioned, are inposed without the

input of the employee. They, therefore, lack employee

'ownership“ and the enployee is less likely to internalize

the purposes of the supervisor. The employee may feel

manipulated and resent the supervisor who, he nay perceive

as, withholdinq respect. Thus controls are likely to

worsen, rather than alleviate the problen.

Certainly, manaqinq problem employees is a challenqe

for a nunber of reasons. These have been identified by

Hollman (1979) as:

1. uanaqement practices are based upon the assumption

that the employee is both nentally and physically fit

to perform the 1ob, therefore traditional nanaqenent

practices nay not work uith the problem employee.

2. In a recent survey of ·enbers of the American Society

for Personnel Adninistration, 90 per cent of the

respondents rate their current methods of dealinq

with problen employees as only *fair.*

3. uanaqinq problem employees requires resolution of

sone difficult philosophical and economic issues.
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H. An orqanization cannot rely on its selection process

to weed out probleu enployees.

5- The orqanization, itself, may be a contributinq cause

of the e¤ployee's behavior.

Other challenqes to the manaqer presented by the prohlen

enployee include learninq to deal with their disruptive

behavior and the costs the orqanization incurs as a result

of this disruptive behavior (Flynn and Stratton, 1981).

uanaqers are often hard—pressed to know how to deal

with the probleu enployee. Frequently a “conspiracy cf

silence” ensues, in which the employee is shielded in the

hope that the problens will sonehow be resolved or

dissolved. However, such a cover·up puts too much faith in

the ewployee's ability andyor desire to straiqhten up. It

qives the worker no inklinq of manaqement concern and

iqnores the fact that the nanaqer is in a position to help

the euployee (Holl¤an, 1979).

In describinq the staqes a manaqer will qo throuqh in

tryinq to deal with the probleu enployee, Hoffer (1983)

equates *conspiracy of si1ence* to "ntayinq—for-a—niracle."

He lists the staqes as:

1. “Prayinq—for—a-Hiracle“ staqe durinq which the

employee is iqnored as lonq as possible.
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2. ”Reason·Will-Prevail“ staqe durino which heart to

heart talks are held - to no avail.

3. “Pleadinq“ staqe durinq which the manaqer randorly

beqs, ca1oles, and threatens.

H. "Bleedinq“ staqe durinq which the employee is

disciplined, fired, 0: asked to resiqn.

At the end of this process, Boffer concludes, the ranaqer is

probably anqry at self and erployee and feels like a

personal failure. Iherefore, he advises, it is better to

intervene with a planned strate¤Y• Conceivinq of the

strateqy is the dilemma.

It should have becore obvious that, while the

literature does identify the existence of problem employees,

there is little to quide a manaqer in helpinq them. Ratber,

the existent literature irplies that “some one out there"

can qet at the probler and solve it. Typical advice

advocates that the manaqer learn to recoqnize and intervene

with a problem employee then suqqests a referral to an BAE.

A few pessirists advise the ranaqe: to not even try to deal

with a problem employee but to institute disciplinary

action, which ray (and probably will) include termination.

Only Karrass and Glasser (1980) are optiristic. They adwise

the use of Reality Therapy, adopted for ranagenent as

Reality Perfornance uanaqerent (RPM), as both a proactiwe

and reactive means of dealinq with the problem employee.
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Since one of the purposes of this dissertation is to

determine the effectiveness of RPM as both a prevention and

an intervention technique in dealinq with the problem

employee, a sunmary of the steps of RPM is presented below.

STEPS OF “REALITY PERFORMANCE MAuAGEMEHT"

1. Establish a qood workinq relationship with the

employee, especially the ones who are doinq poorly.

This step will be difficult because the ¤anaqer's

natural tendency is to reiect problem enployees. But

the ¤anaqer's acceptance will help the employee feel

a sense of belonqinq, and, with that, qain the

strenqth to focus on the problem and what can be done

about it.

2- Get the facts on the table- Avoid talkinq about past

nistakes, and do not accept excuses. Ratber, look at

the specific performance problem. Emphasize the

facts of the employee's behavior which indicate there

is a problen.

3. Have the employee evaluate bis/her own performance

and suqqest ways performance can improve. Get

aqreeuent that sonethinq must be done.

H. Heqotiate a *qet-well" action plan. Eake certain the

plan is specific as to what is to be done, when, how,
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and how much. Set up review points to check

proqress.

5. Get a responsible commitment to the plan from the

employee. If the plan d0esn't work, re·neqotiate.

Don't ask why it didn't work, inst focus on what

didn't work, and try to chanqe that.

6. Don't accept excuses. Focus on performance.

Enphasize qettinq perfornance acconplished. Bespond

to excuses by sayinq, “Don't tell ne why it didn't

happen. Tell ne when it is qoinq to happen.“

7. Let natural consequences take over. Don't punish and

don°t put down. Within an orqanization, the natural

consequences of poor perfornance include: no raise,

no promotion, reduction in responsibility, no bonus,

tenporary loss of frinqe benefits (such as freedon to

run personal errands), documentation of infractions

in personnel file, etc..

8. Don't qive up on enployees too easily. (Karrass and

Glasser, 1980).

Althouqh RPM is based on a connselino technique, its

incorporation into manaqenent style should not create undo

hardship on the nanaqer. While sone niqht view

administration and counselinq as poles apart, in reality,

both manaqer and counselor are facilitators of human
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behavior. The difference seems to be more in the setting in

which facilitation occurs, than in the feasibility for an

approach in common; although, it is possible that the person

whose behavior is facilitated will view a ~anaqer

differently than he does a counselor.

when a client comes in to see a counselor, a need for

assistance has already been identified, and the counselor is

viewed as a helper who will maintain confidentiality as

therapy proceeds. This is not true for an administrator.

The euployee who is viewed as a probleu may be the last to

admit the problem exists. Generally, the more serious the

problem, the longer it will take the euployee to acknowledqe

it, or seek, or accept help. Because the manager is in a

position to discipline the euployee, management overtures of

help may be viewed as threateninq. This is why the use of

RPM must become a part of management style, well entrenched

as a preventive ueasure before problems occur. This way

also be why, althouqh manaqers frequently find themselves in

the role of counselor (Golen and Sykora, 1983), a 1983 study

of 500 Fortune 1000 conpanies showed that *externa1 sources"

seen to be used nost often for counselinq for serious

probleus (Lavan, uathys, and Drehner, 1983). This research

confirmed a 1978 study conducted by the American Society of

Personnel Administrators and the Bureau of Labor Affairs
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which found that, in orqanizations, what is typically

labeled counselinq is little more than a brief consultation

and then referral (Cairo, 1982).3

That nanaqers are capable of learninq counselinq skills

was denonstrated by Burnaska (1976), who reports on

Interpersonal Skills Traininq provided at General Electric

by a qroup of psycholoqists for line and mid-level nanaqers.

The traininq focused on teachinq counselino alternatives as

a means of handlinq connon enployee—supervisor interactions.

Uanaqers who participated in the traininc were iudqed after

a period of four to five months to have improved their

ability to deal with enployees.

Typicallv, nanaqers have neither the education,

inclination, nor time to counsel proble~ employees; and

there is little in the nanaqement literature to teach then.

However, the counselinq psycholoqy literature is a virtually

untouched resource for the manaqer. It can both provide an

explanation for the problen e¤ployee°s behavior and quide

the nanaqer in learninq to deal with it, thus providinq a

neans to facilitate the enployee's ability to turn from

3 No conparable study exists for public orqanizations, but
one suspects the situation in the public sector is sinilar

because in both the public and private sectors, human

interactions play a crucial role in qoal attainnent. The

similarity of hunan interaction in both sectors was
demonstrated by Lau and Pavett in a 1980 study of 210
public and 210 private manaqers.
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deviance to productivity.

EEQEEELEEEEEE LEE BEQEEEE .E.EEL.Q1EE·

In an attempt to enable the manager to understand the

problen employee, Flynn and Stratton (I981) identify the

conmon elenent in all problem behavior as frustration. They

explain that the defense nechanisns that employees develop

to protect thenselves from their own problems are the very

behaviors the manager defines as “problem.“ These defense

nechanisns have been characterized by Hilkins and Haynes

(1974) as “frustration instiqated behaviors.” They include

aqqression, rationalization, fixation, repression,

reqression, and avoidance. These actions are also referred

to as “deviant behavior" by Baelin (1984).

Baelin's notion of “deviance“ is adapted from uerton,

and defined as occurrinq “when people use illeqitinate

means, or methods, not sanctioned bv the organization, to

accomplish thgi;· qoals.“ Fron this perspective, “deviant

behavior” means behavior which, iron the manaqer's
4

perspective, reduces the ability of the orqanization to

provide the level of qoods or services necessary to the

accomplishment of orqanizational qoals. In Baelin*s view,

career dissatisfaction will lead to the employee taking sone

action to reduce the disaccord he or she is experiencinq in
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the organization. Ihis action may be “adaptive* or

”deviant.“ An enployee who reacts with adaptive behavior

may be dissatisfied, but will not often be a problem for the

manaqer. A “deviant reaction,“ however, will soon alert the

manager to the presence of a problem employee. In terms of

assistinq the manager to understand the pattern of behavior

exhibited by problen employees, Baelin (1984) is helpful-

while his article is written to describe “deviant/adaptive”

behaviors in the careers of professionals, it appears

possible to extrapolate his nodel to any employee whose

behavior is a result of conflictinq expectations with

manaqenent. Raelin's continua of "deviant/adaptive“

behaviors are depicted in Eiqure 2.

It is important to note here that Raelin examined the

behavior of employees in the private sector. In a public

aqency it is possible that what Baelin terms “deviance wis-

a—vis manaqement“ (see Figure 2) is, in fact, responsible

behavior if management is actinq counter to conqressional

nanadate or public intent. Enployees who refuse to

implement nanaqment directives which are counter to agency

purpose or who fail to keep manaqenent incompetence secret

by whistle·blowinq say be, in fact, responding to the

greater purpose of the organization which is to serve the

public. An exanple of employees who acted responsibly in a
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way Raelin would call “deviant" occurred in the previously

discussed EPA employee response to Ann Burford*s departure

from aqency purpose.

It is also important to note that Raelin is not

presentinq a medical model in which “adaptive" equals “well'

and “deviant“ equals 'sick.“ Rather, he is demonstratinu,

from his research, that when employees experience

conflictinq expectations between thenselves and manaqnent

they will demonstrate certain copinq mechanisms- These

mechanisns will be vis·a—wis the manaqer, the job,

themselves, or their careers. They occur as a survival

technique in a dissatisfied employee. They say manifest

themselves in a way that the manaqer considers problematic

such as
“poor

performance" or “absenteeism and tardiness."

They may, however, be behaviors which do not affect 1oh

performance. The point here is that when conflictinq

expectations do occur, an employee will take some action to

deal with the situation. A manaqer needs to be aware cf

this phenomenon.
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LASHLE lll IE! l·l.'£.B!.éI.¥J§E

The sparse literature on problem employees seens to

offer dichotomous explanations for the existence of these

people in the work place. Sone of the literature on problem

employees assumes that the enployee becomes a problem

because of sone chronic disorder such as druq abuse,

alcoholism, or rental illness; or because of a situational

trouble such as narital, leqal, family, or financial

natters. The rest of the literature blames the existence of

the problem enployee on an inconpetent, ineffective, manager

or on a flaw in orqanizational desiqn. Even RPM, which has

the most potential for prevention and intervention depicts

the euployee as a person willinq and able to work, but

thwarted by manaqers who take thiuqs worse. The fallacy in

this dichotomous approach to explaininq the problen enployee

is that it neqates (or, at least, iqnores) the identity

differences inherent in hunan beinqs. These identity

differences are explained in Chapter 3.

This dichotonous conception of situational causes lends

itself to the expectations that a situational chanqe will

foster problem resolution. If a person is referred to

Alcoholics Anonymous or to an EAP, the literature assumes

that problem behavior will be chanqed. If marital problens

are resolved, or leqal matters settled, the traditional
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theorists would predict that since the problem has ended,

the problem behavior will cease. For those theorists who

conceive of the manaqer or orqanization as the cause of the

problen employee, a similar expectation exists. They would

predict that a chanqe in manaqenent style or in

orqanizational desiqn will elininate the cause of the

problem and in so doinq resolve or terminate the problen.

This is not to disaqree with the notion that a problem can

be solved, but it is to say that this approach to dealinq

with the problem employee is inadequate.

A cause/effect perspective on dealinq with the problem

employee cannot be viewed as erroneous, rather it aust be

viewed as insufficient. For the manaqer is concerned with

chanqinq problem behavior to productive behavior defined in

terms of orqanizational qoals. The cause of the problem is

not as relevant for the nanaqer as the extinction of the

problem. Since Reality Therapy does not purport to deal

with causes, its value to the manaqer is areat, as will be

discussed in Chapter H.

These causeyeffect attempts to explain the problem

employee are insufficient because they do not recoqnize that

the enployee may be a problen at work because personal qoals

are allowed to take precedence over orqanizational qoals,

nor do they recoqnize that some employees have an identity
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which handicaps them in dealinq with life and work

situations.• They do not qive coqnizance to the fact that

some people are ”horn losers“ or that others nay respond to

stress with vindictiveness, belliqerence, druqs, cr

aqqression, while still others may sinply qive up. Bather,

problems in the work place are sinply assuned by the

theorists to be caused by a situation in personal or

orqanizational life beyond the control of the employee.

This failure to account for identity differences creates an

inexcusable qap in theory which this dissertation uill

renedy.

Another serious disparity in the literature is the

failure to recoqnize that the problem employee does not act

and react in a vacuun. While the systems approach to

manaqenent (Katz and Kahn, 1975) has thorouqhly explored the

inter—relatedness of different orqanizational functions and

demonstrated that a chanqe in one seqment of the
'

orqanization precipitates a ripple effect, it has not even

considered that problen behavior, as defined here·in, on the

part of an individual employee, can destroy the

orqanizational equilibriun. Failure to recoqnize the

individual employee as a creator of dynamic forces which

* The tern identity is defined as the way in which a person
approaches and deals with other people and with situations
gf daily life. Tbis term is discussed in depth in Chapter
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have as much potential to de—stahilize the orqanizational

systems, as do environmental influences, is, at best, an

oversiqht, at worst, an eqreqious flaw.

For one individual‘s problem-creatinq behavior can

shift the orqanizational balance and chanqe orqanizational

focus from fulfillinq purposes to reducinq disturbance.

This inposes an enormous enerqy drain on the manaqer,

especially in liqht of prevailinq theory which has

conditioned the adninistrator to accept total responsibility

for problens which may, in fact, have their roots far afield

from the orqanizational environment. This drain can be so

disruptive that orqanizational qoals become secondary even

to the nanaqer.

The lacunae in administrative and manaqement literature

identified in this section point to the need for the

theoretical reconceptualization of person—at-work which will

be provided in this dissertation.

.1..2.1...F 22222 @.$.22)

The existence of problem emplovees in the federal work

force is a qrowinq concern to the Office of Personnel

uanaqement, which views “the sole reason for the federal

qovernment's existence“ as *service to the citizenry.“

(USHSPB, The Elusive Botton Line, 1982). The uSPB's report
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on productivity in the federal work force (1982) explains

that

The Civil Service Before Act of 1978 stated the
policy of the United States to be

“to
provide the

people of the United States with a coepetent,
honest and productive work force...“ This end is
explicitly expressed in the fifth merit principle:
The Federal work force should be used efficiently
and effectively.

Other expectations for the behavior of Federal

eeployees which were included in the Civil Service Before

Act (Pub. L. Ho. 95·ß5ß, 92 Stat III 1978) include:

- All employees should eaintain hiqh standards of

inteqrity, conduct, and concern for the public

interest.

— Employees should be retained on the basis of the

adequacy of their performance, inadequate perforeance

should be corrected, and eeplovees should be separated

who cannot or will not ieprove their perforeance to

eeet required standards.

In an atteept to determine to what extent these

expectations are heinq eet in the Federal work force, two

studies were conducted by the USPB. One explored

productivity (USBPB, *The Elusive Bottoe Line,“ 1982). The

other looked at reeovals for incoepetence (USUPB, “The Other

Side of the Herit Coin,” 1982). The MSPB study defined

productivity by its discrete elements. These include:
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* Increasinq efficiency (the ratio of input to output).

*
Improvinq the quality of services.

* Decreasinq the cost of services.

*
Decreasinq the tine required to provide the services.

*
Increasinq the usefulness and effectiveness of

services.

*
Reducinq flaws, errors, accidents.

*
Ensurinq courtesy to the public.

*
Improvinq the responsiveness of services to public

need.

The MSPB study concluded that:

*
Federal executives and nid—level nanaqers cn a
Government—wide basis have a qenerally positive view of
their productivitv and that of their work qroups.

*
Nevertheless, approxinatelv one-fiftb (20%) of all
Federal executives and one·quarter (2ü%) of all nid-
level nanaqers saw hiqh potential for increasinq the
agount of work produced within their qroups, with no
increase in staff. An even qreater percentaqe (2ü% and
27%), respectively) saw hiqh potential for inprovinq
the gualit! of work produced within their qroups.

*
Furthernore, maior differences enerqe when responses
are exanined on an aqency-by—aqency basis. Our aqency—
specific data indicates that naior improvenents in
productivity can be achieved in sone aqencies.

* Within the aqencies where respondents saw substantial
roon for improvenent, nid-level manaqers tended to see
qreater roon for inprovenent than did senicr
executives.

* The relationship between respondents' ratinq of their
innediate supervisors and positive indicators af
productivity was surprisinqly weak- Based on our data,
it appears that poor supervisorv skills have an adverse
effect on productivity, but qood supervisory skills
have only a narqinally positive effect.
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*
Thus, the data suggest that a general emphasis on
improvinq in the quality of supervision will not, in
itself, bring about a dramatic improvement in Federal
productivity. Ratber, substantial improvement in the
productivity of the Federal work force will require
attention to a broad spectrun of areas in addition to
supervisory effectiveness--areas such as enployee
selection, work methods, procedures, technology,
organization structure, or clarification of the
orqanization°s mission. Further investigation is
needed to identify which of these “additio¤al areas“
might be particularly appropriate on a Govern¤ent·wide
basis, and which might be applicable on an agency-
specific or program-specific basis.

Beqardinq reuovals for incompetence in the Federal

service, the HSPB concludes that "the most accurate

statement that can he nade regarding the renoval cf

incompetent Federal enployees is that no one can say with

coufidence...exactly what happened to Federal employeas

whose perfornance was inadequate“ (US HSPB, “The Cther Side

of the uerit Coin,“ 1982). This is because of the

imprecision of the Federal data base and, what the HSEB

report calls, “1he social i¤pediment.' The social

impediment is a phenomenon, which exists in both the private

and public sectors. lt is the reluctance of any

organization to actually fire an employee for inadequate

performance. With these caweats, the findings of the HSEB

on renovals for inconpetence indicate:

* The statistical data regarding what happens to Federal
enployees whose perfornance is inadequate is itself
inadeguate. The statistics being maintained do not
give a clear picture of what happens to Federal
employees who are poor performers. It is virtually
impossible to say with authority what the crucial
trends are in this area.
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*
On the other hand, whatever those facts may be, it is
clear that Federal employees themselves have a
relatively low expectation that they will be removed
from employment should their performance be inadequate.

* However, employee attitudes on the question of the
likelihood of their removal for inadequate performance
vary siqnificantly amonq several Government·wide
populations. Senior executives, for example, see
thenselves as relatively more vulnerable to removal
than do mid-level employees.

*
Employee attitudes on the smb1ect also vary markedly
amonq the different Federal aqencies. As is true of
almost every subiect examined, the Federal Government
is demonstrably not a monolithic employer.

§!1.¤!.A..H Q! ELLE LLHEAIQBZ KEEHE

This chapter has reviewed the information on problem

employees which is available in current nanaqement

literature. It has demonstrated that knowledqe in this area

is lackinq in both research and theory, and that most cf the

literature is written by and for practitioners. The section

on findinqs of the HSPB demonstrates the concern of the

federal qovernment reqardinq the problem employee hut points

to yet another lacuna in this area--the concerted iqnorance

on how to identify and cope with the problem employee·-the

issues with which this dissertation will deal.

Information qarnered from this review of the literature

will be utilized to develop the “Interactive—Holistic"

theory of person—at·work which is articulated in the next

chapter. Specificallv the theory will rely on Hollman,
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Cairo, Raelin, Flynn and Stratton in assertinq that problem

employees are an inescapable fact of orqanizational life,

and that a manaqer must develop tools for dealinq with them.

Clues for identifyinq a problem enployee will be taken from

Filipowicz who identified these as: excessive absences,

tardiness and early departures, altercations with fellow

employees, causinq other employees iniuries, poor iudqment,

unusual accidents, and involvements with the law. Future

chapters will also utilize Glasser's articulation of the

term “identity” and rely heavily on Glasser's Reality

Therapy as a means of dealinq with the problem employee.

Future chapters will also attempt to eliminate the

identified lacunae in public administration literature by

providinq a theory which acknowledqes the presence of

problem behavior in the work place and then offerinq the

manaqer a tool for dealinq with the problem employee.



Chapter III

INTERACTIVE HOLISTIC THEOR! OF THE PERSON-AT-
ROBK

This chapter provides a theory of person—at—work which

addresses the reality of the problem employee as a weaber of

the work force and demonstrates that the notion that

employees can he consistently, completely and unifornly

productive is unrealistic, if not naive. For employees do

not operate in a vacuun. Ratber they are members of a

dynamic system, affected by and affectinq persons and

environwental conditions both outside and within the work

place. This is the crucial concept nissinq fron existinq

theory. It will be illustrated throuqhout this chapter with

research conducted by, and exawples taken from, cases which

came before the federal Herit Systems Protection Board

(HSPB) and by incidents in the researcher's experience.

These cases provided a particularly advantaqeous enpirical

domain because, an employee had to become a probleu as

defined here·in, in order for the case to have appeared

before the Board. The cases were wide·ran¤inq in diversity

and the main task was to aqqreqate their maier

characteristics.

Cases which ccne before the USPB are those for which

satisfactory resolution did not occur at a lower appeals

56
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level. The MSDB receives approxinatelv 1500 cases per year.

A case is brouqht to the MSDB as a part of the federal

e¤plovees' qrievance procedure. If an employee files a

qrievance aqainst a supervisor and it is not resolved to the

satisfaction of either, both have the riqht to appeal to one

of eleven reqional offices. The reqional office hears and

arbitrates the initial appeal. If satisfactory resolution

is not ohtained, either the aqencv or the enployee can

appeal to the three nember MSDB, which then requests the

transcript of the aqencv file and the record of regional

appeal activity. It first makes a decision as to whether,

or not, to hear a case. If the decision is nade to hear a

case, the appellant, witnesses, and aqencv representatives

appear before the MSDB. A record fron two to eighteen pages

in lenqth is made which sumnarizes the case and actions

taken. These sunmaries were used as the data source fer

this research. Actual transcripts were not utilized because

a spokesperson for the MSDB stated that a request to review

actual case transcripts niqht take a year to honor, as each

transcript nust be read and censored bv MSDB personnel

before release.

In order to obtain a cross·section of types of cases

which have been appealed to the MSDB, 150 case sunnaries

were randouly selected fron the jgjgggl ggg;} ßygjgjg
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ggpggtgr (US HSPB, 1979 — 198ü). An abstract of each case

was prepared, and information from the case was recorded on

the “Case Survey Codinq Instrument" which is presented in

Appendix A.

Procedures used to conduct the case analysis were

adapted from Yin and Heald (1975), Dunn and Swierczek

(1977), and Dunn (1981). First the closed ended

questionnaire (i.e., the "Case Survey Codinq Instrument")

was developed by drawing upon the literature and the

theoretical orientation of the research. It attenpts to

identify a range of conditions from existing cases and to

identify the causes of the problem enployee and the effects

created by the problem employee.

For the development of the Interative-Holistic theory

of person-at—work, the stream of psychology emanating from

Alfred Adler and culiminating with Hilliam Glasser will be

relied upon heavily. Ibis conceptual stream not only

provides a more complete picture of the person—at—work than

has heretofore been enqendered, but it offers explanations

and understanding not possible without it.
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THEOR§TICAL·Q§IEN}A1ION

Traditionally the counseling psychology literature has

not dealt with the problen enployee, gg; gg but, rather,

with the problem individual. Counseling literature has

developed from the 19th centruy tradition of Sigmund Freud.

The first triumverate of psychology was Freud, who naned his

methodology “psychoanalysis;“ Alfred Adler, who developed

“individual psycho1ogy;" and Carl Jung, whose for! of

psychology is known as “analytic (or, complex) psychology.“

Both Adler and Juno separated fron Freud, Adler in 1911, and

Jung in 1913 (Ansbacher and Anshacher, 1964). Thouqh

numerous connseling theories and techniques have developed

since that time, all have their roots in the thinking of one

of the menhers of the initial triunvarate.

The counselinq approach chosen for the development of

this theory of person—at·work is that of Reality Therapy, as

articnlated by Hillian Glasser (1965). Reality Therapy has

its theoretical roots in the “individual psychology“ of

Alfred Adler, though this is not often evident at first

reading. In essene, “Adler concentrated on building a

theory, leaving the nethod of application up to the

individual therapist; Glasser developed a method of doiuq

therapy, hy building on Adlerian theory“ (Hhitehouse, 1984).
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Reality Therapy is not the only counselinq theory in

qood currency which has developed from the work of Adler.

Gestalt psycholoqy, with its emphasis on the whole, rather

than the elements, on the interaction between the whole and

its parts, and its conception of the term “social interest"

is also in the Adlerian conceptual strean, as is the field

theory of Kurt Lewin which developed fron Gestalt

psycholoqy. In fact, Lewin has stated that Gestalt

psycholoqy ”confirmed experiuentally the correctness of

Adlerian views.“ (Ansbacher and Ansbacher, 1964)

The client—centered psycholoqy of Carl Roqers is also

theoretically qrounded in the Adlerian approach, with

sinilar propositions such as the tendency of the individual

to strive for self actualization, perception ot the

individual as an orqanized whole whose behavior is qoal—

directed, and the individually perceived world.

Adlerian psycholoqy is a philosophy of life, founded on

the idea that human beinqs are socially oriented and can,

therefore, fulfill their basic needs only as prodnctiwe

members of society. He identified three life tasks which

face everyone: love, work, and friendshi¤• Adler believed

that each person should be viewed holistically, with

emphasis on the recoqnition that behavior is qoal oriented,

and that people choose their behaviors in line with their
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goals which are determined by early life experiences which

pre·dispose perceptions. Therefore people are viewed as

responsible, masters of their fate, proactive, rather than

reactive (Hhitehouse, 198ü).

Adler explains that his style of psychology is

“co¤mitted to the principle of investigating the systeu of a

psychological disorder along the path which a patient

hinself has taken.“ He believed that the most effective

means of doing this "are given in a comprehensive

understanding of (1) the earliest childhood recollections,

(2) the position of the child in birth order, (3) childhood

disorders, (H) day and night dreams, and (5) the nature cf

the exogenous factor that caused the problem.“ (Anshacher

and Ansbacher, 196u) To provide understanding of a problem

individual, Adler developed a “life—style assessment,“ which

is a series of questions designed to expedite the discovery

of the uay in which a person reacts to the environment in

trying to meet defined needs. Adler believed this

understanding would then provide the therapist with a guide

for intervention. The questions he used in developing a

“life—style“ assessment are presented in Appendix E.

Glasser, however, operates fron the standpoint that *of

all behaviors — thinking, feeling, doing — the easiest to

change is doing, regardless of whether or not the change is
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made with accompanyinq insiqht." (Hhitehouse, 1984) Thus,

Glasser does not operate from information uained in a life-

style assessment. hather, the focus of Reality Therapy is

on the present. For Reality Therapy, slasser derived tte

concept of two built~in needs, which he adapted from Adler's

three life tasks. These needs are: 11 the need to pelonq

and be loved, and 2) the need for qaininq self—worth and

recoqnition. when a person is not meeting these needs,

sufferinq ensues, and the person, in response tc the

sufferinq, will act tc meet those needs. For Glasser, a

person's world view (which is analaqous to Adler's life-

style) will be from the stance of either a "success

identity,” or a "failure identity." The identity dictates

the manner in which a person bebaves in order to meet basic

needs. These concepts of Reality Therapy are depicted in

Fiqure 3.

Accordinq to Glasser, Reality Therapy can provide a

manaqer the means of dealinq with the problem employee, and

a means by which problems can be prevented. with therapy

defined as a "specific treatment," Reality Therapy can te

conceived of as a specific treatment which enables a person

to deal with reality, i.e., with the “uuality appertaininq

to phenomena that we recoqhize as havinq a neinq independent

of our own volition (we cannot 'wish them away')" (ierqer

and Luckman, 1967).
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Now, it is true that, phenonenoloqically, events create

different realities for different people. However, from the

perspective of Reality Therapy,

action can be called realistic, or unrealistic,
only when its rggote (sic) as well as inmediate
consequences are taken into ccnsideration,
conpared, and weiqhed. If the...pain, sufferinq
which ultinately occur as a result of a qiven
action exceed the iunediate satisfaction produced,
that action may be terned unrealistic; whereas, if
the satisfaction which ultimatelv occurs as a
result of an action is qreater than the imnediate
effort cr sacrifice associated with it, such an
action can he called realistic. (uowrer, 1975)

Thus, the Reality Therapist encouraces exanination of

actions in liqht of that reality which cannot be “wished

away,“ and facilitates realistic choices which can lead to

qreater self actualization, and, thus, to motivation and ich

satisfaction.

while it may take a creative leap for some to envisicn

the nanaqer as Reality iherapist, Glasser insists that

anyone who works with people can be trained to use Reality

Therapy in their work (Evans, 1982). He points out that

Reality Therapy provides a positive approach to dealing with

under·¤otivated employees.

Reality Therapy is also a proble« preventative.

Glasser observes that most adninistrators wake the

assumption that an employee knows what to do, whether cn the

job, or in dealinq with personal problems. However, he
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cautions, "the employee often doesn't have any idea of what

to do at all."

The steps of Reality Therapy, as they can be used in

nanaqement, have only been articnlated by Karrass and

Glasser (1980) in their book, ßggh~§;g~gggggggggg, in which

they coin the terr, “Reality Perforrance ¤anaqement,* (RP!)

as the use of Reality Therapy in ranaqement. The steps cf

RPM have been listed in Chapter 2, “Review of the

Literature.” A real problem with_§ggg· j;g—ganagegent is

that it was written for the popular rarket. As such, it is

neither scholarly, nor erpirically tested. Its Adlerian

antecedents are obvious only to those who have studied

counselinq, and it is a prescription, not a thesis. A

strenqth of ßggg—§;g ßggggggggg is that it links Reality

Therapy to the conceptual stream of ranaqenent enqendered hy

Chester Barnard's 1938 book, §ggggjgg§—gg— ggg gxgcutigg,

thus unitinq the soretires dichotorous disciplines of

counselinq psycholoqy and ranaaerent.

Barnard's central there erphasized that an orqanization

can operate efficiently and survive, only when both the

orqanization's qoals and the ains and needs of the erployees

are kept in balance. To accorplish this, he believed, is

the “function of the emecutive,“ and can be attained thronqh

the *contributions-inducerents rodel." Reality Therapy,
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while recoqnizinq that all emplovees do not operate within

this model, provides a means by which non-monetarv

inducements can be utilized to keep the needs of the

employee and of the orqanization in balance.

Barnard, in pointinq out how important the inforual

orqanization is, suqqests how siqnificant the quality of

interaction is. The formal orqanization comes about throuch

the coordination of the activities of human beinqs,

facilitated by a leader capable of communication. Glasser

develops a means by which a leader can comnunicate

effectively to encouraqe workers to contribute their actions

toward a common purpose.

As Barnard observes, the acts of orqanizations are

those of persons dominated by orqanizational, not personal

ends. A qoal of the executive hust, therefore, be to conpel

people to accomplish purposes beyond their own immediate

needs. The problen employee is one whose personal ends have

taken precedence, over orqanizational qoals. The Adlerian

approach coupled with Barnard, as they combine in Reality

Therapy for manaqers, is therefore the theoretical

underpinninq of the Interactive-Holistic theory of person-

at-work here-in developed.
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I.H.EQ.B.¥ DEHLQBAEBI

To develop the Interactive-Holistic theory of person-

at—work, it was first necessary to focus on the nature of

theory and the requisites of a well-developed theory.

Theory can be defined as a set of inter-related causal

hypotheses that attenpt to explain the occurrence of

phenomena. Its purpose has been articulated by Honans

(196ß) as the explanation of interrelated and proven

propositions that answer the question,
“Hhv?“

Theory nay he

developed by either deduction or induction. Deduction

requires that one reason fron the qeneral to the specific.

Induction requires reasoninq fron particular facts to a

qeneral conclusion. For the development of the Interactive-

Holistic theory of person-at-work the researcher has relied

upon induction, with the form of functional realtionships

suqqested by experience and observation.

This induction has led to the belief that the existiuq

contractual—instrumental appraach to understanding the

person-at-work is far afield from reality. Schein (1980),

in his sunmary of the naior ideas underlyinq the existinq

perspectives on the person-at-work, states that these ideas

can be classified as dealinq with: 1) creating and

desiqninq the orqanization, 2) recruitinq, selectinq,

training, socializinq, and allocatinq human resources, 3)
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how authority is deleqated within the orqanizational and how

the individual can influence the orqanization, H)

inteqratinq orqanizational units, and 5) fosterinq

orqanizational survival. While Schein admits that none of

these ideas has developed into a theory, each provides a

franework by which orqanizations and the people in then are

traditionally studied. Their un·reality lies in their uni

dimensionality. None considers the identity complexities of

the individual employee. All have apparently evolved from

deduction, with the various theorists lookinq at the

orqanization, then attenptinq to explain the specifics

within it.

Fron readinq the existinq literature it seems possible

to accuse the existinq theorists of abstracted empiricism in

that the theorists appear to have alloued nethodoloqies

derived from the natural sciences to dominate their work and

have used a hiqhly nomothetic methodcloqy to test a

subiective theory, thus providinq an incongruence between

theory and method. Ihether or not they are quilty of this

charqe, bay be a moot point. The crucial issue here is that

their ideas have not yet explained the myriad of

interactions which can be observed in the work place, nor

have they acknowledqed, much less dealt with, the reality of

the problem employee whose existence is evident to the

practitioner and can be demonstrated by MSPB cases.
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Thus, for the development of the interactive—holistic

theory, induction has been relied upon, with the form of

functional relationships suqqested by experience and

observations. By so doinq, propositions reqardinq the

person-at—work will be identified and dencnstrated so that

the question of why the problen employee exists can he

answered. Such a theory, developed fron observations and

experience, has been terned “qrounded theory“ by Dunn and

Swierzek (1977) who believe qrounded theory is valuable for

a nunher of reasons. First, because qrounded theory is

based upon actual ohservations and experiences, it contains

internal validity. It is qrounded in what is and does not

try to fit existinq conditions into g;p;jg;i qeneralities.

Second, qrounded theory lends itself to external validity.

Because it is based on (qrounded in) that which is ohserved

or experienced in one set of conditions, it can ke

extrapolated to another sinilar set of conditions where

observations were not nade. In the case of the interactive·

holistic theory of person·at·work, qrounded theory allows

observations of phenouena contained in the HSPB research and

cases, and in the researcher's experience, to be considered

as representative of phenonena in other oruanizations, and

this constitutes external validity. Third, qrounded theory

contributes to the qeneration of new concepts, i.e-,
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reflexivity, or the new representation of that which already

exists. In so doinq, it allows for a new and creative

conceptualization of existinq phenonena. This

conceptnalization clarifies the identity of the observed

phenovena. In so doinq, it prowotes understandinq of

existinq phenonena- Fourth, qrounded theory prouotes

uuderstandinq anonq qroups with conflictinq franes of

reference, i.e., it has translatability. Because of the

above four reasons, it is believed that the use of qrcunded

theory to conceptualize the Interactive·Holistic Person—at—

Work will nake a valuable contribution.

the interactive-holistic approach is useful for the

conception of the individual enployee as a part of a

totality (or whole) in which and with which he interacts on

a reqular basis. Thns for purposes of naminq this theory,

dictionary definitions of interaction and holisitc were

chosen as the neaninq behind the two concepts.

”Interaction' is defined as a “¤utual or reciprocal

influence which adnits causal action between mental events,

between physical events, and between wental and physical

events.“

The tern ”holistic“ is based on the philosophy of

“holisn“
which is the philosophy theory first fornulated hy

Jan C- Snuts that the determinq factors in nature are wholes
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which are irreducible to the sum of their parts and the

making of the universe is the record of the activity cf

making these wholes- Simply put, the holistic approach

acknowledges that no relationship is uni·dimensional and

calls for an understanding of each elenent as a part of a

whole. This is certainly not the only holistic approach to

the conceptualization of human behavior. Gestalt

psychology, for instance, studies perception and behavior

from the standpoint of the organisn's repsonse to

configurational wholes. Another holistic approach is that

of open systems theory which recognize that the organization

is a systen, conposed of nany internal systems; affecting

and being affected by external environmental systens. Both

Gestalt psychology, and open systens theory are theories in

good currency which are holistic in their approach.

A crucial difference exists, however, between the

Interactive·Holistic teory and Gestalt psychology or an open

systems approach. The Gestalt psychologist visualizes a

structure or configuration of physical, biological, or

psychological phenonena so integrated as to constitute a

functional unit with properties not derivable from its parts

in sumnation. The Interactive—Holistic theory does not

focus on a configuration, or gestalt. Bather, it focuses on

observalbe hunan behavior which is not explained as a part
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of a functional unit, but as an identity response to an

event, or qroup of events. The Interactive—Holistic theory

is not systems theory either. Systnes theory focuses on

systems within systews while the Interactive—Holistic theory

focuses on observable, individual behavior. While the

individual is recoqnized as an actor within a system, the

focus is on individual behavior, not on qroup or systen

actions or interactions. Thus, while the Interactive-

Holistic theory requires that each enployee be viewed in the

totality of which he or she is a part, it doesn ot focus on

the totality, but on the observed behavior of the enployee.

This becomes clear in the followinq sections and resultant

fifteen theory propositions.

Interaction

Individuals interact, but what causes the type cf

interaction and what are the potential results of that

interaction in the work place? In the Adlerian prescribed

concept of the individual, the type of interaction is caused

by the way in which a hunan beinq seeks to fulfill needs for

love, work, and friendship within the society in which he

lives. Dependinq on the nanner in which need fulfillnent is

souqht, interactions pay be neqative as well as positive.

To state that interactions between and anonq persons in the
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work place occur may be to note the obvious, but to iqnore

this crucial phenomenon is to deprive one's self of the

perspective necessary to understandinq of the world of work.

For, as Adler observed, hu»an heinqs are socially

oriented and fulfill their needs only as productiwe menhers

of society. In that society, any one person plays many

different roles and interacts with people from many

different subsystens of that society. Ihese interactiops

are not mutually exclusive, for their rasifications effect

the individual in what ever role he is playinq in what ever

subsysten of society he enters.

As a person in the work force, then, the individual

carries with hin the results of previous or anticipated

interactions into the orqanization- This “mental baqqaqe“

will then influence the way in which the person—at—work

performs as an employee. It therefore seems necessary to

explore the types of responses a person may experience

because of his various interactions and to deteraine hcw

those responses may inpinqe on an orqanization.

Io acconplish this it is necesary first to conceive of

the orqanization holistically as a dynamic system which is

linked to the qreater societal systen by the individuals

within it.
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That the orqanization is an open system in constant

interaction with its environments was best explained hy Katz

and Kahn (1966). The complexity of the relationship becomes

evident when one considers the difficulties inherent in

defininq orqanizational houndaries, recoqnizes that the

orqanization's environuents are in a constant state of flux,

and acknowledqes that the orqanization carries

representatives of the external environments within it

(Schein, 1980). In an attempt to describe the dynamics cf

an orqanization, and at the same tine provide a diaqnostic

model for analyzinq those dynamics, Kotter (1978) identified

seven conceptual elements: 1) key processes, 2) external

environment, 3) employees and other tanqihle assets, Q)

formal orqanizational arranqenents, 5) the social system, 6)

technoloqy, and 7) the dominant coalition. In so doinq, he

identified the myriad interactions that occur within and

around the orqanization. However, the problem with such a

conceptualization of the dynanic system of which the

orqanization is a part, is its focus on suhsysteus in their

totality, rather than allowinq for the differences inherent

in the individnals who comprise the subsystems.

Yet, orqanizations and their environments are cowposed

of, influenced by, and operated under the direction of human

beinqs. Key processes could not take place if a person did
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not exist to operate or inplement the process. The external

environment is composed of people who are suppliers cr

clients or requlators. The term *e¤ployees“ means more than

the size or composition of the labor force. The

orqanizational structure is not tanqible hut rather one of

individual, reporting, or peer relationships. The social

system is conposed of interactinq human beinqs. Technology

requires persons for operation. Even the dominant coalition

would not exist, if a number of persons did not exist and

interact to bring it into beinq. Thus existing models of

orqanizational interaction, while necessary are insufficient

for they depict abstractions such as *qroups“ or *systens,“

or “processes" rather than the persons who comprise these

different elements.

Human beinqs are simply the essential inqredient in any

concept of interaction in the work place. Each has a nutual

or reciprocal influence on those with whom he comes in

contact. If this thesis seems plausible, then it hecones

apparent that the concept of interaction is crucial in an

inductive theory of the person—at·work-

Proposition 3.1: Behavior in the work place is
affected by the employee's interactions with all
of the systems of which he is a part, only one of
which is the organization.
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Identity

The type of interactions in which an individual enqaqes

and the way in which he approaches and responds to those

interactions will be determined bv his "identity," i.e-, the

unity and persistence of his personality. Glasser conceives

of five types of identities from which people operate. The

"success identity" is that in which a person is fulfilled,

rational and self—actualized. The person who is concerned

with security and whose behavior reflects an effort to

ensure coufort also has a success identity. For both the

*fulfilled" and the “security" person will see that their

needs are best wet throuqh socially accepted activities

which brinq love, a sense of belonqinq, and the opportunity

to qain recoqnition for achievenent and productivity. This

is the identity with which traditional public administration

theory, as well as manaqenent, hunan relations and econowic

theory, has dealt. The “success identity" is the one which

responds positively to wotivation and leadership, to

traininq, to iob and orqanization desiqn. This is the

person who fits Raelin°s (1984) continuun of

"deviant;adaptive" behaviors and this is the identity which

has made possible the Horatio Alqer notion of the Anerican

Dream. Unfortunately, every newber of the work force does

not possess a "success identity."
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It is also unfortunate that most (maybe all)

acadenicians and nanaaers can only conceive of persons with

success identities because they themselves have attained

their place in life because their's is a success

orientation. It is a typical fallacy of human thinkinq to

view others as thinkinq like or capable of thinkinq or doinq

as
”I“

do. This phenonenon is denonstrated daily bv

university educated parents who don't understand why their

offsprinq quit hiqh school and by iudqes who return battered

children to abusinq parents, thinkinq,
“I“

spank
”ny“

kids

too. But, all persons do not have a “success identity.”

This is not to say that nanaqers and acadenicians and,

for that natter, everybody else, believe that people are

clones. Certainly, it is recoqnized that some people are

introverts and others extroverts, while the personality

types identified by Hyers—Briqqs renain in qood currency.

Certainly, it is also recoqnized that different people have

different qoals, and that sone are procrastinators, sone are

pessinistic, others are optinistic. The list of

“differences“ could qo on. However, the crucial point here

is that all of these people nay, or may not, have a “success

identity.” Yet, when they have been fit into traditional

administrative theory, they have usually been assuned to he

rational, self-actualizinq, success oriented persons. Then
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when the particular theory only applies
“part"

of the time,

the problem is assuned to be with the theory, rather than

with the recoqnition that the theory fits well for the

*success identity.“

Fortunately, a larqe part of the work force does have a

“success identity.“ However, to view the entire work force

fron this perspective is to attenpt to fit a nunber of round

peqs into square holes and to experience the frustration

that this futile behavior creates. To prevent such useless

effort it is necessary to accept that some members of the

work force, to varyinq deqrees, have a *failure identity."

Glasser's continuun shown in Fiqure 3 illustrates this well.

For Glasser, persons with a ”failure identity“ are

those whose behavior is unrealistic. While they too seek

love and belonqinq, their methods for achievinq these qoals

are the opposite of those with a ”success identity.“ While

the success oriented persons are able to postpone short term

pleasure for lonq tern results, the “failure identity” is

very present oriented. A “success identity“ will respond to

disappointment or frustration or traqedv with, at best, a

plan of action or, at worst, a rebound. A “failure

identity,“ on the other hand, will exhibit itself as either

a “qiwe up person,“ a 'synptom person" or as a “neqative

addict.“
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The "qive up person" is the one who does iust that in

the face of even a small challenqe. These are the people

who cannot understand bumper stickers like "when life qives

you lenons, make 1emonade." These are the wall flowers at

parties and the persons in the work force who avoid or

refuse challenqinq assiqnnents. They often expect someone

else to take care of then or solve their problems, and will

frequently exaqqerate work accomplishments while beinq ready

to blaue their failure on others.

The "symptom person" is more overt in behavior. This

is the person whose probleu behavior is obwious and exhihits

itself in belliqerence, aqqression, shoutinq, obscenities,

and qeneral trouble aakinq. This person is very self-

oriented and one who can quickly be labeled as a trouble

maker. While the "symptom person" fiqhts in an effort to

meet basic needs, the "neqative addict* turns to alcohol or

druqs as a means of escapinq pain.

In considerinq these different identities, the reader

is cautioned to set aside personal perspectives so as not to

be trapped into overly identifyinq with the neqative

identities because of an occassional response to frustration

with yellinq, cursinq, or qettinq drunk. It is important

here to remember that the "neqative addict" is the

alcoholic, or the druq addict, and that the "symptom person"
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is the one consistently involved in altercations at work,

feuds with ueiqhbors, and belliqerent responses to

constructive criticisw.

It is important to understand that once in the work

place the identity of any oiven worker has many

opportuntities to affect all components of the system. The

”success identities" are the doers, the creative force

behind innovations, and the problem solvers. The “failure

identities” are the apathetic, the trouble makers, the

disturbed, and the disturhinq.

Proposition 3.2: Within the orqanization, the
identity of any given employee shapes, or
reshapes, all the conponents of the orqanizational
system.

It is also important to understand that these identities

exist and, in fact, do find their way into the work force.

gnteggction gg §mplcyegs—Wighingtgg~0;gan;gg;;on

That the identity which one employee brings to the

organization can affect the satisfaction, motivation, and

productivity of co-workers throuqh their interactions seews

obvious. The degree to which this can happen is often over—

looked. several extreme examples of this were illustrated

in the cases which came before the MSPB. Three of these are

beinq utilized to illnstrate the kinds of effect one

employee's identity, reflected in his behavior, can have on

fellow employees.
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“The Sexual 0ffender“

In this instance an Adninistrative Law Judge was

terninated for exhihiting “lewd and lascivious behavicr

which was offensive to both nen and women“ in his office.

This behavior, which is that of a “svIptom person' had

caused the norale and productivity of the entire staff to

deteriorate and had eroded all confidence in any decisions

he nade. Typically, he denied that there was a problen and

accused people of taking things out of context. However,

nunerous co·workers had been insulted, and the lascivious

iudge was terninated.

“The Helper“

In this case, an agency electrician who was a

“fulfilled person' with fourteen years of service and no

disciplinary record, was neqatively influenced by his fellow

employees. Two of his co-workers had unlawfully used agency

purchase orders to acguire wire valued at $¤18 for their

personal use. when their supervisor learned of this and

started to investiqate, the two culprits asked their co-

worker, the electrician, for help. He then decided to cover

for then by writing a personal check for more wire and

putting the wire in the storage bins. This did not deceive

the agency investigators and the electrician was diswissed
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on charqes of falsifyinq aqency records and servinq as an

accomplice to the fradulent activities of others.

“The
Piqhter"

In this case a nale warehouse forklift operator who was

a "synpton person" struck a fellow female employee in the

stomach and shoved her aqainst a section of storaqe bins.

The incident arose out of a personal disaqreenent between

the two. The man was the father of the woman's child and

she, apparently, wanted nothinq further to do with him. His

response to her cessation of desire was to strike her in the

stonach. Yet her 'qive—up* identity precipitated the

behavior which was the initial cause of his frustration.

From the above three illustrations it is easy to

demonstrate how the identity which an individual employee

brinqs to the work place can affect other employees. This

is a similar concept to the folk sayinq that “one bad apple

can spoil a barrel,* and is a crucial element in the

Interactive·uolistic theory of person—at·work.

Proposition 3.3: Within the orqanization, the
identity which an employee brinqs to his
interactions with other enployees affects their
attitudes and behavior.
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Interaction

ggThenext element to be considered is the reciprocal

influence that manaqer and employees have upon one another.

That a manaqer can, does, and should influence euployee

behavior toward productivity in both efficiency and

effectiveness is a part of traditional administrative

theory. lt is so much a part, it seems, that somehow the

other side of that influence coin qets obfuscated. As

demonstrated in Chapter 2, which reviews the literature on

problen employees, manaqers are sometimes thouqht to be the

cause of a problen and are most frequently told by the

theorists that whether they are the cause or not, they

should he able to solve the problem. This puts a tremendous

burden on the responsible manaqer, who in the face of

unsolvable problens may beqin to question his ovn

competence, as may his superiors, tutored in the sane

inadequate approach to explaininq behavior in the work

place.

To demonstrate that the identitv which an employee

brinqs to the work place influences behavior which does

affect his supervisor, three more cases from the HSEB are

presented.
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“The Hase Caller“

In this case, the employee's behavior was that of a

“symptom person“ ·— belliqerent and threateninq. Because he

did not aqree with a decision his nanaqer made, he prepared

and distributed a flyer which criticized the manager. When

he was suspended for this behavior, he filed a qrievance.

Durinq the qrievance procedure, he shouted that he despised

the manaqement official and called hin a °ponpous ass' and a

“baby.“
Then he qrabbed the ¤anaqer's paper, cruupled it

and tossed it over the ¤anaqer‘s head: next he took the

manaqer's keys and slunq then onto a table. He then qrabbed

a pencil from behind the ¤anaqer's ear and threw it over his

head. The manaqer confessed to feelinqs cf helplessness in

dealinq with this employee. The tine it took to cope with

the employee was tine lost in operatinq the aqency and in

supervisinq other workers.

"The Bhistlebl0wer“

The fine line between “whistleblowina“ and irrational,

vindictive couplaints is difficult to discern, as

illustrated by the case of an enployee who was a passport

officer in the New York City Passport Cffice. He had

subnitted a number of menoranda accusinq the Department cf

State of mismanaqenent in respect to its proqram of
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detectinq fraud in passport application. He continued to

make disclosures at an increasinq rate to persons ranqinq

fron his immediate supervisor up to the President of the

United States. In his nemoranda, which became increasinqly

critical in nature, and which were replete with invectives,

he accused various menbers of the State Departnent hierarchy

of inconpetence or indifference reqardinq fraudulent

passport applications. He implied that only he was

qualified to run the fraud proqran. He had previously

served as an alternate fraud coordinator, but he had been

replaced.

This event seemed to have pronpted him to accelerate

the frequency of disclosures, as well as to nake then nore

vitriolic. For instance, he referred to this chanqe as a

plan which was “analaqous to a departmental request that

Jack the Ripper shave Hary Haqdeline's leqs with a straiqht

raz0r.“ He was subsequently suspended, and a transfer to

Boston was proposed.

This enployee had also been observed removinq fclders

fron the fraud file cabinet and he had refused to couply

with direct orders to return the files. He had threatened

to use force to take the files. Innediately after this, he

was placed on Aduinistrative leave, and was instructed, in

writinq, not to remove any files from the office. However,

he continued.
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The employee was discharged on the basis of

insubordination and removal of government files. Be

appealed the discharge decision. At the regional level, the

Administrative Law Judge found that the employee's acts did

constitute insubordination. However, he nade the

unchallenged conclusion that the enployee°s disclosures were

protected activities under the whistleblowing Act, and

concluded that the disciplinary action was taken as a

reprisal for the whistleblowing activities.

During all this, the supervisor was not only having to

contend with and try to supervise a non—productive employee,

he was spending an inordinate amount of tine trying to

1ustify his own behavior up the chain of connand-—not a

pleasant task. In the end, the hapless supervisor was

1udged to be guilty of retaliation•—an illegal act.

“The Victim“

In this case a supervisor with a “success identity“ was

the victin of his own attenpts to eliminate the problem

behavior of other enployees. Quite possibly because cf bis

own feelings of responsibility for solving a problen, he was

disnissed on charges of nisconduct. This incident occurred

during the Air Traffic Controller's strike. The nanager

affected supervised the Air Traffic Controller's Center in

New York City.
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Concerned over the ranifications the strike was having

on hinself, this supervisor went to the Union Hall during a

meeting to plead with the strikers to return to work. Be

was docunented as saying, *1 wish you all'd cone back

because 1'm too tired and old to be working these long

hours."

Upon leaving the union gathering, he was accosted by a

television news crew and interviewed. During the interview,

as he tried to support both his enployees and his agency, he

made the statement that he supported sone of the strike

denands. Later that night, the agency head, while viewing

the news saw and heard the interview. The next day the

supervisor was fired.

These cases dranatically illustrate the effect that

one, or nany, enployees can have on a supervisor°s ability

to perforn. They show that, in a comprehensive thecry cf

person-at—work, the reciprocal influence of enployees

behavior on the supervisor nust be taken into account.

Proposition 3.ü: within the organization, the
identity which an enployee brings to his
interaction with his supervisor affects the
supervisor's ability to facilitate goal
acconplishnent.
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The next element to be considered is the effect of the

identity the enployee brinqs to the interaction with the

orqanization's core technoloqv (Thompson, 1967). That

technoloqy may be 'lonq-linked,“ as in the case of an

assenbly line; “nediatinq,“ as is the case of processinq

applications or any other situation in which operations are

standardized; or “intensive,“ where a nunber of techniques

are used to achieve a chanqe in sone specific obiect. One

side of this interaction has been identified by exanininq

the affect of technoloqy on the worker in the research on

alcoholisn. This denonstrates the hiqh percentaqe cf

drinkinq problems in the nanufacturinq industry (U.S. Dept.

of HBH, 1976 8 Kandel, 1983/84) and the hiqh rate of burn

out anonq service providers. However, the theorists have

aqain neqlected to view the effect of the identity of the

person—at—work on the orqanization's core techncloqv.

Aqain, three cases taken from the MSEB will serve to

illustrate.

”Lonq·Linked Technoloqy“

The delivery of nail in the United States is one

exanple of a lonq-linked technoloqy in which the sane

routine is followed on a daily basis as each posted iten is
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sorted, routed, transported, and delivered. Yet the failure

of any one individual to carry out any one of this

succession of tasks can subvert the entire technology of

nail delivery by renoving, or danaqinq, one of its links.

This happened in the case of a US postal worker who was a

'qive-up person" whose behavior sabotaqed nail delivery on

his route. For whatever reason, he arbitrarily decided that

third class nail was not worth the time and effort it took

to deliver. Instead, he disposed of it by hiding it under a

U·Haul trailer next to a trash dunpster in the parking lot

of an apartnent complex. Not onlv did he subvert the

orqanizational technology hy arbitrarilv elininatinq one of

the series of required tasks, but he falsified records and,

when confronted, denied the action.

”uediating Technology“

Processing of applications for public assistance ty

social service agencies in the United States is an exanple

of nediatinq technology in which standard operating

procedures are established and enforced. while it is

recognized that clients can intercede to nake following the

standardized activities difficult, to fail to follow then is

to change the technology. Yet, enployees can and do ignore

or nisinterpret policies, as in the case of a Social
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Services Representative for the Bureau of Indian Affairs who

had a “success identity.“ This employee had received a

written request fron the local adninistrator of the Public

Health Service requestinq that assistance be provided to

enployees of the Health Service who had not received pay

checks due to an accountinq error. In response to this

letter the social service worker accepted, processed, and

approved the applications of seven people, who were later

deternined to be ineliqible for the money.

Thus this e¤ployee's identity response of helpinq those

in need affected the aqency‘s mediatinq technoloqy. Her gg

ggg response tenporarily chanqed established procedures. In

so doinq, she chanqed the technoloqy and subverted the

orqanizational qoal of assistinq only those applicants who

met eliqibility requirenents.

“Intensive Technol0¤y”

Operatinq the *inte¤sive* technoloay are enployees

whose specialized traininq qualifies them to draw upon a

variety of techniques to brinq about chanqe. The intensive

technoloqy is most easily described in the context of a

hospital in which all services are qeared toward improvinq

patient health. It is in this settinq that this case

illustrates the way in which an enployee who is a “qive—up

person" can affect intensive technoloqy.
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This is the case of a ueurosurqeon at a Veterans

Hospital who neqatively influenced the service techncloqy.

He failed to fulfill his aqreement to conduct research and

publish scientific articles. He did not adequately manaqe

the clerical and research functions under his supervision.

Not only did this adversely affect patient services, hut

this phvsician conpounded the neqative effect by failinq to

maintain adequate patient records. He thus hampered quality

care. Both his behavior and the damaqed technoloqy affected

the orqanization's task environment, as well as other

nembers of the orqanizatiou, and the clients, aqain

illustratinq the widespread, ripple effect of one person's

behavior in the work place.

These cases demonstrate that enployees do interact

with, and influence the orqanization's core technoloqy.

They show that in a comprehensive theory of person-at-work,

the interaction of enployee with core technoloqy must be

included.

Proposition 3.5: The identity which an employee
hrinqs to his interaction with the orqanization°s
core techuoloqy affects the acconplishment of
orqanizational qoals.
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While it is easy to conceptualize the effect cf

orqanizational structure, with its line and staff reportinq

relationships, upon the individual in an crqanization, the

effect of that sane individual upon orqanizational structure

has not been articulated. Yet this too is a reality, and

its inclusion in the Interactive—Holistic theory of person-

at—work is necessary to continue in the developnent of the

whole picture. Persons with success identities, who

productively inhabit the orqanizational core, will affect

structure by contributinq in the development of a nore

effective desiqn. The effect of a problem employee can

result in the creation of a new position, a new reportinq

relationship, or even a revised structure. This type effect

is illustrated in the followinq cases.

"The Conplainer“

In this case orqanizational structure was arbitrarily

chanqed by a supervisor's departnent head in response to the

sympton behavior of one enployee in a work unit. This

enployee had responded to instructions with hostility,

created and followed her own policy, and threatened her

supervisor with physical assault. When the supervisor

instituted disciplinary action, the employee filed
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discrimination charqes, claiminq preiudice because of race.

The department head in this aqency then reacted, apparently

out of fear that discrinination did exist, and without

qettinq the facts of the situation. Re created a new

position of °ombudsnan“ whose role was to mediate between

supervisor and employee- This assiqnment neqatively

affected the manaqer who felt threatened- At the same time,

it exacerbated the employee's behavior.

“The Incompetent*

In this case a soil scientist, who was a “qive—up

person" responsible for determininq soil types and prepariuq

maps, was so inconpetent that his work could not be trusted-

Althouqh the manaqer qave him several qrace periods in which

to upqrade his work, he never did- Orqanizational structure

was then chanqed to provide a position to check, correct, or

redo this employee's work. The soil scientist then charqed

that his riqht to privacy was violated because another

person had seen his reports. At this point, the soil

scientist was terninated-

“RIF“

Reduction in Force (RIP) procedures demonstrate a way

in which orqanizational structure chanqe can affect
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individuals in the work force as well as how the leqislative

system can affect a public aqency which in turn influences

the individual within it. In Fiscal Year 1982 (the most

recent period for which data is available), 24 percent cf

the cases which came before the MSPB were as a result of RIF

procedures as defined in part 351 of Title 5 of the Code of

Federal Requlations. These requlations were sunnarized in

the “Federal Personnel Manual Letter 351-14,“ dated July 13,

1981. Despite repeated attenpts bv the Office of Personnel

Manaqement to revise them by increasinq emphasis on

performance and decreasinq enphasis on seniority, they have

not been altered. (USMSPB, December, 1983)

Ihile it is possible to arque that BIF procedures did

not alter structure, rather 1ust reduced the number of

emplovees doinq the same work, the followinq case

illustrates that structure was, in some cases, altered by a

BIP.

In this case a secretarv who was a “security person"

was separated by a RIF. She had previously worked as a

GS—13 secretarv to a departnent head and his GS·15 assistawt

who were apparently neqative addicts and were fired for

nisconduct. After their renoval, their positions were

abolished in a RIP and a new position at a GS·14 level was

established. This position was assiqned the same duties
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that the woman had previously perforned, but she was told

her position had been eliminated in the RIP, which resulted

in the removal of three levels in the orqanizational chart.

Thus, behavior ot the department head and his assistant

prompted upper manaqement to chance orqanizational

structure, as well as eliminate positions, bv use ot a BIP.

The above three cases have illustrated how

organizational structure can be atfected bv an empl¤yee's

behavior. Ihis phenonenon too is nissinc fron traditional

manaqement theorv.

Proposition 3.6: The identity which an employee
brincs to bis interaction with the orcanizational
structure pressures upper nanaqenent into gg ggg
reactions which affect the accomplishnent ot
orqanizational coals.
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The Heberian concept of bureaucracy, with its emphasis

on rational and ecuitable policy and procedures which serve

to ensure a predictable response, has become a bulwark of

administrative theory. That these sane policies and

procedures nay be dysfunctional or unused in times of crisis

has been aptly denonstrated by Allison (1969). Yet the

manaqement literature has traditionallv neqlected to

identity how policy can be deliberatelv subverted or chanqed

by a sinqle non—policy makinq employee, nor has it shown how
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a new or chanqed policy can dranaticallv affect one person.

This reciprocal policy relationship must also be identified

in an Interactive·Holistic theory of person—at-work, and is

demonstrated in the cases discussed below.

“The For¤er“

This case denonstrates how policy can be subverted by a

sinqle employee who disaqrees with, or sees no need for a

particular policy. In this situation the enployee was a

Medical Services Rehabilitation coordinator for a Veterans

Hospital who denonstrated the characteristics of a “security

person." As a part of his iob duties, he was entrusted with

keys to the hospital swinninq pool which, policy dictated,

was reserved for patients in physical therapy. He had

received a menorandun authorizinq hin to adnit people to the

pool. The neno carried the implicit assumption that other

hospital policies would be followed, includinq the one which

specified that only persons with written prescriptions fron

physicians were allowed in the pool. This is the policy he

subverted.

The coordinator qave sone fellow workers pool keys so

they could qo swinninq. Ehen his supervisor found out, the

coordinator was called in to explain why a qroup cf

employees was usinq the pool. He responded by saying that
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he had authorization to allow pool access. The supervisor

then asked to see the swimwers' prescriptions. In response

' to this request, the coordinator obtained some blank

prescription forms, wrote the pool authorizations, and

persuaded a nurse to forqe a physician's siqnature. The

forqeries were identified as such and the enployees

terminated.

"The Policy ¤aker"

In this case a supervisor was terminated for uakinq bis

own policy regarding the length of time employees were

permitted for a break. Aqency policy allowed a ten minute

break. This supervisor who was a *fulfilled person" gave

his staff fifteen minutes.

When questioned as to why he used a different policy

than the standard operating one, he replied that the

standard policy was not enforced, and produced witnesses to

testify that other supervisors also permitted their

employees to take fifteen ninute breaks.

This example illustrates that policy can be, and is,

made by non—po1icy making enployees in the work force.

"The Thief"
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This case demonstrates how a simple policy change can

dramatically affect an individual employee even one with a

“success identity.“ In this situation a check—out clerk at

an army supply center was fired after twenty-four years of

service, which included several awards for outstanding

performance. Her mistake was to take a $2.10 bar of soap.

The department head had been concerned for some tine

over inventory losses which he attributed to pilferinq. In

order to stop the pilfering, he developed two new policies.

The first was that any enployee caught pilfering would be

terminated. The second policy change, reinforcinq the

first, was the installation of video cameras in the supply

area for the purposes of catching thieves. Pilfering

decreased. Then, one day, an old employee needed a bar of

soap, forgot the new policy and took it. This one

indiscretion cost ber her 1ob.

The above three cases have illustrated that interactive

effects between employee and organizational policy are a

realistic part of organizational life.

Proposition 3.7: The identity which an employee
brings to his interaction with organizational
policy changes a policy and/or affects the life of
the individual enployee.

The identity of the person—at—work will as significantly

affect and be affected by the organizational environment as

the orqanizational core. This nuance is illustrated in the

sections below, beginning with the cultural system.
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The cultural systeu is that environment which contains

an e•ployee's personal life--family, friends, and

activities. Traditional theorists have tended to iqnore the

potential of an employee's cultural system to influence the

organization. They have apparently not seen, as well, that

the employee's behavior in the cultural system is influenced

by the organization, or that orqanizational rules and

requlations can affect the individual employee, and through

him, the cultural systen. Three cases serve to illustrate

this point:

“The
Tax Evader“

In this case, a clerical employee of the Internal

Revenue Service, was randonly selected for a tax audit which

subsequently revealed that her family taxable income had

been understated on her tax returns for the past few years.

She was then fired because of the belief that, if the public

heard that the IRS knew of, and tolerated, tax evaders as

employees, the public would reduce coapliance with tax laws.

In this case, when the euployee, as a nember of a cultural

system, violated organizational rules for behavior in that

cultural system, orqanizational officials perceived that

violation as neqatively affectinq the orqanization. The
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organizational response to that perception was to terminate

the employee. This termination affected the employee's

cultural system by withdrawing the employee's source of

income.

"The Child uolester“

This is the case of an enployee with the behavior of a

"symptom person,* who was fired because he was charged with

sexually nolesting his minor daughter. Although the

employee insisted that his off—duty conduct had nothing to

do with his 10b performance, and although the charges were

suhsequently disnissed, his termination was upheld in the

appeals process. A large nunber of his co~workers testified

that they would be so uncomfortable in his presence that

they could not perform and agency officials insisted that

his continued enployment would undernine the efficiency of

the Federal Service.

This case denonstrates the effect that an employee's

behavior within the cultural systen can have on the

components of the organization which in turn responds to

affect the cultural system—·in this case, by terminating the

employee-
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"The Good Father“

Althouqh the previous two cases have been exanples in

which a “failure identity“ has created havoc because of

activities within the cultural system, the reader should not

be lulled into believinq that only “failure identities“

denonstrate this phenonenon. That ”success identities" can

experience cultural systen events which affect the

orqanization is illustrated by the case of the qood father,

as described below.

In this case a window clerk for the post office was

terminated due to unsatisfactory attendance, which included

frequent tardiness, excessive absences, and sleepinq on the

iob. This occurred after six years of employment in this

position durinq which the man had earned an unblesished

record. Investiqation revealed that the reasons for the

chanqe in his attendance pattern occurred in his cultural

system.

This employee's life situation suffered a dramatic

shock. His wife left bin. A divorce ensued in which the

man obtained custody of his two children, aqes seven and

ten. As a result of the divorce, both children beqan havinq

academic and emotional problens. Then the employee was in

an accident which totaled his car and left hin without

transportation. Undaunted, he borrowed a friend°s car which
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proved unreliable. He was subsequently left with no

transportation, and the children•s problems were escalating.

This precipitated his seekinq professional counseling. The

counselor prescribed tranqnilizers which subsequently caused

his sleepinq on the iob. When the e¤ployee's donestic

situation was finally straightened out—·his children

adiusted, his car fixed, his tranqnilizers stopped—-he was

able to resune productive employnent, and did.

Proposition 3.8: The identity which an employee
brings to his interaction with his cultural systen
affects the acconplishment of organizational
qoals.

LQLQEQSLÄQB ef hhnlnxss Sith th: hat-- .Eh1i.:2.hh.<2h.t
The concept of “task environ¤ent“ was first identified

by Dill (1958) who defined it as the part of the environment

”relevant or potentially relevant to goal setting and goal

attainment," which includes custoners (or clients),

suppliers, competitors, and regulatorv groups. While

Thompson discusses the interdependence of the organization

and its task environment, neither he, nor others, have

identified the reciprocal effect that a single enployee can

have upon or from that environment. The following cases

serve to illustrate that this phenomenon also exists as a

critical elenent in a theory of person—at—work.
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"The Inspector“

In this case a coal nine inspector who was a "security

person" was terninated because of activities which were

iudqed to be a conflict of interest between his

responsibility to the orqanization and his actions toward a

component of the task environment. In the course of bis

inspection duties he had issued citations to a coal company

for their violations of federal law. Shortly thereafter, in

an unrelated situation, his sons applied for iobs at this

same company and were not hired. The Inspector then wrote

company officials a letter accusinq them of not hiring his

sons out of spite for hin. The conpany responded by

contactinq Bureau of Mines officials with "vulqar and

insultinq accusations." This pronpted the terminaticn of

the Inspector whose behavior had created bitter relations

between the aqency and a nenber of the task environment.

“The Federal Marshall"'

The task environment of the Federal Marshall's service

includes that qroup of persons livinq in the area under a

narshall's iurisdiction and who expect protection fron the

authority and activities of the service. In this case, a

federal marshall with a failure identity abused bis

authority to affect neqatively his orqanization's task
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environment, and then experienced retaliation by that

environnent-

The marshall had been experiencing domestic problens

and his wife started dating another man. when the marshall

found out, he went to the boyfriend's home, forced his way

in, then struck the man with his gun. After further threats

and intimidation, the narshall announced that he was a

Federal Harshall investigating drug activities and, as such,

could “waste“ the man and obtain inpunity. The man escaped

the aqgression of the warshall and reported him. The agency

immediately teruinated the marshall but the danage to trust

and public image could not be rectified.

“The Criticizer"

That a single euployee can affect a regulatory agency

within an organization's task environment is demonstrated hy

the behavior of a “fulfilled“ Health Sciences Administrator.

This employee disaqreed with a policy decision nade by a

department official. when the official renained adanant,

the adninistrator began a campaign to get the decision

changed. Using his official position, the administrator

prepared letters on departnental stationery which he

instructed his secretary to type and mail in franked

envelopes to both clients and to the regulatory agency. In
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these letters he criticized and distorted the policy and

undermined the official who made it. This fostered an

inquiry into aqency operations and disrupted the aqency's

equilibriun with its task enwironnent.

These cases suqqest that the interdependence of the

orqanization with its task environnent is more conplex than

one would be led to believe by seeinq the orqanization as an

interactinq entity. Ratber, the orqanization can affect and

be affected by the task environnent in a way over which the

manaqer has little or no control.

Proposition 3.9: The identity which an employee
brinqs to his interaction with the orqanization's
task environment affects the accomplishment of
orqanizational qoals.

Lnsexessinn 2; ännlsxsss y Eith the äeeiezßsnnsnis äishss

Included within the socio·economic system are waqe

rates, enployment opportunities, and unions. While it is

easily recoqnized that all of these entities will readily

influence an orqanization and the individuals within it, the

converse can also he denonstrated as true. A sinqle

identity of an euployee or qroup of employees can directly

affect the socio—econo¤ic system, even as it affects then.

The potential ripple effect of this to other systens is

demonstrated in the followinq cases.
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"The Air Traffic Controller“

Althouqh the PATCO strike is nov history and the effect

of this strike on the air lines industry well documented,

the dilemma experienced bv individual employees in the

aftermath of the strike decision has not been considered.

Yet this dilenma, the effect of individuals on union

activities, and the spillover effects of those activities to

other individuals and their fanilies is necessary in a

conceptualization of the person—at—work. This case

qraphically illustrates this network of influences.

A younq, “fulfil1ed,” newly hired Air Traffic

Controller (ATC) did not support a strike as a neans of

attemptinq to coerce the orqanization, so he and a few

friends refused to participate in it. Some of the friends

were attacked and beaten by pro·strikers. Their tires were

slashed by uenbers of a “dirty—tricks" committee set up to

deter anti—strikers from speakinq out. Hhile the ATC in

this case was attendinq a meetinq to decide hos to resist

the strike peaceably, his preqnant wife received a

threateninq phone call. Ehen her husband arrived home, he

found her hysterical, with all doors and windows blocked,

and holdinq a ball hat at the ready. Fearful for the life

of his unborn child, the ATC reported for strike duty. Ee

was then fired.
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This case illustrates how the behavior of members of a

component of a segment of the socio—economic systen affected

the life of one success-identity individual, at the sane

time they instigated the organizational act of termination.

In all of the events surroundinq the PATC0 strike it is easy

to see the complex inter—relatedness of the ripple effects

of decisions and actions to all parts of the dynanic system

in which a person works.

“Union De¤ands"

That priorities of specific individuals can influence

union demands, which in turn influence the organization, is

the subiect of a great deal of labor relations research and

conmentary. That these same denands can also influence

other systems which influence the organization and the

persons within them needs to be demonstrated here.

More and more federal employees are becominq active in

the union activities of the National Federation of Federal

Employees (NFFE). As a result of this activity nuch

pressure has been brought upon nembers of Congress (the

Legislative System) to chanqe specific laws affecting the

Federal Service. In a response to this pressure, Congress

has included among its priorities for 198ü—89, the

following:
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*
Expand the scope of neqotiability.

* Eliminate merit pay and the Senior Executive Service

(SES).

*
Reduce the number of political appointments allowed

within each aqency.

*
Resolve the leqal uncertainties of the Pay

Comparability Act. |USMSBB, December, 1983).

To speculate on how any of these priorities miqht

affect the individual employee is, of course, an academic

exercise. Yet it is easy to quess that the elimination of

merit pay could neqatively influence productivity,

especially in liqht of an OPH study which identifies merit

pay as a potential motivator (HSPB, December, 1983). It is

also easy to speculate on the ramification that the

elimination of the SES would have on its members. However,

the point here has been to demonstrate the reciprocal effect

of employee to socio·economic system to employee. Anyone

who doubts this effect is referred to the previously

discussed case of Honqe vs. Eeebe Lumber Company in which

one e¤ployee's discharqe was deened to affect the public

economy.

Proposition 3.10: The identity which an employee
brinqs to bis interaction with the socio·economic
system affects the accowplishment of
orqanizational qoals.
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golitgcal ggg geg;slag;ve—Systegs—

These two systens are discussed together because, in

America, they are so intricately intertwined it is difficult

to separate then for purposes of discussinq reciprocal

effect by and with the person—at—work. That groups of

emplovees influence these systems has been anply

denonstrated bv Loui (1969) and Bennett and Johnson (1980)

in particular. That this effect carries over to the

organization has been docunented by uiskanen (1971). That

this effect is also felt by the individual employee is

denonstrated herein, first by the renaininq items on the

list of Conqressional priorities for 1984-1989, as contained

in the HSPB ggggjß gßgggj §ß£Qß1· (1984) and then by a

specific case.

*Conqressional Priorities“

Actions Requested by OPB

*
Enact a voucher plan as a part of the Federal Health

Benefits Systen,

* Anend the retirement benefits system.

Action Bequested by Aqencies

*
Develop a total conpensation packaqe to attract and

retain a conpetent work force.
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“The
Judqe"

In this case an Administrative Law Judqe who was a

"fulfilled person,“ was terninated because of the

rauifications of the Omnibus Budqet Beconciliation Act cf

1980 which mandated, amonq other thinqs, that all

beneficiaries of Social Security Disability Benefits be

reviewed under more strinqent eliqibilitv quidelines than

previously. Becipients who did not neet the qnidelines were

terminated with the riqht to appeal. These appeals are

heard and adiudicated bv Administrative Law Judqes, who are

employees of the Departnent of Health and Human Services

(HHS), which administers the social security prcqraa.

Because of the Conqressional requirement to reduce

expenditures throuqh review of disability claimants and case

cancellation, HHS was under a court order to increase the

speed with which it processed claims and appeals. Thus

Administrative Law Judqes were required to not only decrease

adiudication time, but to increase the rate at which cases

were permanently closed and benefits terminated.

The Administrative Law Judqe in this case believed it

to be a matter of personal ethics that he continue to

carefully and thorouqhly evaluate each case that appeared

before hin. This he did, and his decision was frequently in

favor of the appellant. After two and one·half years, he
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was terminated on the charqes that his rate of case closure

was only one—half that of the national averaqe, and that

this was “unreasonatly methodoloqical.“ Althouqh the judqe

responded, quite accurately, that he had no control over

which cases came before him and that his position required

discretion and fairness, his behavior was iudqed to he

misconduct, because of a leqislative mandate to reduce the

nunber of beneficiaries which was in response to a political

promise to reduce qovernment expenditures.

Thus the events occurrinq in the political and

leqislative systems and the existinq political philosophy of

the times can affect and be affected by individual

enployees.

Proposition 3.11: The identity which an employee
brinqs to his interaction with the political and
leqislative systems affects the acconplishment of
orqanizational qoals.

§esa2iL9la;i2n·
In presentinq the conceptualization of the Interactive-

Holistic theory of person—at-work, this section has

illustrated that no employee stands alone unchanqed by

events and actions around him- Hather he has an identity

type which is a part of a dynanic system of interrelated

identities and events which are constantly bonbardinq and

bombarded by other actors and actions, many of which ane
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unrelated to the world of work, but all of which can and do

affect productivity and performance. That this affect can

be felt by other employees and their families, by the

manager and his fanily, by the organizational structure and

by the wyriad of environnents surrounding the organization

has been demonstrated. To understand and appreciate this

interactive process is crucial to visualizinq a person·at—

work and to acceptinq the propositions put forth regarding

this.

Hhile the exawples utilized in the developing of these

propositions have all been representative of what has been

defined as a “problem ewployee," it is important to note

that these propositions are value neutral. The propositions

describe interactions which may have highly favorable

results for the effectiveness of the organization, as well

as detrimental conseguences. The Interactive·Ho1istic

theory of person—at-work recoqnizes and allows for both

positive and negative interactions, i.e., interactions which

may contribute to or detract from organizational

effectiveness.

The value in this theory lies in its ability to

recognize both productive and problen employees as integral

components of the world of work and to explain behavior in

and around the work place by showing how the identity which
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a person brinqs to his interactions attects the

orqanization. In this way it is possible to identity what

causes an employee to act in a way that detracts from

orqanizational eftectiveness, i.e., to become a “problem

employee.“

Ehe 2.:2212.2 ...E¤2l..1....¤ee-

This section incorporates the phenomenon ot the problem

employee into the Interactive·Holistic theory ot person—at·

work. Before doinq this, it is inportant to remember that

these employees constitute only a small part of the work

force. Estimates indicate tron only 10 to 20 percent (Hall

and Fletcher, 198ß and Schneider, 1979). Yet this same 10

to 20 percent may require over 90 percent of a super•isor•s

time. For this reason their inclusion in the theory is a

siqnificaut element.

To say that tew people are hired who are unable to

perform the iob nay be to state the obvious, for with the

elaborate selection procedures in the tederal service, and

in most private sector orqanizations, it seems apparent that

newly hired employees are capable and that expectations for

acceptahle levels of productivity are realistic. The

probation period is a built-in control for removinq the

inconpetent, but problen behavior, unrelated to
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inconpetence, apparently erupts or evolves after a period of

time as an "identity response" to a life or job crisis.

("Identity response" refers to the typical behavior

exhibited by people with a particular identity.) Thus it

often takes the manaqer unawares.

To alert the reader to behavior exhibited by the

problem employees in the HSPB cases reviewed for this

research, this section presents a summary of their

presentinq problems by identity type.5 It is interestinq,

thouqh not surprisinq, that amonq the problem employees

studied, 77 percent demonstrated characteristics of a

“failure identity," with 75 percent of the "failure

identities" presentinq themselves as a “symptom person."

Specific probleas, as typified by identity type are shown in

Tables I, 2, and 3.

These tables demonstrate the dramatic difference in the

problems exhibited by the different identities. As miqht he

expected, "failure identities“ have a much hiqher rate of

absenteeisn than do "success identities," althouqh, in those

cases, not a sinqle “qive-up" person had an attendance

problem. This may be because of their 832 tendency to

5 To construct this sunmary, a list of the behaviors unique
to each identity type, as described by William Glasser
(1965 and 1975) and discussed on paqes 7Q—79 of this
dissertation, was used. When a set of behaviors unique to
a particular identity type uere evident, the person(s) in
the case were considered to possess that identity.
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TABLE 1

*Per Cent of Attendance Problems Bv Identity

IDENTITY

NEGATIVE
ADDICT SYMPTOM GIYE UP SECURITY EULFILLEE

PROBLEM

TARDINESS 17% 20% 0 9% 25%

UNEXPLAINED
ABSENCES 50% 34% 0 9% 0

ABSENT AT
CRITICAL
TIMES 50% 34% 0 27% 25%

*Per cents do not total 100 Der cent because nost
problem employees exhibit more than one problem.
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TABLE 2

*Per Cent of Behavioral Probleus By Identity

IDEHTITY

NEGATIVE
ADDICT SYMPTOM GIVE UP SURVIVAL PULFILLED

PROBLEM

EMPLOYEE
LIES 17% 35% 50% 18% 0%

EMPLOYEE
WITHDBAWS 17% 26% 50% 18% 0%

EMPLOYEE
COMPLAINS
OF POOR
HEALTH 33% 9% 17% 18% 0S

EMPLOYEE
EXAGGERATES
WORK ACCOM—
axxsauaums 17% 37% 83% 9% 0%

EMPLOYEE
IS BELLI·
GERENT 33% ß6% 17% 0% 0%

EMPLOYEE
IS AGGRBS—
SIVE 17% 51% 0% 9% 0%

EHPLOYEE
FALSIFIES
RECORDS 33% 17% 17% 36% 0%

EMPLOYEE
COMES TO
WORK nausx 50% 3% 0% 0% 0%

BMPLOYEE
TAKIHG
DRUGS 67% 0% 0% 0% 0%

*Per cents do not total 100 ner cent because nost
problem employees exhibit more than one problem.
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TABLE 3

*Per Cent of Job Performance Problems Bv Identity

IDENTITY

NEGATIVE
ADDICT SIMPTOM GIVE UP SDRVIVAL FULFILLED

PROBLEM

MISSED
DEADLINES 33% ü3% 33% 27% 50%

FREQUENT
uxstaxzs 33% uo% 61% 27% Ol

DISREGARD
FOR POLICIES
8 PROCEDURES 33% 63% 67% 82% 50%

GENERAL
PERFORMANCE
DETERIORATION 67% 63% 83% 36% 75%

*Per cents do not total 100 per cent because nost
problem emplovees exhibit more than one problem.
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exaqqerate work accomplishuents (see Table 4). Certainly,

if one is present at work all the time, it is more difficult

for a supervisor to prove that work is not beinq

accomplished.

Althouqh a number of behavioral problems were exhibited

by the problem enployees in the cases studied (see Table 3),

it is interestinq to note that not a sinqle "fulfilled

person* exhibited intolerable behavior in the work place.

While the “neqative addicts“ were more likely to he drunk cr

usinq druqs, the “symptom“ and “qive-up" identities seem to

have presented the nost problems to the supervisor.

However, the different identity approaches to copinq is

interestinq to note. While 37 percent of the “sympto!“

identities and 83 percent of the “qive·up“ exaqqerated their

work accomplishments, their reactions to criticism were

diametrically opposed. This is illustrated by the fact that

51 percent of the *synpto¤ persons” responded to criticism

with aqqression, while none of the ”qive·up“ identities did.

On the other hand, 50 percent of the “qive-up" people

withdrew, as a response to criticisn, while only 26% of the

symptom people did. These differinq behavioral responses

underscore the inportance of includinq the individual

identity in any theory of person·at—work, and dramatically

illustrates why the existinq coniectures and prescriptions
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discussed in Chapter 2 fall short of theoretical status and

fail to explain the problem employee as a member ot the work

force.

This is not to say that “success“ identities never

have, or are, problems. In fact, as shown in Table H, 75

percent of the success identities eyident in the cases

studied, exhibited performance deterioration. Although they

did not take mistakes in the work they did, the quantity cf

work had decreased: 50 percent missed deadlines, and 50

percent violated sone policy with which they disaqreed. As

shown in Table Q, *success“ identities in these cases seemed

more likely to have personal troubles, and, in fact, 75

percent of their iob performance deterioration and 100

percent of their attendance problems were directly related

to a personal crisis.

Proposition 3.12: Within the organization,
problen employee behavior occurs as an identity
response to a life or 1ob crisis.

In order to understand how the problen employee tits

into the work place, it is also important to consider

relationships with co—workers. As shown in Table 5, the

only negative effect created by the success identity was to

inspire co-workers to cover for them. Co—workers were much

more likely to complain about the “ne¤ative addicts“ and

“synpton“ persons, while the “qive-up" person was none
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TABLE Q

*Per Cent of Personal Troubles BY Identity

IDENTITY

NEGATIVE
ADDICT SIHPTOH GIVE UP SURVIVAL EULFIILED

TROUBLE

LEGAL 33% 1ß% 17% 9% 25%

ACCIDENTS 17% 3% 0% 0% 25%

DOHESTIC
CRISIS 0% 20% 0% 9% 25%

SEXUAL
HISCONDUCT 0% 11% 0% 0% 0%

*Per cents do not total 100 per cent because not all
enployees had identifiable personal troubles.
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likely to avoid fellow employees. These phenonena

illustrate how the behavior of a problem employee can

neqatively affect a work group and detract from over-all

orqanizational productivity.

Johnson (1975) has aptly denonstrated how one negative

person in a qroup can turn the whole group sour.

Inappropriate behavior can be contaqious, and often co-

workers can qet drawn into coverinq for tbe problem

employee, or into trying to "help" to the subversion of

their own best interests, thus nakino themselves problem

employees from the manaqer's perspective. Why they do this

can also be explained by their identities, as shown in Table

6.

”Fulfil1ed“ persons are auch more likely to try to

assist co-workers in trouble than are any other group. This

is not only because of their self-confidence and propensity

to cooperate, but because they are the persons to whom a

person in trouble is more likely to turn. The “dysfunction“

in this situation arises when the ”success" identities

nisiudqe the seriousness of the problen for which assistance

is souqht, or mistakenly view the help—seekinq co—worker as

like themselves and capable of rational proble¤—solvinq

behavior. For, despite their personal strengths,

"fulfilled“ persons are capable of poor iudqment.
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TABLE 5

*Per Cent of Problem Emplovees Uho Heqativelv lmpacted Co-
Horkers By Identitv

IDENTIT!

NEGATIVE
ADDICT SYHPTOH GIVE UP SURVIVAL PULFIILED

NEGATIVE
IMPACT

EHPLOYEE
AVOIDS
CO—HORKERS 17% 26% 50% 18% 0%

EHPLOYEE
IHPOSBS ON
C0·HORKEBS 17% 17% 0% 36% 0%

CO—WOBKERS
covan von 17% 17% 0% 36% 50%

CO—UCRKE§S
COHPLAIN
ABOUT
EHPLOYEE
anuavion 67% 51% 11% 18% 0%

*Per cents do not total 100 per cent because not all
problem emplovees are in a dysfunctional relationship
with co·workers.
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TABLE 6

*Per Cent of Problen Euployees Who Becane Problems By Tryinq
To Help A Pellou Employee By Identity

IDENTITY

NEGATIVE
ADDICT SYHPTOH GIVE UP SUBVIYAL PULFILLED

HELPERS 0 9% 0 36% 83%

*Per cents do not total 100 per cent because not all
problem euployees are in a dvsfunctional relationship
with co—uorkers.
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Proposition 3.13: Within the orqanization, the
behavior of a problem employee will neqatively
affect other members of the work qroup.

Proposition 3.10: within the orqanization,
members of a work group which contains a problem
employee will react with an identity response to
the problem employee's behavior.

Hhen a work group is composed of more than one *failure

identity," negative effects can nultinly exponentially. The

"failure identities" have a propensity to distort the

reality which “cannot be wished away," and to express it as

something they must fight or withdraw from, rather than

something with which they nust cope or adiust. A “success

identity“ in this situation will likely view these "failure

identities" as helpless victims of an irascible manager or a

repressive organization and set out to assist them in their

fiqht, never realizinq that the problem is with identity,

and not one that can be rectified with traditional actions

available to the success oriented. while this phencmenon

was not evidenced in the individual, sanitized cases

available from the HSPB, the researcher has experienced it

as a fatal combination which can wreak havoc in the work

place.

In that experience, a five person work group was

composed of two *fulfilled persons," a “security person,“ a

"qive—up person," and a "synptom person.“ The supervisor in

the group was one of the "fulfilled persons." The
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incidents, which demonstrate the kind of havoc this

conbination can create, occurred over a four month period.

As a part of her iob description, the “symptom person"

was required to plan and coordinate a summer conference.

She and her supervisor discussed this in February and she

was requested to present a plan and budget by the end of

uarch. By April, she had not complied with the reqest. In

the meantime, her daily performance was inadequate, partly

due to excessive and frequent tardiness and leaving the ich

early. She had also failed to verify eliqibility for cases

she had approved for service and a routine audit revealed

that she had therehy approved many ineliqible clients, thus

1eopardizinq continued receipt of federal funds. When her

supervisor attempted to discuss these matters with her, her

“symptom person" identity responded as follows.

She burst into tears, accused the supervisor of picking

on her, taking her iob, and trying to get rid of her, then

abruptly left the roon, slamming the door. Within the next

few days, she communicated with each of her fellow enployees

in an apparent effort to build a coalition against the

supervisor- The identity response of each of her fellow

employees exacerbated the situation-

The °fulfilled person" enpathized, then explained her

rights as an employee if she believed she was experienciuq
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retaliation or discrinination, and helped her compose a

memorandun of conplaint to be sent to her supervisor's

superior. The “fulfilled person" then went to the

supervisor, sympathized with her, and suqqested she seek

advice on what to do from the Personnel Cffice and/or the

aqency's attorney. The “fulfilled person" offered her

assistance to the supervisor, and then went to the

supervisor's superior to explain that the work qroup was

experiencinq problens, that he would soon be qetting a

memorandum from one of the employees, and that the

supervisor was consultinq the Personnel Office. This all

occurred before the supervisor had an opportunity to meet

with him. He responded by askinq each menber of the work

qroup for a secret evaluation of the supervisor, and asked

the supervisor to keep detailed docunentation of the

*sympton person's“ behavior.

In the meantime, the “sympt0m person" had also told her

story to the “qive—up person" and the ”security person."

The "qive-up person" responded in several ways. She advised

the “synptom person* to avoid and iqnore the supervisor.

She then broke out in a rash, and when the supervisor

sympathized, she started cryinq and said she would be takinq

sick leave for the rest of the day. When she returned to

the office, she did not speak to the supervisor, but spent
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several hours of each day closeted with the "symptom person"

and initiated secret meetings with the superior.

In the meantime, the "security person" in the office,

nearly became a scapeqoat. He alone of the four seened to

realize that the functions of the orqanization must

continue. So, quietly, he started cowinq in early and

stayinq late so that he could acconplish both his work and

that of the “symptom and qive—up persons." In six weeks

time, he earned eiqhteen days of compensatory time. For

this, he was accused by the “symptom person" as quilty cf

racial preiudice.

Through all this, the supervisor was meeting regularly

with her superior, not knowinq about the secret evaluations

he had requested. He advised her to seek the advice of the

aqency's attorney. An appointnent was made for the

following week. ihe supervisor recorded the appointment on

her calendar. When she left the office to keep the

appointnent, the “symptom person" searched her desk. Seeinq

that the supervisor was meetinq with an attorney, the

“synptom person" immediately went to the superior's office

to insist that he stop the meeting.

His response to this was to instruct the supervisor to

stop all documentation and to do nothing to offend the

“symptom person.”
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The “sy¤ptom person" continued her behavior. She

arrived late and left early. while she was at work, she

consistently made mistakes and made and implemented policy

which was contrary to the philosophy of the aqency, and, in

one instance, in violation of federal quidelines. She

continued to avoid, or iqnore her supervisor. After about

two weeks of this, the supervisor said, “He have to talk.“

The "symptou person's" response was to physically assault

the supervisor.

At this time, the superior was out of town, so the

supervisor went to his superior for advice and was tcld to

immediately institute disciplinary action, which she did.

Two days later the superior returned and learned of the

incident. He inmediately instructed the supervisor to

rescind the disciplinary action.

At this point, the supervisor consulted her own

attorney who advised her to take all her annual leave and to

consider filinq a reverse discrimination law suit. However,

when the supervisor returned to work, the “syuptom person"

had resiqned. The supervisor went about reconstructinq the

organization-

Proposition 3.15: Ehen a work qroup is composed
of more than one “failure identity," negative
effects on the organization will multiply
exponentially.
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SUHMARY

This chapter has presented the Interactive-Hclistic

Theory of the person·at—work which has been developed

inductively and which explains the occurrence of the prohlea

employee through the following set of interrelated

propositions:

Proposition 3.1: Behavior in the work place is affected hy
the enployee's interaction with all of the systems of which
he is a part, only one of which is the organization.

Proposition 3.2: Within the organization, the identity of
any given employee shapes or reshapes all the components of
the organizational system.

Proposition 3.3: Within the organization, the identity
which an employee brings to his interactions with other

employees affects their attitudes and behavior.

Proposition 3.ß: Within the organization, the identity
which an employee brings to his interaction with his
supervisor affects the supervisor's ability to facilitate
goal acconplishment.

Proposition 3.5: The identity which an employee brings to
his interaction with the organization's core technology

affects the accomplishment of organizational goals.

Proposition 3.6: The identity which an employee brings to

his interaction with the organizational structure pressures
upper management into gg ggg reactions which affect the
accomplishment of organizational goals.

Proposition 3.7: The identity which an employee brings to
his interaction with organizational policy changes a policy
and/or affects the life of the individual employee.

Proposition 3.8: The identity which an employee brings to

his interaction with his cultural system affects the
accomplishment of organizational goals.

Proposition 3.9: The identity which an employee brings to

his interaction with the organization's task environnent
affects the accomplishment of organizational goals.
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Proposition 3.10: The identity which an employee brings to
his interaction with the socio·econonic system affects the
accomplishment of organizational goals.

Proposition 3.11: The identity which an employee brings to
his interaction with the political and legislative systexs
affects the acconplishment of organizational goals.

Proposition 3.12: Within the organization, probleu employee
behavior occurs as an identity response to a life or ich
crisis.

Proposition 3.13: Within the organization, the behavior of
a problew employee will negativelv affect other menhers of
the work group.

Proposition 3.1Q: Within the organization, members of a
work group which contains a problen enployee will react with
an identity response to the problem e¤ployee's behavior.

Proposition 3.15: When a work group is composed of more
than one "failure identity," negative effects on the
organization will multiply exponentially.

By doing so, this theory denonstrates that no employee

can be considered as an isolated entity which sheds

environmental influences when entering the organizational

setting and which is immune to the impingeuent of

environuental forces on productivity. The theory also

illustrates how the employee counters the forces which

bonbard with surviwal behaviors which are rooted in a

personal identity. This identity will be success or failure

oriented depending on a person's need fulfillinq mechanisms

which are developed and ingrained outside the world of work.

To see the person-at-work in this context is to allow for,

and, indeed, expect, the existence of the problem employee
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in the work force. Once this is put in perspective, it is

possible to address the second qoal of this research, which

is to determine if manaqement intervention with problem

employees is feasible.

The next chapter will explore current ways of dealinq

with problem employees and critique their strenqths and

weaknesses. It will conclude with a discussion of the

viability of Reality Therapy in the form of BPM as an

effective prevention and intervention.



Chapter IV

DEALING WITH THE PROBLEM EMPLOYEE: REALIT!
THEBAPY VS. OTHER METHODS

In introducing the Interactive-Holistic Theory of

person-at—work, the previous chapter has identified the

dynanic interactions which take place in and around the

organization. These interactions involve all enplcyees,

including the supervisor and upper levels of nanaqement and

may be conducive to the acconplishnent of organizational

goals or may be a deterrent to that accomplishment. When

the interactions are a deterrent, the manager is hard—

pressed to know what to do to facilitate, or return, the

organization to continued organizational effectiveness.

This is partly because typical management training is

designed to prepare supervisors to deal with the 80 to 90

per cent of the work force who are not problem employees.

Techniques which are effective for dealing with employees

capable of resolvinq their own problems are simply nct

adeguate when applied to the employee whose behavior is

detractinq from orgauizational goal accomplisbnent

(“Impleme¤tation,“ 1975).

As was explained in Chapter 2, there is little in the

academic literature to provide a guide for action. What

little there is may lack value because it does not recognize

132
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the possible identity responses which precipitate the

problen nor how those identity responses can affect a

nanaqer's tryinq to resolve the problem. Thus, this chapter

will explore, in depth, current nethods of dealinq with the

problem employee and identify predictable identity responses

to those methods. Because, at this time, the only

formalized method of dealinq with the problem enployee is

the Enployee Assistance Proqram (EAP), considerable will he

devoted to presentinq and critiquinq this model befcre an

alternative in the form of Reality Therapy is introduced.

In keepinq with the format used in Chapter III, after each

method is discussed, a proposition reqardinq that nethcd

will be offered.

IRADIEIQEAL MEAEEEHE §I§,&I§§l§§ MB I.é.C1.IS§

Strateqies for dealinq with the problem employee have

typically been divided into those desiqned to prevent

problem behavior fro~ occurrinq and those desiqned to

control (or eliminate) problem behavior after it has been

recoqnized. “Prevention strateqies“ are those which

permeate the human relations school and can be identified in

any qood text on orqanization behavior (e.q., Robbins,

198u). These strateqies include any or all of the theories

in co~munication, qroup dynamics, 1ob desiqn, 10b
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enrichment, leadership, motivation and organization desiqn.

”Control strategies,” on the other hand, are often a

frustration response by a manager who, disillusioned because

the prevention strategies have failed, resorts to drastic

efforts to repress or eliminate the problem. This

prevention-control dichotomy is analagous to nerzherq•s

positive and negative KITA,‘ a reasoned carrot vs. stick

naneuver, which somehow “ought“ to work.

Tactics which have been proliferated hy these

strategies are the stuff of which traditional courses in

personnel, organizational dvnanics and planned change are

made. Here the fledgling nanager memorizes, and often

selects, the tactics which he will utilize in the world of

work. Here he assesses his own management style and

appraises the value of Theory X vs. Theory Y, usually

choosing Theory Y because of the belief currently permeating

management theory that work truly is as natural as play and

that when people are natched through selection and training

to their 1obs and given the tools they need to perforn,

productivity will result. When it does not, “the majority

of employers use ultradisciplinary means to cope“ (Shain and

Groeneveld, 1980).7 If this sounds like cversimplification

‘
Herzberg uses the acronynn “KITA” to refer to the

proverhial “kick in the ass-“

7 These ultradisciplinary ~ethods include formal reprimand,
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it is neant to, for the point here is not that traditional

strateqies and tactics do not work. The point is that they

only work 80 to 90 percent of the tine — with those

employees who can not be classified as problem employees.

Thus the strenqth of traditional theory is that it is,

and has been demonstrated to he, effective — most of the

tine. One of its weakness lies in its failure to recognize

the differinq identities which are brought into the world of

work and which dictate an euployee's response to, not only

manaqeaent action, but to any life or iob crisis which nay

occur externally to any area over which a manager has

control or even discretion.

That employee responses do occur is probably why Eoffer

(1983) has provided a description of the staqes a nanaqer

passses tbrouqh when confronted with the reality of a

problem enployee. Although these staqes have been itemized

in Chapter 2, they are beinq reiterated here for purposes of

demonstratinq the essential weakness of traditional

management strateqies. That weakness is that, in the case

of the employee with a failure identity, they simply do nct

work! Thus the manager can be expected to pass through the

followinq staqes:

short suspension, extended suspension, and termination.
To illustrate the structure and couplexity of such
methods, a copy of an instructional memo circulated to
federal aqency heads is included in appendix C.
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*
“Praying•for-a-uiracle" will be the first stage a

manager encounters when confronted with the failure

identity. By this time the manager will have accepted

that the prevailing literature offers no guidelines fcr

notivating or leading this type employee. This places

the nanager in the proverbial “Catch-22." If he does

not confront non—productivity excessive absenteeisu,

insubordination, and/or the negative influence of the

failure identity on the work unit, norale of hiwself

and of other enployees deteriorates. If he does

confront it, the response of the failure identity can

peraeate the entire organization.

The “negative addict“ will likely say, or dc,

little in the superwisor's presence, then inpediately

seek relief in drugs or alcohol, as is his wont. This

can worsen this enployee°s effect on the rest of the

work unit and, if the employee appears in the work

place intoxicated, pay induce other employees to cover

for him, and if they don't, pay precipitate an accident

or a break down in the organization's core—technology.

Becognizing this potential, the supervisor may see

praying for a niracle as the most viable choice.

The “sy¤pton person' will respond to nanageuent

overtures with tears or obscenities or outrage. He or
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she may verbally or physically attack the nanager, then

turn to co-workers for support against the manager.

This person may resort to "whistle—blowinq,“ reporting

real, or imaqined, indiscretions in a child·1ike appeal

to authority for support.° The diversionary tactics

utilized by the synptou person may so onfuscate the

issue that the supervisor may begin to suspect that the

solution requires more effort than does dealing with

the problem employee. Thus he prays for a miracle.

The “qive—up“ person may be the least difficult

failure identity with which to deal. However, these

identities have their own set of tricks for

manipulatinq the nanaqer. They are the ones most

likely to play on his syupathies and in a snbtle way

shift the responsibility for the solution to any

problems fron themselves to the nanacer, because they

are likely tc portray themselves as helpless victins in

need of a savior. Again, the manager prays for a

miracle——on his hehalf and theirs. In point of fact,

¤ This is not to neqate the value of vhistle·b1owing, but to
point out that not all whistle—blowers are sincerely
motivated by a desire to correct wronq doing. Elliston
(1982) found that enployees who “blow the whistle“ on

their supervisors elicit far different consequences than
do other complaintants, and uicelli and Near (198ä) view
whistle·blowinq as a part of organizational politics.
Thus the assertion that whistle—blowinq can be the
instrument by which a sympton person retaliates seets

reasonable.
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miracles rarely happen. None have been documented as

occurring in organizations. When the manager finally

accepts this, he moves to the next stage in dealing

with a problem enployee—·*reason will prevail.”

*
”Beason Will Prewail“ is the stage during which the

sanager attespts heart-to—heart talks with the prohles

employee. Unfortunately, such rationaliss is of no

avail either. The failure identity will respond to

this effort with
“I

don't know what you're talking

about," or ”What's ggg; probles?“ They will express

indignation, disbelief, and hostility. They may tell

co—workers that the manager is preiudiced, or iealous,

or threatened. They will likely challenge the

supervisor°s notives, credibility, competenece, and

sanity. For the failure identity is not one that

responds to reason. When the sanager realizes this, he

will move to the next predictable stage--pleading.

*
*Pleading stage“ is the phase during which a manager

randomly beqs, caioles, and threatens. By this tise,

the manager will have begun to doubt himself. He say

start reading self—help books, cospiling a dossier of

previous acconplishments or accolades, enroll in a

refresher course, or become obsessed with proving

himself in ways not ich-related. While still trying to
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accomplish the organizational goals, he may begin to

keep diaries and detailed records in a conpulsive

effort to iustify himself. He will probably begin to

look for another iob. Then, finally, he will ncve on

to the ”bleeding stage."

*
The "bleeding stage” is the point at which the manager

initiates disciplinary action. He has moved fron

prevention strategies through a difficult self-

assessment and soul searching to the willingness to

take what ever action will eliminate the probleu.

Though he will probably be angry at himself and may

feel like a personal failure, he is finally ready to

admit that the problem is more than he can handle and

to get rid of it, or pass it on.°

Living through these staqes is not an easy task. That

conventional theory forces the manager into this process is

no compliment to it. Delaney's (1984) assurance that a

manager can expect a 100 percent failure rate in dealing

with the problem employee is cold comfort.

°
These remarks are corroborated by the work of Trice and
Ronan (1972 and 1978) and of Phillips and Alder (1977).
The observations of Phillips are particulary cogent. In

his role of Manager of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program
for the U.S. Office of Personel Management, he found that

the emotions experienced by the supervisor of a problem
employee parallel those experienced by an alcoholic. They

run the gamut from denial through guilt, inadeguacy, and
fear.
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Proposition 4.1: Traditional manaqement practices
are not effective for dealinq with a problen
employee.

Thus the manaqer has turned to resources outside

hinself for help. The resource most frequently used is the

Employee Assistance Proqram which has been offered as a

potent nostrun by human relations practitioners (Feinstein

and Brown, 1982). The next section defines and discusses

the EAP and critiques its strenqtb and weaknesses.

THE-§HPL01§§·ASSI§1A§CB P§QGBAh,(§Ag)

No one conception of the EAP exists. Ratber EAP's have

been described variously as:

a counselinq service provided directly for
employees and their dependents...“ (Ieinstein and
Brown, 1982).

the policies and procedures adapted by employees
in order to identify problem enployees (Shain and
Groeneveld, 1980).

a qeneric tern denotinq more or less structured
proqrams that utilize technical, adninistrative,
and professional human services and personnel
peop1e...to meet the needs of troubled employees
(uyers, 1984).

whatever definition one accepts, it is clear that the

EAP is an adiunct service to manaqement which carries the

implicit assumption that the EAP is more effective and

efficient in dealinq with problem employees than is a purely

disciplinary method. It is naive, however, to deny the
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disciplinary nature of an EAP referral. EAPs also carry an

element of discipline, in that the problem employee is

qenerally ”coerced“ into participation by threat of

dismissal if he refuses (Shain and Groeneveld, 1980).

All EAP's share the followinq qoals.

• To identify employees whose personal or health prcblews

may be interferinq with 10b performance

— To motivate those individuals to seek and accept

appropriate help

— To address underlyinq stressors in the work place

- To assist employees and employers in achievinq health

and productivity (Feinstein and Brown, 1982).

The typical host for an EAP has been the lar¤e

corporation with thousands of employees. Shain and

Groeneveld (1980) believe this to he because the

bureaucratic structure of a larqe corporation lends itself

to formal procedures and control mechanisms, and that such

perfunctory routines are compatible with the structure and

reconmended procedures inherent in EAP operation.

The complexity of the EAP is evident in Shain and

Groeneveld's (1980) “ideal model”¤¤ which is presented in

Table 7- To develop their “ideal ¤odel," They synthesized

AP The tern 'nodel“ is used in the literature on Eaployee
Assistance Proqrams as a synonym for the type of EAP that
is beinq discussed-
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from the EAPs developed by the National Council on

Alcoholisa and the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and

Alcoholism which have been endorsed by 70 percent of the

consnltants employed by the Addiction Research Foundation.

The elements of the ideal EAP are presented in teras cf

events that must take place to establish an EAP and in teras

of necessary attitudes on the part of both management and

employees. In this *ideal“ type, it should be noted that

the qoal of the EAP consultant *is to locate an EAP in any

industry which is prepared to develop basic procedures,

naaelv documentation, coercion, referral, and sometimes

follow
up“

(Shain and Groeneveld, 1980). Thus, to establish

and aaintain an EAP requires a complex series of events and

a number of coamitted people.

In presentinq their “ideal model,“ Shain and Groeneveld

(1980) are beinq as auch prescriptive as they are

descriptive. For very few of the existent EAP's exhibit the

characteristics of the “ideal.* Rather, they seem to fall

on a continuum from the simple to the ccmplex, with the

“ideal model" beinq the complex. uyers (1984) describes

this continuum by presentinq an “External—Internal“ typoloqy

of five basic EAP models. External models include the Hot-

Line, the Consortiua, and a Contractor. Internal aodels

include the Employer and the Union. Bach of these types is

described below.
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TAILE 7

lupoaeslzed Key Elements and Their Inlenentationz The Ideal hooel

Related EAI Required Organlzatlonal necessary MP

EA! Soalsglßatlves Actlvltles rhthod; Orientation. Conditions Consulting Skills

Irlttan Pollcy Re A written policy govern- Lhanagurent/union con History of pod nnage· Ablllty to recognlu

Jolnt Developnent ing the oanagenent of nlttee eust be stnlck. ' aent/unlon relations when unlonleanage-

and Proulgation problu asoloyees. 2.Jolnt ststnent mst be mst exist. uent relations are

(where unlon exlsts) including rlghts and lssued. wlthln reach of UI
duties of uployer Zl.Jolnt procedures mst EA! goal.
and eeoloyee should be established.
be jolntly developed
by eenageenent and
unlon.

Prereoulslta Attltudes The employee who llhere relevant. Insurance Kay executlves and union Knowledge of prograns
dxnstrates problens coverage should be obtalned offlclals tust recognlze elxuad at reneoletloß
wltb job perfonnnce for the treatnent of alco- that a wide range of een or allevlatlon of
or work-related behavior hollse. drug abuse, men- tal, physical, behavloral. the noted range of

mst be recognized as ul lllness, dlsturbance. and social probleos un problems. lellef
potentlally suffering and so on. be FHIGÜIÄ or allevlated. that they can be
froe a varlety of nen- m•n·relat1ons style effective. Access

' tal, physlcal. behavloral, detectable In sone coher· to persuaslve tech-
or social problus. ent lf not conslstent form. nloues. Credlblllty

elth industry.

Early Identification Such probln uployees üse flndlngs and referral I.Econo•lc foreslat or l.A¤war-eness of the
srould be ldentifled as by organlzatlonal ldentl- vision. econoelc realltlas

' soon es possible. flers, usually supervlsors, Z.Suparvlsors are held of the ure-place
or other for-eally deslgnated accountable for observa- and understanding
persons. tion and docunntatlon of cost-effective ·

of deterloratlng work accountlng.
perforunce. 2.Ablllty to reoog-

nlze aus an organ-
_ lutlon ls wlaln

reach of als level

· of functionlng.

Skllls of Identiflers The ldentiflers should Supervlsors and union Organization mst have a Inowledp of tade-
know reset to do and offlclals mst be tralned training functlon.sarv1ce, nlmes of co—enl·

uen to eh lt. ln skllls of docuentatlon, or deparuent. catlon and of
confrontatlon. referral. content area suffl-
and follonup. clent to contact

training lf reonested

Support for Identlfiers lhnaguent and union written guldellnas mst Bl I.Ir1tten job descrlptlons Abllity to recognize
lust support the developed which nake and perforsrance reviews organlzatlonel sign
ldentlfler-s. ldentlflcatlon of probln mst be noreaatlve. which l|\¢1CIII that

eelployees part of the control and czrn-
ldant1f1er‘s job description. Z.¤1scret1onar·y pour of lcatlon functions

line supervlsors mst be are coqatlble or
recognlzed and valued. within reach of cn-

petlblllty with EAP
pals. Skills of
organlxatlonal
dlaqsosls and con-
sultatlon are ln-_ volved.

Identlflcatlon Ieyed Legltleate slgns of Supervlsors mst be trained I.Personnel recordkeeptng I.Ab1l‘Ity to con

to Job Perforunce problen behav or are to keep good records of Job mst be geered toward prehend record-
only those related co performance. ldentlflcation of deterlor- keeplng systä and A
work performance. atlng job performance. _ nete recouendatlone

2.Span of supervlsory con- for change.
trol tust perelt atuln- Z.Organ1zat1¤nal
nnent of thls objectlve. dlagnosls, as out-

llned relative to
support.

Choice of Treauuent Treatsuent alternative Routes into treatment Mlstory of functlonal I.AbIllty to recog-

or Rlsk of Dlsclpllne to dlsclpllne mst be (medlcal or psychosoc1al) . management mst exist, nize dead ends: lt
clearly spelled out mst be establlshed. Key or the precedent mst ls probably too
and eaoe credlble and role for coordlnatlon of . be established (far mre anltlous to expect
visible. referral and treaulent dlfflcult). lnnan-rela· convers1on m func-

nrust be created. t1¤ns ldaology naust be tlonal eenagxnt
detectable at senlor where no precedut
levels. exists.

Z.l.r¤wl•dge of
varlous ndels for
cutting ln the‘
treauent alterna-
tive inte disclplln-
ary anal.
J.Understand1ng of
disclpllne end grln
vance proceorres
of client organi-
tion.
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TABLE 7 (cont.)

llypouueslzad Key Elements and TheIr lnlnentatlonz The Ideal lbdel

Related EAP Reoulred Organlzatlonal necessary EAP
EAP aals/lweratlves Actlvltles Methods Orlentatlon. Condltlons ansultlng Skills

Self-Recognltlon Self~recognItion of Pathweys to care must Reputatlon of treatnent l.PublIc relations
and Referral lwendlng job crlsls Is be publlclzed, credlble, prograa eaust be established eore wlth respect

better than nanaganent- and vlslbla. wlth regard to effectlve- to treatannt agen-Induced crlsls. ness and trustwrthlness. cles In the couun-
ty.

Z.PersuasIon of
cl lent organlzatlon
to launch publlclty
caeoalgn.

CrIsIs lnductlon FaIlIng self-recognltlon. SkIlls of csnstructive Job perfornnnce evaluatlon Ablllty to dass-
Throuß lhhdetory a crIsIs eaust be Induced confrontatlon and coer· of supervlsors eeust Include strate alternatlve
hferrel In the problem e•lployee's clon mst be Introduced. skills of constructive coer· nethods of perforn-

llfe through threat of job clon and confrontatlon. ance evaluation In
or status loss. Supervlsors eaust feel sup- proolsing sltuatlons

ported In their confrontIve• (ln organlzatlons
coerclve roles. (support) elthln reach of con-

patlblllty wlth EAP).

Avellablllty of Treauent faclllties eaust Treaoeent facllltles must lllstory of Involvemant ln Knowledge of avail-
Treatment exlst and be available. be located and agreement coerraunlty affalrs night able resources and

U aetlt referred era- extend m actlve develop- ablllty to establlsh_ ployees secured. ment of tr-eatnent faclll- llalson hetueen key
ties In some cases. coordlnator and such· resources.

rbndlscrlelnatlon All enloyees should be Policy tar-ns mst expllc- A history of nondlscrlmlna- Recognition of llnl-
ellglble for and subject ltly relate us blue-and tlon must be demnstrable. tatlons of thls
to coeeaeny pollcy coverage. whlte~collar workers. men · phllosophy In spe-

and wenn. cIfIc sltruations.
Ewloyee Education All anployees should The polIcy's terms must Hechanlsra for credlble. Facllltatlon of

- know the terms and be dlssernlnated to all dlrect contact betaeen mloyee educatlon
beneflts of the pollcy. employees. nangaent. unlon. and canpelgn. Ablllty

eeerloyee raust exlst. to reoognlze or-_
ganlzational lIn1-

4 tatlons wlth regard
to dlsseolnatlon of
Inforeatlon.

Ieneflts average Cleerly stated benefits Package must be exanlned Broed sense of soclal Ablllty to denn-
nust ¤Ist for probln for coverage of alcohollse responslblllty or long- strata the favorable

° eqloyees. and other problns related range econoalc vlslon relatlonshlp of
uental health and revlsed eaust be oetectable at prograe costs to
If necessary. senior levels. progran beneflts In

tarus of absenuelsa.
accldents. and
prodactivlty.

Pr-otectlon of E¤loyees‘ reputatlon Records of treatrunt and Key coordlnator or deslg- Should be able to
Reputation must be protected lf background to the prob- nated offlclal should be advlse on systens

treamnt route ls lem eaust be confldentlal. responsible for the safe- of confldentlallty
chosen. keeplng and release of used elseanero.‘

lnformatlon.
Guarantee of Clean EWIQYII partlclpatlon Provlslon eaust bl made Jolnt management/union Faalllarlty eiuu
51.;; In the asslstance progran to protect career oppor- ooulttee should act as recorded cases In

lnust MI jeopardlze future tunrtles ln the pollcy · an appeal board ln cases arbltratlon ÜIIYI
career opportunltles after Itself. of complalnts about thls has been an ,
successful coevletIon of career blocklng. Issue.
the progran.

. Progran Honltorlng Operation of the pro- Phnltorlng function must 1.RecognltIon of the need Knowledge of n¤nI-
ano Accountablllty gran must be rocorded be Introduced. for nonltorlng rraust exlst. torlng systems or_ for progress reports and Z.Mechanism for rrnnl- resources whlch

accountablllty of respoh· torrng mst exlst. can advlse.
slble oersonnel.

Followup Followup corvpnent to Suoervlsors/union need Stablllty of suoervlsory Persuaslveness.
treuoaentrnanaganent to DI persuaded of the work force. oermlttlng Knowledge of man- _
program mst exlst. importance of contlnuity contlnulty of treatment. ageelent systems

ano relnrorcenent. In which such
oontlnulty can be
eelntalned.

Shaln and Groenaveld. Hl).
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Hot·Line

The hot—line is either a local, or long distance

telephone service available as a self referral mechanism for

troubled enployees. Listeners are trained to assess

problems, offer advice and make a referral to an appropriate

service provider which the caller is urged to contact.

Supervisors are available in the hot—line office to assist

listeners with referral information. In crisis cases, hot-

line staff may become actively involved in arranqenents to

transport the caller to appropriate 1onq—term service

providers. Elaborate records are maintained on all

activities, and sunmary reports may be forwarded to the

sponsorinq organization.

Consortiun

A consortiun is a not—for·profit organization which

meets the needs of small enployers because it is set up to

serve a number of orqanizations, and, often, the general

public, as well. Fees are charqed on a per client basis,

but additional fundinq for consortiums nay be in the fcrn cf

a qovernnent grant, allowinq a slidinq scale for charges

based on ability-to—pay. The tern ”consortium“ comes from

the group of organizations who ioin to insure service

provision, not from the structure of the service provider.
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Contractor

A contractor is different from a consortium in that a

contractor is a for—profit agency which is paid by the

contracting organization for serving problem employees who

nay contact the contractor in a self·referral, but who will,

more likely, be referred as a management response to problem

behavior on the iob. Although sone contractors are retained

to provide only substance abuse services, an arrangenent

with contractors is likely to include a system for providing

preventative educational infornation as well as counselinq

for marital, legal, and financial problems. This type of an

EAP more nearly constitutes Shain and Groeneveld°s (1980)

“ideal-"

The Enployer

An EAP provided by the employer on the iob site also

has the potential for containing the elements of the “idea1“

model. While some employers nay provide only a single

counselor, ·any have a highly structured in—house program

which is headed by an administrator who coordinates a group

of counselors, and which usually offers prevention services

as well as treatment.
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The Union

Programs sponsored by unions generally ewolve from a

concern to protect union members and may be as siuple as

peer counselinq or as elaborate as the
“ideal“

type. They

may be union sponsored and operated or they may be planned

and coordinated by union officials with tcp management as a

part of a wage and benefit package. Whatever the reason for

beginning, once developed the Union sponsored EAP freguently

follows the “co¤tractor" approach.

Despite their elaborate structure, EAP's are not

necessarily effective. Their conplexity is such that any

number of factors can affect their effectiveness. Myers

(198ü) cateqorizes these factors into two groups: hunan

factors and program nanagement factors. These factors are

shown in Table 8, and discussed below.

.EAS.'!Q.§§ LEESIIEQ EA.? .B.E£ß£H.Y§§£„§§·

§§!2§ I2£$2£§

Human factors are those behaviors or situations which

are brought about by some member of the organization or of

the EAP hierarchy. They include:
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TABLE 8

T20 Factors Affectinq EAP Effectiveness

HUHAN PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

Access ease Confrontation support
Anonymity Continual interviewinq
Confidentiality Custon design
Counselor advocacy Econonics
Employee acceptance Flexibility
Manager acceptance Enl1·ti¤e
Privacy Internal communications
Probleu nanaqers Interest conflicts
Union cooperation Liabilitv

Management control
Organization knowledge
Preventive aspects
Procedural interface
Professional counsel
Professional services
Termination

Myers (1984)
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Access ease

Access ease refers to the availability of the EAP.

Access can be constrained by encumberina policies and

procedures or by location of the EAP site. Yet, if an

employee cannot qet access to the EAP, it can be of no help.

Anonymity

Anonymity refers to the confidentiality with which an

employee and his problem is treated. The concept of

anonymity places its own constraint on “access ease,° for,

certainly, an EAP located on the orqanization's premises is

easily accessible. An employee enterinq the offices known

to house the EAP, however, can be identified by other

employees as seekinq help. Base of access can thus destroy

anonynity. EAP planners must take this phenonenon into

account and attempt to balance the two.

Confidentiality

Confidentiality refers to the manner in which

counselors affiliated with an EAP deal with the infornation

they obtain from a client with whom they are workinq.

Confidentiality differs from anonymity in that anonymity

refers to whether, or not, others know if an employee is

participatinq in an EAP. Confidentiality refers to how
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infornation qained by client participation is handled by the

EAP.

Counselor advocacy

Connselor advocacy refers to the counselor's

responsibility to insure that clients are not treated

unfairly on the 1ob site and that the client's rights are

protected. Aqain a fine line exists. Too blatant an

advocate may violate anonynity and confidentiality. Lack of

advocacy, on the other hand, may deprive the client of a

service or opportunity he desperatelv needs.

Enployee acceptance

To be accepted by employees, the EAP nust be viewed as

a leqitinate and confidential source of help. Acceptance

may be contingent upon the members of the EAP having a

history of naintaininq anonymity and confidentiality and a

perception that EAP counselors are competent. This is, cf

course, a “Catch·22." Counselors uho have maintained

confidentiality will be uanhle to deaonstrate competency as

their only uitnesses must renain anonymous. Thus enployee

acceptance may come slowly-
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Hanaqer acceptance

Before manaqers are willinq to accept the EAP as a

viable resource, they nust be convinced of its efficacy.

Even when procedures require that a manaqer refer a problen

employee, a manaqer may view the EAP as interference or a

waste of time. It is, therefore, incumbent upon the

developers of the EAP to
”sell“

its services to manaqers

prior to implementation.

Privacy

Privacy refers to not only anonymity and

confidentiaity, but to the internal lay—out of EAP offices

and to such continqencies as sound•proof walls and concealed

waitinq areas. Ihe client coninq to an EAP simply does not

want the fact advertised. If privacy is not provided, he is

not likely to return-

Problen manaqers

Problem manaqers are those whose work performance

contains the same cbaracteristics as does that of the

problem employee. Manaqers, however, are less likely to

refer themselves for help as they seem to have a fear of

reprisal {Myers, 1984) and EAP referral is not a two way

street. Procedures for employees to refer manaqers are not

traditionally a part of the EAP concept.
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Union cooperation

Union cooperation refers to the desired condition that

union representitives will refer members to the EAP and Hill

support it by either helpinq manaqenent establish an EAP, or

by establishinq one themselves. This cooperation may depend

on the perception by the ma1ority of union members that the

EAP is effective in both helpinq and in maxinizinq their

leveraqe in uaqe denands.

2222222 2222222222 2222222

Proqran manaqement factors include those which affect

the planninq and execution of the EAP. They include:

Confrontation Support

Since the EAP cannot operate effectivelv if supervisors

are unwillinq or unable to confront problem employees, this

condition relates to both the traininq of supervisors in

confrontation skills and supervisors' willingness tc use

these skills. Althouqh this is a crucial condition,

supervisors have proven unwillinq to use confrontation

(Kurtz, et al., 1980).
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Continual interviewing

This is the recommended technique for counselors within

the EAP to use in dealinq with referrals. It is designed to

assess what employes like and dislike about their jobs ty

regularly asking so that emphasis can continually be placed

on positive job elenents as motivation for improvinq

behavior.

Custom design

EAP's which are customed designed are unique to each

organization and provide only those services which a

particular group of EAP planners have identified as needed.

Custon design, while ideal, is difficult, if not impossible

for small orqanizations or consortiums of orqanizations.

Econonics

Before establishing an EAP, planners are advised to

consider a cost—benefit calculus in which the following

factors are considered:

— marginal cost of adding additional services or clients

· conparinq methods of pricing, e.g., per client, flat

fee, guaranteed mininum

· cost versus work force size.
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Once an EAP is established, cost monitorinq and

evaluation must continue.

Proqran Plexibility

Proqram flexibility refers to the ease with which the

existinq EAP structure, nethods, and personnel can respond

to the chanqinq needs of the orqanization and the ewployes

within the orqanization. A riqid prooram may soon be

outdated. An extremely fluid proqram way lose employers'

confidence and cooperation because it is not consistent in

the wav enployee problens are handled. So the EAP manaqer

and connselors must develop the neans to maintain continuity

and credibility while adaptinq to emerainq needs, not

identified initially.

Fnll—Time

Full-time refers to two continqencies. First, it

refers to whether, or not, the EAP will qive full tiwe

services to only one orqanization- Second, it refers to

whether, or not, a particular counselor will work only with

the employees of a particular orqanization. This can

present a dilemna for EAP planners and manaqers. If only

one counselor works with all the enplovees fron a qiven

orqanization, the counselor is likely to becone
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knowledqeable about orqanizational strenqths and foibles and

the quality of services is enhanced. Since counselors tend

to specialize in the types of problems they handle, however,

the assiqnment of only one counselor requires a trade•off in

the types of problems for which help is available and in the

number of employees which can be assisted.

Internal communications

Like any bureaucratic structure, the EAP cannot operate

unless communication patterns within and amonq

orqanizational layers are established and implemented.

Communications are further cowplicated hy the need for

members of the EAP to consult with, relate to, and assist

members of its task environment includinq those it is

required to shield with anonymity and confidentiality.

Interest conflicts

Frequently the EAP counselor is literally “the man or

woman in the middle.* The counselor owes alleqiance to the

orqanization from which fees may he derived and from which

referrals are made. If employees perceive, however, that

the counselor is actinq aqainst their best interests,

support is likely to be withdrawn. At the same time the

counselor has a professional coumitment to assisting the
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client/enployee, even if that assistance runs counter to

orqanizational expectations.

The dilemma that interest conflicts can create is

qraphically illustrated by the case of an EAP consortium

which was approached hy a small industry (Acosta, 198ü).

Industry officials expressed a concern over increasinq

levels of druq and alcohol abuse anonq employees and asked

the consortiun to provide traininq for supervisors and to

serve as a counselinq resource for employees. It soon

became apparent, however, that what the industry really

wanted was to leqitimatize dismissals. Industry officials,

in discussinq traininq content, requested that the

consortium provide supervisors with the skills to identity

the addicts, or the potential addicts, so that they could he

dismissed Qgjggg problems occurred. When consortium

officials became aware of the real reason their involvement

had been requested, they solved the interest conflict

dilemma by refusinq to serve that particular industry.

Liahility

Bach counselor in an EAP can be held liable tor injury

or damaqe incurred by an enployee as a result of the

counselor's actions. Substantial penalties for revealinq

confidential information are provided for in the 0.5. Code
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(Hofmann, 1980). Hhile the counselor in an EAP is no more

likely to be held liable than the counselor in another

agency setting, the EAP inevitably carries with it an aura

of the client's employer. As such, a consciousness about,

and provision for dealing with, the threat of liability

actions is essential to effective program management.

Hanaqenent control

The degree to which organizational officials can

influence the perscnnel, procedures, and the results of an

EAP is also a crucial program management factor. As

demonstrated in the example discnssed under “Interest

conflicts,“ if management is not concerned with helping

employees, and, instead, hopes to coerce them, management

control can be detrimental to the EAP's reason for being.

Conversely, responsible managers rarely are willing to

invest tine and money in a program over which they have

little influence. In order to deal with the issue of

management control, it is, therefore, necessary to develop

guidelines at an early staqe and to provide a means of

insuring continued comnitnent to those guidelines.

Organization knowledge
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EAP personnel must be freely informed about and

understand the orqanization's qoals, procedures, policies

and reporting relationships. It is helpful for them tc kncw

the strenqths and weaknesses of various members ot the

orqanization's hierarchy. The further removed the EAP is

from the organization, the less likely orqanizational

knowledge will be. Yet if the EAP is a part of the

organization, the knowledge may not be of much help because

the EAP will experience a greater degree of management

control.

Preventive aspects

To be
“idea1,”

the EAP must maintain a prevention

conponent which utilizes information, education, and

training in a proactive effort to forestall employee

problems--particularly in the area of substance abuse. The

EAP must not only advertise, but develop credibility- If

the prewentive aspect is completely successful, no other

services would be necessary—·not a likely scenaric.

Prevention is, in fact, a nebulous concept, for it is not

possible to measure, for example, the nunber of addictions

prevented.
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Procedureal interface

This factor refers to the deqree of coordination

between the EAP and the orqanizationis) it serves.

Procedures for referral to the EAP, and procedures for

amount and deqree of EAP response to both client and

manaqement must be well developed and their utilization

enforced. If they are not, the EAP may not receive the

referrals oriqinally expected and/or the orqanization nay

not be able to recoqnize the quantitv or quality of services

provided.

Professionalism

Orqanizations which utilize an EAP have the riqht to

expect that counselors have the professional qualifications

to handle the problems which will be presented. Certified

or licensed counselors are more likelv to be found on the

staff of a consortium or a contractor. Frequently a

counselor who is a menber of an orqanization or union, or

who volunteers on a Hot-Line, is a quasi—expert. These

persons, while dedicated, often have, as their main

qualification, that they have experienced and overcone a

particular problem. This is especially true in the case of

recovered alcoholics or addicts. uentioninq this phencnenon

is not to neqate the viability of proqrams such as
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Alcoholics Anonymous. It is to point out that non-

professionals are less likely to respond to other requisites

of an EAP counselor such as those required in a viable

“procedural interface.“

Termination

The final proqram manaqenent factor which hust he

considered in settinq up an EAP is the ease with which it

can be terminated if it is deternined to be in·effective,

in—ef£icient, under utilized or not needed. Early

coqnizance of the possibility that an EAP may be terminated

is critical to insurinq a continunm of care for service

recipients by carefully planninq ahead for transfer of

confidential records and transition of the client to a new

service provider. An EAP which has operated in·house can be

terninated much easier than one housed with a consortiun or

contractor. However, in either event, extreme care must te

exercised to protect the client.

Thus, the hunan and proqran manaqement factors which

affect the EAP are myriad. A problem with any one can

neqatively affect the entire EAP systen.

Proposition M.2: The larqe number of factors
which can affect an EAP inhibit EAP effectiveness.
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As a part of establishinq an EAP, quidelines for

utilizinq it must be developed. An example of the form

these quidelines take is presented in Appendix D. They

usually present the philosophy behind the establishment of

the EAP, enunerate the problems with which it is designed to

cope, and provide directions for when and how to refer.

Inplicit in these quidelines is the threat of dismissal if

an employee does not cooperate (Shain and Groeneveld, 1980).

Hhat nust be realized here is that even when an EAP is

available, supervisors are often reluctant to utilize it.

This reluctance may be because referral to an EAP requires

confrontation of the problem employee --— an unpleasant and

frequently frustratinq experience.1¤ This reluctance may

also be because the supervisor fears that a qrievance suit

will result from the confrontation (Phillips and Older,

1977).

In utilizinq the EAP, it is also inportant to recognize

that referral to the EAP is a reactive response, called

forth as a result of overt action on the part ot the

¤¤ Confrontation for purposes of EAP referral is likely to
elicit the same identity responses as previously
discussed in the section on “Traditional Management
Strategies and Tactics.“ Hhether the confrontation is to

initiate discipline, or to offer the EAP as a
disciplinary alternative, the “failure identity“ will
exhibit predictable responses.
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particular employee. Althouqh folk wisdom contains the

truism that "prevention is the better part of cure," the EAP

is most frequently utilized as treatment rather than as

prevention (Shain and Groeneveld, 1980). This phenomenon

lessens its effectiveness.

In discussinq how prcblens can be solved (or diseases

cured), Swisher (1977) identified three levels of

prevention. Primary preventiou occurs before the fact and

involves education (or innoculation). Secondary prevention

occurs durinq the fact and involves crisis intervention,

early diaqnosis, and crisis monitorinq. Tertiary prevention

occurs after the fact and involves treatment and

rehabilitation. Each succeedinq level is less successful in

elininatinq the problen, however, the nanaaer is ~ore likely

to utilize the EAP at the tertiary level, and, in so doinq,

lessen its opportunity for beinq successful.

When an EAP is utilized, its services are likely to he

in the form of individual counselinq provided on a routine

basis to the person referred.*2 Dependinq on the traininq

and backqround of individual counselors, the approach will

be either psychoanalysis, behavior therapy. casework, crises

intervention, reality therapy, or transactional analysis

*2 In a recent survey of EAP consultants, 70 percent
reported that individual counselinq is the technique in
qood currency.
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(Shain and Groeneveld, 1980). A counselor will meet with

the referred employee on a regular, time—limited basis.

Prior to and after meetinq with the counselor, the employee

continues in regular employment.

Durinq this utilization period, the manager is not

involved in employee assistance. Rather the nanaqer

continues using the same management techniques which have

already been proven ineffective in dealinq with the problem

employee. Thus the manager may continue to feel as helpless

as he did before the EAP referral.

§!.E.E.§Il.!.E!L7§§ Q.! EA.? .§.QI2§L.$

As previously discussed, there are two basic types of

EAP's: those which are internal to the organization and

those which are external to it. Each model within each type

has its own strenqths and weaknesses in terms of dealinq

with the human and program management effectiveness factors

previously discussed. A comparison of these nodels in

relation to the effectiveness factors is presented in Table

9 Here it should be noted that the Contractor Model is

effective in more dimensions than the others, with the

Consortium a close second in effectiveness. Sadly, however,

considerable evidence exists to demonstrate that no nore

than 10 percent of existent EAP's are fully effective

(Borthwick, 1978).
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TABLE 9

A Conparison of EAP Models in Relation to Effectiveness
Eactors

EXTERBAL INTERNAL

Effectiveness
Factors

Access Base X X X
Anonymity * X X
Confidentiality * X X
Counselor Advocacy X X
Employee Acceptance X X X
Manaqer Acceptance X

Privacy *
X X

Problem Manaqers X X
Union Cooperation X X

Confrontation Support X X *
X

Continual Intervieuinq X
Custom Desiqn X X X
Econonics * * *

X
Plexibility X X X
Pull·Ti¤e X X X
Internal Communications X X
Interest Conflicts X X
Iiability X X X
Manaqement Control *
Orqanizational Knouledqe X X *
Preventive Aspects X X X
Procedural Interface X X

Professional Counsel * X X
Professional Services X *

X
Termination * * X

X = nodel effective

* = model very effective

Adopted from Myers (1984).
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The two maior issues which should be addressed in

studies of EAP effectiveness are ”penetration rate" and

“success rate.“ The “penetration rate" tells the extent to

which services reach the population for which they were

designed. The “success rate" tells the extent to which

improvement is made in the clients who actually receive

services from the EAP.

“Penetration rates“ are a real problem for EAP's which,

typically, do not reach much of the population for which

they are designed. The maiority of the U.S. work force is

not covered by any type of employee assistance (Myers, 198H)

and the EAP's which do exist are used most often with blue-

collar workers only. when they are used, they are not

likely to be of much utility to ewployers of a work force of

less than 500 (Task Force on Employee Assistance Programs,

1977). In fact, Shain and Groeneveld (1980) conclude that

"employers of smaller work forces have been something of an

embarrasswent to the advocates of EAP's since the assistance

program does not adapt readily to the needs of such

employers.“

This may be why most studies of effectivenss look only

at ”success rates.“ when “success rates“ alone are studied,
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they indicate that EAP°s are from 60 to 80 percent

effective, dependinq on the riqor of the criteria used to

evaluate them (Hitchcock and Sanders, 1976). This narrow

focus, however, has favorably skewed the results of EAP

effectiveness studies (Shain and Groeneveld, 1980). By not

lookinq at penetration rates and by not considering the

complexity of the EAP, proponents of EAP's present then as

pat solutions, which they can not be.

In her criticisn of the EAP as a pat solution, Kamerman

(1982) points out not only their conplexity, but the nany

considerations which nust be taken into account when

planninq, or evaluatinq, or narketinq an EAP. She sugqests

that the followinq questions nust be addressed:

— Should services be inteqrated, i.e., should the BIP

provide qeneral counselinq to deal with all problems?

- Should services be cateqorical, i.e., should they deal

with only a specific problem such as alcoholism?

— Should services be holistic, i.e., provided to hoth

worker and family?

- Should services be problem-oriented, i.e., to deal with

a discrete orqanizational problen such as absenteeisn?

— Should services be free·standinq, i.e., external to the

orqanization?
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- Should services be ancillary, i.e., provided internally

under the e¤plcyer's aeqis?

Yet there are no simple answers to these nornative

questions. In fact, Feinstein and Brown (1982) indicate,

that the answers to how an EAP should be established, should

operate, or what probleas it should deal with are

irrelevant. Ratber, they present the EAP as a type of

orqanizational planned chanqe which can provide human

resource professionals (particularly social workers) an

opportunity to capitalize on their skills while increasinq

the reauneration they receive.

Certainly, the EAP is not the panacea it is touted as

beinq. Even if it were, several other siqnificant probleas

remain. First, is the “1oqical theoretical linitation“ cf

the EAP (Shain and Groeneveld, 1980). This liaitation is

that an eaployer cannot be confronted and coerced into EAP

participation until 10b performance has been “officially

taqqed as deterioratinq.“ Thus, they conclude that the EAP

cannot be a source of either primary or secondary

prevention.¤3 This presents a siqnificant probleu in that

use of the EAP nay coae too late to be auch help.

** Swisher (1977) has defined three levels of prevention:
primary or before the fact which involves education,
secondary or durinq the fact which involves early
diaqnosis and crisis intervention, and tertiary or after
the fact which involves treatnent and rehabilitation.
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A second problem with the EAP is that its structure and

procedures do not lend themself to assisting the nanaqer in

dealinq with his own feelinqs when encounterinq a problem

employee. Living through the previously discussed feelings

of denial, guilt, inadeguacy and fear, is not an easy task.

Yet these phases will likely be experienced by a manager

whether or gg; he has the resources of an EAP. The EAP

model is not structured, however, to assist the manager

through these stages, nor does the EAP literature give

cognizance to the reality of the manager's own feelings ··—

feelinqs which may lead him to wonder if he, himself, is the

problem employee.

Third the EAP is not designed to assist the manager cf

a problem employee who is simply not contributing to

orqanizational qoals. The EAP presunes that the employee is

experiencing some trouble which, when resolved, will

alleviate the problem behavior being exhibited in the work

place. Troubles which can precipitate problem behavior have

been identified by Hasi (1982) as marital, personal, mental

health, financial, health, and job related. Yet this

problem behavior nay not be the result of some trouble.

As any practicinq manager knows, there are a number cf

types of behavior in the work place which detract from the

accomplishment of orqanizational qoals. These behaviors can
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be exhibited by persons who are not alcoholics and, who are

not experiencinq some marital, leqal, financial, social, cr

health problem. These are the behaviors characterized hy

Delaney (1984) as “dysfunctional.”¤• They are the behaviors

of the “failure identity“ and appear to occnr whether, cr

not, the employee is experiencinq trouhles outside the work

place. For such “dysfunctional* actions, the EAP offers no

solution at all.

Thus, the EAP can be identified as havinq a number of

inadequaoies which can detract fron EAP efficacy as a means

of dealinq with the problem employee. The identified

inadequacies are sunmarized below:

1. The EAP is expensive — one 1975 estimate indicated

the cost per employee is $3000-

2. A universal model of the EAP has not been

established. Thus no one frame of reference exists fcr

evaluative purposes.

3- The EAP carries with it an elenent of coercion.

4. EAP effectiveness can be neqatively affected by at

least twenty—five factors · all outside the control of the

orqanization and of the EAP administration.

*•
An in depth discussion of ”dysfunctional” behavior has
been provided on paqes 26 throuqh 34.
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5. EAP's typically do not reach much of the populaticn

for which they are desiqned.

6. An employee cannot be coerced into participating in

an EAP until performance is officially labeled as

deterioratinq.

7. The EAP has no provision for assistinq the manaqer

of a problem employee.

8. The EAP has no provision for assistinq the problen

employee who is not troubled by substance abuse, health,

marital, financial, or social problews.

Proposition ü.3: As a result of the problews
endenic in the Employee Assistance Proqram, the
Ewployee Assistance Proqram is only minimally
effective as a means of dealinq with the prcblew
employee.

The next section presents Reality Therapy as a means of

dealinq with the problem enployee.

hßéélll 1.H.E.B.A.El

The theoretical underpinninqs of Reality Therapy have

preyiously been presented on paqes 58-66. In an effort to

avoid redundancy, they will not be reiterated here. Ratber

this section will define Reality Therapy and present it as a

manaqement strateqy which can be used to prevent and

intervene with the problem employee, and as a technique for

self-help for the manaqer. As with the EAP, the factors

which can influence effectiveness will be discussed.
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In order to present an unbiased picture of Reality

Therapy, the definition beinq cited is taken fron a

textbook, Effective Helping, (0kun, 1976) which contains a

brief description of all naior counselinq theories. Okun

cateqorizes Reality Therapy as a “coqnitive—behavioral"

technique. “Coqnitive—behavioral* techniques approach

helpinq by dealinq rationally with the thinkinq process and

problem solvinq. “They are instructive, directive, and

verbally oriented.” Reqardinq Reality Therapy she explains:

Reality therapy involves a candid, human
relationship durinq which helpers teach helpees to
accept responsbility for thenselves by analyzinq
inconsistencies anonq their qoals, values, and
behaviors.

...The Reality therapist encouraqes, suqgests
alternatives, praises positive behavior, confronts
inconsistencies openly and directly, and cares
enouqh about the helpees to reiect behaviors that
prohibit then fron neetinq their basic
psycholoqical needs. Helpers are concerned about
present behavior, what helpees are currently
doinq, and what the consequences of alternative
choices niqht be-

Fron this definition it can be seen that Reality

Therapy teaches that behavior is chosen and that a person is

capable of exhibitinq any behavior that he chooses (Bahnen,

1983). It should also be evident that Reality Therapy is Ga

learninq process in which the naior qoal is to help the

patient (sic) assune personal responsibility* (Evans, 1984),

for the “botton line of Reality Therapy is that everyone

nust live with the consequences of behavior“ (Peterson and

Part, 1982).
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Practicinq Reality Therapists recoqnize that Reality

Therapy is not inst a counseling technique. While they use

it daily with clients who seek their services, they also

practice it with one another and use it for self-help. for

“Reality Therapy is not a textbook. It is life. It is

action. It is hard work. It is the gg] (italics his) you

live...with yourself and with others* (Ford, 1974).

The goal of the Reality Therapist is straiqhtforward-

It is simply to provide a climate in which persons have the

opportunity to choose behavior which will enable then to

successfully meet their needs for belonqinq and self—worth,

and, within this climate, to facilitate that choice. Thns

the Reality Iherapist works to move the client along the

"Identity“ continuum from “failure* to “success" behavior.

A discussion of the five identities and the behavior

exhibited by each was presented on pages 74 through 79 and

will not be reiterated here. It does need to be noted,

however, that the qoal of Reality Therapy is to assist the

person to nake responsible choices which will naxinize

pleasure and mininize pain so that identity responses are

qradually altered qivinq the person the inpetus to nove

along the continuun from failure to success.

To explain why people choose the behavior they dc,

Glasser has developed a model called *Behavior: The Contrcl
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of Perception" (Glasser, 1981). This wodel provides an

elaborate explanation of how the brain works to choose the

behavior beinq exhibited. Glasser explains that behavioral

choices are based on internal perceptions of the wav the

world is so that the behavior exhibited is a direct result

of the perception beinq experienced. If the perception

beinq experienced is one which is unacceptable to the

person, the behavior he exhibits will represent an effort to

chanqe the perception to one which satisfies the basic needs

to he loved and to feel worthwhile. In this wav the person

attenpts to control the outside world in an effort to qet

what he needs.

This explanation of behavior is the obverse of the

sti¤ulus·response explanation which views behavior as

outside the control of the individual and puts it under the

control of an external force which creates (or chooses) the

behavior for another bv a svsten of reward or punishnent.

Ihus Glasser reiects the Pavlovian techniques of

behavior control and places responsibilitiv for choice cf

behavior squarelv on the shoulders of each individual. In

so doinq he also places the choice of how one
“feels“

with

the individual. For Glasser, a person is not ”depressed,“

but is “depressinq,' not “frustrated,“ hut “frustratinq,“

and so on. This perspective acknowledqes the part each
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individual plays in creatinq not only his behavior, but his

emotions, and banishes the acceptance of excuses as a means

of refusinq to take responsibility for present and actual

behavior.

Ibis conceptualization of why behavior occurs is

crucial in considerinq Reality Therapy as a uanaqeuent

strateqy for three reasons. First, when confronted with

employee behavior which is detractinq frou orqanizational

qoals, the manaqer will recoqnize that the euployee is

choosinq this behavior and is capable of choosinq cther,

uore productive behavior. He can then act to facilitate

that choice.

Second, if the uanaqer responds to the probleu employee

with the typical feelinqs of Quilt, inadequacy, or

frustration, be is less likely to ”pray,“ “reason,“ “p1ead“

or “bleed.” Ratber, by recoqniziuq that behavior is a

response to perceptions in relation to needs, the uanaqer

will not blaue the euployee for these feelinqs. Instead the

uanaqer will recoqnize that he can control his feelings ty

chanqinq his behavior and that a chanqe in his behavior can

spark a chanqe in the eup1oyee's behavior. This recoqnition

can eliuinate the natural proclivitv to criticize which,

accordinq to Glasser is one of the most destructive

approaches to probleu resolution one can take (Glasser,
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1983). Its destructiveness rests in its ability to make a

person feel he is not perceived in the way he wants to te

perceived. This feeling on the part of the employee will

prompt nore behavior which detracts from organizational

qoals, and, in so doing, worsen the situation, especially if

the nanaqer's response is more criticism.

Third, the manaqer, in recoqnizinq that behavior is

chosen and that different choices are possible, will be in a

better position to deal with those who are supervising hir.

If his nanaqer is procrastinatinq in some area in which he

needs pronpt feedback, or is respondinq to hin with anqer,

he will recoqnize that the manaqer is actinq in response to

perception, not in a personal afront. This recognition will

enable the individual to choose behavior which will

facilitate his beinq perceived as he wants to be, and, in so

doing utilize his own behavior to change his supervisor°s

behavior.

To clarifv this discussion the following exanple is

presented. A manaqer in a public agency was required to

subnit a qrant proposal each year to obtain continued

fundinq. The manaqer had a limited time from the date the

Request for Proposal was published in the Federal Register

until the completed document was due in Washington.

Organization policy dictated that a second person read and
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approve the proposal before it was mailed. This person was

in a department different from the ¤anaqer's and whether or

not the proposal was approved had no effect on the security

of her position. Thus reading the proposal was not a

priority for her.

The manager prepared and submitted the proposal and,

explaininq the reason for the deadline, asked the person to

have it read by a certain date. The date came and went and

the proposal was not read. Havinq heard of other siuilar

situations in which other nanaqers had created conflict hy

loosing their tenper, and attempted to coerce by shoutinq

and cursinq over such a delay to no avail, the manager

resisted the impulse to react with frustration and, instead,

used Reality Therapy. Havinq already established a good

relationship, he reiterated the inportance of the deadline

and asked when the person could have it read. The person

responded with numerous excuses, explaining how busy she was

and how much responsibility she had to bear. Recognizing

that the person wanted to be perceived as very busy and

important, the nanager acknowledged his respect and

adniration for the person, then asked, again, when the

proposal could get read. The person aqreed to have it read

within three days, and did.
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Thus the inplications of Glasser's model for explaininq

behavior are clear. By recoqnizinq that conflict is

experienced when people behave in a way different from

expected and by acceptinq that criticism and control as a

means of resolvinq that conflict are counter productive, the

manager can then move to the techniques ot Reality Therapy-

In so doinq, neqotiation and cooperation can replace

coercion and criticism and thereby allow the internal worlds

of two people to ·eet on a particular problem.

Before presentinq the steps of Reality Therapy, it is

inportant to note that to be effective, Reality Therapy jg

tgtg must be incorporated into nanaqenent style. It is not

a technique to be tried after all else has failed. Ratber,

it is an on·qoinq manaqement style. It is important to note

here, however that Reality Therapy is not “authentic

manaqenent“ as described by Herman and Korenick (1977). Jt

is a technique, a strateqy, for facilitatinq productivity.

Hhile useful for dealinq with the nonproblem employee, it is

not necessary. Because, however, the manager may not he

able to know who will becoue a problem enployee, or why, cr

when, if Reality Therapy is already a part of management

style, dealinq with the problem employee will not be as

traunatic for the manager. For those who insist that one

must recoqnize that problem situations also exist, Reality
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Therapy is offered as a means by which the nanager can

prevent situations which may be problematic for employees ty

begin aware of his/her own behavior choices.

In discussing Reality Therapy for use by managers, it

is also important to note that the writer does not advocate

that the manager attempt to “treat* sick employees. A

manager is neither a counselor nor a physician and cannot

let the use of Reality Therapy lull him into thinking it is

the end—all solution for every problen. What is inportant,

however, is that the manager is the person in the work place

responsible for dealing with all employees——problems, cr

not. As such, the use of Reality Therapy can provide a

means of manaqenent, as well as a technique by which the

employee in need of professional ental or physical health

services can be referred for help.

The manager using Reality Therapy becomes a catalyst hy

which an employee can coafront his own behavior and make a

decision to change. Reality Therapy is not a “cure.“ It is

an intervention which affords an enployee the opportunity to

see his behavior as the nanaqer sees it, then decide

whether, or not, to continue that behavior.
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§EE2§ Q? EEALEEX EMEA.?}

The steps of Beality Therapy as they are used in the

manaqenent of euployees are reiterated and discussed below.

1. Make Friends. Establish and maintain a qood
relationship with the employee.

This first step is crucial to the incorporation of

Reality Therapy into manaqement style, yet is an all tc easy

step to niss, or ¤is—nanaqe. A fine line exists here

between “qood re1ationship“ and “superior·subordinate“

relationship. To inplenent this step in its purest form by

makinq friends violates the traditional nanaqement tenet

that a boss cannot be friends with an employee. Certainly

neither manaqer and subordinate nor therapist and client are

orqanizational eqnals. This is not to say that as

individuals they are innately different, nor is it to iuply

that we need one theory for “them“ and another for
“us.“

Yet a «anaqer who has established a qood relationship with

subordinates by enqaqinq in easy banter and social

activities may find that when a problem occurs, a "failore

identity“ will use information qained in social interaction

in an atteupt to undermine the ¤anaqer's credibility. Thus,

the manaoer cannot be lnlled into thinkinq that simply hy

makinq friends that Step 1 has been fulfilled.

what hust also happen durinq Step 1 is the developwent

of a “relational-confidence,“ which is a belief between two
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people that they can rationally and calmly handle

cooperatively and respectfully any problems which say arise.

Establishment of this “relational-confidence“ will take

place gradually and can be facilitated through shared

activities which occur on a regular basis (Ford, 1983). It

is crucial to note here that the relationship is built on

shared gggigigigg.

The English language provides a fluid conceptualizaticn

of the word ”friend.“ The dictionary defines ”friend“ as

“one
devoted to another by aftection, regard, or estees;

intisate acguaintance; a supporter of a cause.“ It is this

series of definitions which can bode ill for the incautious

manager. For the manager can not, and should not, expect

himself and the employee to be devoted to one another hy

affection, nor dare they be intisate acguaintances. Ratber

their devotion sust spring from, and be confined tc, regard

and esteem. Only in this way can the manager safely and

effectively isplement and maintain a good relationship with

the employee.

Within this consciously developed relationship, it is

important for the manager to be aware of the possihility

that he can proiect his own biases on to an employee, rather

than acknowledging to himself that the employee may have a

different, egually valid set of values. To avoid the
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proiection trap, the manaqer needs to keep lines of

communication open and really listen to what the employee

has to say. This conwunication is especially inportant if

the employee is experiencinq personal troubles. While the

manaqer cannot solve the e¤ployee's personal problems, an

awareness that they exist will result in an empathetic

relationship.

2. Ask, "What are you doinq?" and qet the facts on the
table to look at the e¤ployee's specific performance
problem. Do not discuss past mistakes and do not accept
excuses, rather emphasize the facts of the employee's
behavior which indicate there is a problem.

Step 2, in which the employee is helped to examine what

he is doinq now is a necessary step to the employee

acceptinq responsibility for his own behavior. People

rarely see their own behavior as havinq anythinq to do with

the problen, rather they are nore likely to see thenselves

as victims of sowethinq over which they have no control.

The role of the manaqer usinq Reality Therapy is to continue

to focus on behavior and refuse to accept excuses. How a

person feels is irrelevant. The behavior he is exhibitinq

is the issue, and self·confrontation may be a necessary step

toward self·exa•ination. U
Assistinq the ewployee to examine behavior can be easy

and rewardinq for the manaqer. It can also be disturhinq

and threateninq. For what happens at this staqe in the
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process will depend on the e¤ployee's identity. A "success

identity" will readily admit the behavior exists, and

spontaneously move to Step 3, evaluation, and Step N,

planninq for chanqe. A "failure identity" will likely

respond with denial or some form of behavior which detracts

from orqanizational qoal accomplishments. The followinq

situation from the researcher's own experience will

illustrate this point.

The situation beinq described took place in a small

aqency which employed a director, one secretary, four full

tine professionals and twenty·one part time people. The

secretary was the receptionist as well as the person who

provided clerical services for the aqency. Her office was

adiacent to the director's and contained employee mail

boxes, central files, a copier and an extra typewriter. Ber

desk was near to and facinq the exterior door. A table and

several quest chairs furnished the area.

Because of the equipment and information in this

office, other employees were frequently in it. As each case

in, they chatted with the secretary- Several tines, as many

as four or five people would be qathered in the office

visitinq. The Director requested that they not conqregate,

distributed as many files as possible to their separate

offices and had the table and all but two quest chairs
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removed. After this happened, the visiting slowed, but the

secretary then spent several hours of her day in other

people•s offices. Her work qot behind. Eudqet reports due

in Auqust were not done by October.

The nanaqer, who had been consciously working at using

Reality Therapy, thouqht a qood relationship had been

established, and perceived herself as focusing on behavior

which needed chanqinq. Durinq the early days of the

situation, the secretary had attemped to use the other

employees, the equipment and the volume of work as excuses.

As one by one these excuses were removed, the manager

confronted the secretary with her own behavior. At this

point, the secretary screaned at the manager that it was her

(the manaqer's) fault because she didn't like the secretary,

started to cry, said she had been made a scapegoat because

the manager was in trouble, and ran from the office.

Shortly, thereafter, she resiqned.

A new secretary was hired. Soon, she too, was

distracted by the other employees, as she tried to get the

previous secretary's work cauqht up and also keep her work

current. Again the manager beqan their relationship with

Step 1 of Reality Therapy and again the visiting behavior

was brouqht up. The new secretary, with her success

identity respouded in an entirely different way. She stated
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that she had been thinkinq about what to do when other

people came in the office and had decided that by

rearranqinq the office, so that her desk was out of the way,

she would be shielded from distractions. In that way, she

felt she could keep the work current. She also volunteered

to work the next Saturday to do the rearranqing.

Thus the same situation, with Reality Therapy used ty

the same manager, resulted in a different outcome because cf

the e¤ployee's identity. Another nanaqer who uses Reality

Therapy reported experiencinq a sinilar phenomenon. In his

situation, the failure identity obtained an attorney when

confronted with his inappropriate behavior. Undaunted, the

manager used Reality Therapy with the lawyer, and the

employee, convinced by bis attorney tc stop the case,

returned to work with chanqed behavior (Abbott, 1985).

Thus at Step 2, no one outcome can be predicted. As

this discussion has denonstrated, Realtiy TheraPY» like

other manaqerial approaches, is nore likely to be effective

with the success identity. The purpose of all of Reality

Therapy, however, is to nove the client away from failure

behaviors, and the hope is that the person will eventually

learn to replace failure behaviors with success ones. The

nanaqer, however, is gg; a therapist, thus his goal is

sliqhtly different.
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The purpose of using Reality Therapy in management is

to rid the work place of behaviors which detract from the

accomplishment of organizational goals. If the employee is

willing to acknowledge inappropriate behaviors and, with the

nanager, move on to Step M, evaluation of those behaviors

and to Step 5, development of a plan for change, Reality

Therapy has been successful. If the employee, in the

confrontation with behavioral reality, chooses to resign,

the manager's purpose in using Reality Therapy has still

been achieved.

3- Have the employee evaluate his own performance and
suggest ways of improving it. Get agreement that something
nust be done.

This step requires getting a value iudgment from the

enployee, and is often difficult. People are more likely to

say
“I•ve

tried everything alreadv," than they are to

immediately begin to suggest alternative actions. But they

ggg; make the value iudgment that what they are doing is

hurtinq them and want something better before they can move

to Step 4, planning (Ford, 1982).

As a part of this evaluative process the manager must

ask probing questions which facilitate the emplcyee's

thinking about what he wants in addition to what he is

doing. This leads the employee to acknowledge that what he

is doing is not giving hin what he wants and opens the door

to planning for change.
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This evaluative step may also have quite different

consequences with a "failure identity“ than it does with a

"success identity." In the previously told story of the two

secretaries, the secretary with the ”success identity" was

imnediately able to see that she wanted to catch up past-due

work and keep her work current, then make a plan for

acconplishinq that qoal. The secretary with the "failure

identity" wanted to retain the status quo and thus denied

that she had a problen, perceived herself as a victim, and

acted to escape, rather than to solve the problem.

In the counselinq relationship, the Reality Therapist,

at this point, would have confronted the client with her

escape behavior and asked sonethinq like, "Do you really

want to leave your 1oh?" or "How will you support your

family if you quit your ioh?" Such questions would te

desiqned to facilitiate the client's realization that escape

miqht have worse consequences than stayinq with the ich and

chanqinq behavior. the manaqer, however, is gg; a

therapist. His concern is the orqanization. Thus if the

problen enployee chcoses resiqnation, the manaqer/enployee

relationship ends and the manaqer nust let it qo.

Q. Make a "Get Well" action plan. Make certain the
plan is specific as to what is to be done, when, how, and
how much. Set review points to check Droüress.
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Plan making for behavioral chanqe is a crucial step in

the Reality Therapy process. Making the plan, however, is

not the responsibility of the manager (nor of the

therapist), rather the eaployee is encouraged to make his

own plan for change. The development of this plan in no way

requires, and is not neant to suggest, that the manager is

an “arm—chair" therapist. Ratber it is to recognize that

the enployee has the ability to change behavior and tc plan

for that change. Ford (1973 and 1982) cautions that to

facilitiate successful completion, the plan should he

concrete, small, within a specific tine frame, and something

that can be done innediately. The plan should focus on what

will be done, not on what will not be done. For instance an

employee, whose probleu behavior is tardiness niqht plan,
“I

will arrive at work by 8 A.¤. toamorrow," not *1 will never

be tardy aqain.“

Another element in effective planninq is to focus on

choosinq a behavior to replace the one which has been

deternined to be inappropriate, and which can te

accomplished reqardless of what others do. In the exanple

of the secretaries, the successful plan was
“I

will move ny

desk to a private area on Saturday,* not
“I

won't waste tine

by visitinq.* In a sinilar vein, an employee who has a

drinkinq probleu should not say *1 won't drink.“ Ratber he

should say, *1 will attend AA,“ and so on.
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Once the plan has been made, the manager can

effectively reinforce it by returning to the value iudqment

step and askinq the ewployee if the plan is a good one and

if he thinks it will work. In explaining to the manager why

he thinks the plan will work, the employee is more likely to

take ownership for the plan and in so doing is nore likely

to move to Step 5, conwitnent.

5. Get a responsible conmitnent to the plan fron the
enployee.

At this step in Reality Therapy, the responsibility for

changing behavior is being transferred to the employee, but

the nanager retains involvewent by continuing to shcw

interest in the e•ployee's success. The connituent stage

nay involve a handshake, with the manager saying,
”1

know

you can do it. Keep me posted on how you're doing-” The

next day the manager can observe success and compliment the

employee, or can check by askinq the emp1oyee's how the plan

is going- This involvement reaffirns the worth of the

enployee and reinforces success. If the plan doesn•t work,

the manager noves to Step 6.

6. Accept no excuses. If the plan did not work, don't
ask why, inst focus on what didn't work and assist the
enployee in trying to change that-

Ford (1982) calls this the ”tread•ill" step because it

is so easy for the enployee to get caught up in excuses, and

it is so easy for a counselor (or manager) to get trapped
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into enpathizinq and sympathizing. But it is important to

remember that excuses are irrelevant, actions are inportant.

Thus the manager may have to confront the employee by asking

such questions as "what's wore inportant to you, your job or

visitnq with other people?" or *Do you want to work at

succeedinq in this 1ob or do you want to look for another

1ob?“

This step is also the one where it will be especially

helpful for the nanager to realize that the e¤ployee's

excuses will reflect how he wants to be perceived. lf the

manager can identify this perspective and respond hy

acknowledqinq that he is aware of how busy the e«ployee is,

how many home responsibilities the employee has, etc., then

return to asking the employee what he can do to change the

behavior as planned, the ewployee is likely to leave

excusing and nove back to planning. If he does not, Step 7

follows.

7. Let loqical conseguences take over. Don't punish
and don•t critisize, but don't protect either.

If the manager reaches this step in Reality Therapy and

the employee still hasn't changed behavior, the manager is

likely to he thinking Reality Therapy "doesn't work,“ cr

that he is using it "wrong." This is not likely to he the

case, however. Rather, "failure identities“ have learned

over time to meet their needs through giving—up, shouting,
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fiqhtinq, cursinq, or addiction. These learned behaviors

are slow to change. While the natural response to these

behayiors might he to pnnish, especially after going through

the steps of Reality Therapy, the manager must permit

loqical consequences to occur. In so doing, he will

facilitiate the change process.

It is important here to clarify the difference between

punishnent and loqical consequences. Glasser (1971) defines

punisbment as an action, external to the person, which is

illoqical in its relationship to the misbehavior. In fact,

a person with a "failure" identity will welcone punisbment

because it provides the attention he craves, even though it

is negative attention (Young, 1981). To punish is to iupose

a penalty from outside the person. To allow loqical

consequences to occur is to permit the person to face the

reality of a situation, and thus to take responsibility for

it.

As Bord (1982) notes,

It is important not to create any more pressure on
the client (punisbment) than the client is already
experiencinq (usually a lot). Punishment is an
external attenpt to force a person to change but
it doesn't teach the way to change....It can cause
a whole series of ineffectiwe behaviors ranging
from apathy to violence.

Ratber than punishinq, then, the manager must allow

loqical consequences to occur while teaching a better way to
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handle problens. Dependinq on the employee's behavior in

the work place, the difference between punishment and

loqical consequences can be viewed as follows: Ratber thani

a demotion lpunishnent) the person receives no raise.

Ratber than beinq “called on the carpet,“ the person is

iqnored. Ratber than beinq suspended, the person receives

an undesirable assiqnment. Ratber than threat of

termination, behaviors are docunented in the personnel file,

with a copy to the employee. Ratber than participatinq in

flexible hours, the person is required to puncb a tise

clock, and so on. In each incident of loqical consequences,

the enployee nust be nade fully aware that when he is able

to assure the manaqer that behavior will chanqe, he will

return to beinq eliqible for all of the benefits of the work

place.

8. Don't qive up too easily.

No matter what happens, it is important that the

manaqer refuse to qive up on the employee, if at all

possible. If the employee realizes that the manaqer has

faith in his ability to chanqe, be is more likely to have

faith in hinself.

Here, however, the nanaqer must balance orqanizational

reality with bis desire to assist the employee to chanqe.

If time beinq devoted to the employee becones
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disproportionate to the time which must be devoted to other

employees and iob responsibilities, the manaqer nay want to

plan with the employee to seek outside help. If the

employee's problem behavior is druq or alcohol related the

plan should have been to obtain professional assistance and

the manaqer's not qivinq up would be reflected in supportinq

the enployee's decision.

The important component of *never oive
up“

for the

manaqer is refusinq to qive up the belief that the employee

can chanqe. It is not that the manaqer hanq on to the

notion that it is totally up to him to facilitate that

chanqe.

The use of Reality Therapy in manaqeuent is presented

in the flow chart shown in Fiqure H. In this chart,

rectanqles represent process synbols which contain the

procedure used at that particular step and the dianond

represents a decision point. Arrows show the flow of

activity between steps. This diaqram illustrates that the

use of Reality Therapy is an on qoinq process which will

allow the manaqer to identify potential problems early·on

and deal with then before they can escalate.

At this point the reader nay be wonderinq how Reality

Therapy can be used to deal with particular troubles a

problem employee may be experiencinq. The uost likely
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troubles have been identified as fallinq into the followinq

cateqories: Social (uarital, personal, etc.) · 37 percent,

mental health — 14 percent, leqal — 9 percent, alcohol

related · 9 percent, 10b related · 8 percent, financial · 6

percent, health · 14 percent, and other - 2 percent (Hasi,

1982). Hhile these troubles may not all spill over as

problem behaviors in the work force, when problem behavior

does occur, these troubles are the expected precipitatinq

causes.

In nsinq Reality Therapy to deal with any problem

employee the manaqer must keep in sind that the troubles are

not his concern · the problem behavior is. Thus he will not

try to “solve" the employee's problem. Rather, the focus

must be on how the employee is behavinq and on what that

behavior is doinq for the accomplishment of orqanizational

objectives.

Hhat the manaqer nust keep in mind is that Reality

Therapy focuses on behavior and on teachinq the client that

behavior is gggggg, and that more effective behaviors ggg gg

chosen (Banmen, 1983). Thus the crux of Reality Therapy as

a manaqement strateqy is the identification of employee

behavior ig ggg ggg; glggg—|the assessment with the employee

of, whether or not, that behavior is contributinq to

orqanizational qoals; and the development of a joint plan

for chanqe.
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This plan may take any number of directions. It may

include steps to increase productivity, it may include an

aqreement to consult an attorney, or to accept referral to

an EAP. It say include an aqreement to participate in

Alcoholics Anonymous, and it say include a decision to seek

other employment. The crucial point here is that with

Reality Therapy, the sanaqer does not attempt to control the

employee nor is coercion used to force the employee into

seekinq outside help. Ratber, the manaqer, in developinq a

qood relationship with the employee, is able to plan jointly

with the employee the steps to be taken toward increasisq

the esployee's contribution to orqanizational qoals and thus

increase the likelihood that the employee will follow

throuqh on the plan (Johnson, 1975). Hhatever plan is

developed, the manaqer then stavs involved with the

employee, discusses what the employee is doinq to follow the

plan and ascertains if the plan is effective, or if another

plan is indicated, and refuses to accept excuses.

A real advantaqe of Reality Therapy for the sanager is

that its use can alleviate the pain he can experience when

faced with the problem employee. Self blame is less likely,

as Reality Therapy can also be used as an instrusent for

personal qrowth. Haines (1983) has developed a technique

for personal probles solwinq usinq the steps of Reality

Therapy which is presented below and in Eiqure 5.
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INSTRUCTIUNS EUR USING THE PLAN FOR IMPHOVEHENT

Date: (Date of Entry)

ghat gg_jgg— Wagt? In simple terms list what you really
want. What goal do you wish to achieve or what problem
do you wish te solve?

ggg; ggg ggg gglgg ggg? List specific actions you have
taken to reach your goal er resolve the prohlex.
Thinking about it or realizinq something must be done
does not constitute action. Recognizinq that a problem
exists is not half the battle. It is perhaps one-
fourth. After recognition cones the true test of
dedication te chanqe-

gg g; gglging gg gggtlng? Write ways in which your actions
are helping to relieve the problem or ways in which
your choice ef actions is not working.

ggg; lg gg glgg 1g gg gggggg? Hake a plan with specific
actions which will help you achiewe your goal er
allewiate the problen. Write only those actions which
you are willing to do.

gg g Comgl;tgd ;g— gelle; gg« Elan? Are you connitted to
faithfully and consistently follow the actions stated
in your plan. Think about it before you mark *yes* in
this column. Your answer here reflects how badly you

want to achieve your qoals or solve the problen.

Date: Date of each subsequent day.

pid); gellow gg glgg ggggg? Answer Yes or No. An answer cf
”Sometimes” really means no. Therefore, list it as
“No“.

A
“No“

answer reflects a lack ef commitwent to

following your plan and to achievinu your goal.

Etat times nid- 1 Qige in; E2; Znllnxins ,,51 Elan? What
excuses did you give yourself for not following through
with your plan of action? Write them down, then
recognize that they are excuses, not reasons.

What-Wege ggg-gggggggggggg? What happened as a result of
not following your plan? Perhaps the most siqnificant
result is no chanqe for the better or matters becane
worse.
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gggggg ggg; ; ggg;. If you did not follow through with your
plan, you should look at your goal. Again decide if
that is what ycu really want.

ghat lg gg Nex; glgg? If you decide you really want your
original goal, make another plan of action to achieve
it. Go through the sane process until the goal is
reached. Goals should be flexible. Therefore, if
necessary, change your want and amend the goal.

ggggg gggg gg! Never give up on yourself. You can fulfill
your needs for love and belonging, worth and
recognition, fun and freedon to choose by using this
plan for self-inprovenent-

§££E§Il!.E§.E§§ Q! §EAl·l3.Z I.§E.§.é.E.!

In discussing the effectiveness of Reality Therapy as a

nanagenent strategy, the same criteria as were considered

for the BAP will be discussed. These include factors which

can influence effectiveness, and penetration and success

considerations.

To *do“ Reality Therapy, the manager simply follows the

eight steps and develops the iudgnent necessary to know when

to move from one step to the other. Thus there are few

extraneous factors which can influence effectiveness. The

progran management factors which can so dramatically affect

the EAP are non·existant in the Reality Therapy nodel, and

the number of affectinq human factors are minimized, as

discussed below.

“Access ease," presents no problem for either manager

or employee. Both are present in the work place where
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supervisory conferences are (or should be) routine. Thus,

not only do the manaqer and employee have ready access to

one another, but their reqular interactions qive the uanaqer

the opportunity to becone familiar with the e¤plcyee's

special traits, talents, and abilities · a requisite for

effective Reality Therapy lsilverberq, 198ü).

'Anonymity" is essentially quaranteed for the enployee

because a manaqer who has incorporated the tactics of

Reality Therapy into bis supervisory style will be treatinq

each employee in the same way. Thus, if problem behavior

occurs, other enployees will not be aware that the nanaqer

is dealinq specifically with the problem, nor are they as

likely to see a person as beinq "called on the carpet."

Ratber manaqer—employee interaction are routine, with no one

employee beinq sinqled-out.

Reqardinq "confidentiality," the uanaqer as Reality

Therapist is in a position to know what the e¤ployee's

troubles are. However, these troubles are not to be made

the enphasis. Ratber, behavior which is detractinq from

orqanizational qoals should he the focus. whether or not

the enployee discloses his problems is his choice. with

Reality Therapy, excuses are not accepted. Thus the trouble

becones uoot, as does the issue of confidentiality. If an

enployee voluntarily shares a trouble with the manaqer, the
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manaqer has not becoae informed throuqh a violation of

confidentiality.

If the manaqer is usinq Reality Therapy, “counselor

advocacy‘ is not an issue because no third party counselnr

is involved. Thus the employee has no crutch and no

opportunity to depend on some one else to he responshile on

his behalf. Since one of the basic tenets of Reality

Therapy is personal responsibility, the absence of a third

party advocate facilitates responsible behavior.

Reqardinq acceptance by manaqer and enployee, it seens

that Reality Therapy is more likely to be accepted than an

EAP. This is because Reality Therapy is not sone outside

nostrum applied in a crisis, nor is it an instrument of

coercion. Ratber Reality Therapy, when incorporated as a

uanaqement style, provides primary and secondary, as well as

tertiary, prevention. This style will be that to which the

enployee has hecone accustoned and should therefore not he

viewed as threateninq.

These comments reqardinq employee acceptance are

presented with the followinq caveat: The problen employee

will accept the nanaqer's use of Reality Therapy gg;} if

this style has been in ue since the nanaqer—employee

relationship beqan- If the manaqer waits to use Reality

Therapy until after problen behavior occurs, than the
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confrontation inherent in Reality Therapy is likely to he

resented as much as will any other confrontation. Thes

Reality Therapy is not a “band·aide“ type solution, to te

resorted to when all else has already failed. Ratber, just

as Reality Therapy is a way of life; to be effective, it

must be a way of nanaqinq.

üben Reality Therapy becones a way of manaqinq, the

“penetration“ factor, so problenatic to EAP effectiweness

becomes irrelevant, for Reality Therapy will be penetratinq

all conponents of the work unit.

In discussinq the effectiveness of Reality Therapy, it

should be noted that Reality Therapy has been successfully

applied with people in a number of situations: Corrections

(e.q., Falker, 1982; Glasser, 1965), Schools (e.q., Dalbeck,

1981; Evans, 1981, Glasser, 1980), Rearinq of Children

(e.q., Ford and Enqlund, 1977), Delinouent Adolescents

(e.q., Cox, 1979; holstead, 1981; Thatcher, 1983), Substance

Abuse (e.q., Evans, 1980, Glasser, 1972; Georqe•Mrazek,

1983; Reuss, 1983), Burn—out (e.q., Edelwick, 1980;

Rubboldinq, 1979), uanaqenent and Supervision (e.q., Bruce,

1980, Karrass and Glasser, 1980; Schauqhency, 1977).

Proposition 0.0: Reality Therapy is likely to be
effective as a means of dealiuq with the problem
employee.
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COMgARIS0HAQg ggggggg IHggAg¥ ggg ggg ggg

A Conparison of the EAP with Reality Therapy is

presented in Table 10. It is evident from this table that

Reality Therapy does not suffer from the inadequacias

previously mentioned in regard to the EAP. This is not to

say that Reality Therapy is a panacea, nor that it will

resolve all of a manager*s concerns in dealinq with the

problem employee nor that EAP's are useless. It is,

however, to offer Reality Therapy as a strategy for

alleviating those concerns and providing a means cf

purposive action for dealing with the problem employee.

It should also be noted that the EAP and Reality

Therapy are not mutually exclusive. Rather, part of the

employee's plan for changing behavior may be the utilization

of the EAP, if one is available. If this is the plan, the

manager's use of Reality Therapy will continue during the

hours of work. while the manager focuses on facilitatinq

behavior in the work place which successfully contributes to

orqanizational qoals, the EAP counselor will be facilitating

behavior change in other areas- of the e¤ployee's life -e—

areas which are of no concern to the manager.

For an employee with severe behavioral problems, the

manager will likely need resources frow outside help. For

the manager is neither psychologist nor physician. Ratber
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TABLE 10

Comparison of Reality Therapy and the EAP

;nadeguagy— ßgg- jggligj Therapy

Expensive X

Coercive X

Bureaucratic X

Outside nanaqer's control X

Inconplete penetration X

Problen prevention
I

X

Personnaly supportive to manaqer X

Universallv Accepted Model X
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the manaqer's main concern must be for orqanizational qoal

accomplishment, and his or her commitment must be to utilize

whatever means are available to accomplish this end.

Reality Therapy will likely facilitate qoal acconplishment

and it is consistent with the time constraints cf

manaqement. The willinqness to acknowledoe the efficacy of

other resources, however, is necessary.

4.5: An employee with severe behavior problems is
likely to be more effectively helped if a manaqer
utilizes both Reality Therapy and the Employee
Assistance Proqram.

This chapter has compared the use of Reality Therapy

and other nethods in dealinq with the problem employee. In

this conparison, traditional manaqement methods were

reiected as inadequate for dealinq with the problem

employee. The EAP was viewed as only partly effective,

because of the nunber of factors which can affect it

neqatively, and the number of inadequacies from which it

suffers. The counselinq technique of Reality Therapy was

then presented as an effective means of dealinq with the

problen employee alone, or in con1unction with, the EAP.

This discussion qenerated the followinq propositicns.
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Propositions for Chapter H.

H.1: Traditional manaqement practices are not
effective for dealinq with a problem employee.

¤.2: The larqe number of factors which can affect
an EAP inhibit EAP effectiveness.

¤.3: As a result of the problems endemic in the
Employee Assistance Proqran, the Enployee
Assistance Proqran is only mininally effective as
a neans of dealinq with the problem employee.

¤.ü: Reality Therapy is likely to be effective as
a neans of dealinq with the problem employee.

ü-5: An employee with severe behavior probleus is
likely to be more effectively helped if a manaqer
ntilizes both Reality Therapy and the Employee
Assistance Proqran.

The next chapter presents the methodoloqy by which the

propositions in Chapter Three and Four have been developed.

It then describes and presents the results of a heuristic

exploration of the likelihood that these propositions are

true.



Chapter V

A HEURISTIC EXPLORATIOR OF PROPOSITICN VALIDIT!

This chapter explains the research desiqn and the use

of The Conputer Consultant (TCC) to explore heuristically

the probability that propositions developed in Chapters Ill

and IV are valid. It iustifies the use of TCC, discusses

reliability and validity, and presents the results of TCC

calculations.

Two obiectives were established for this study:

— To develop a theory of person·at—work which recoqnizes

the problem enployee.

- To deteraine if aanaqement intervention, in the form of

Reality Therapy, as a means of alleviatinq the problem

is possible and practical.

Emerqinq from these obiectives, and the review of the

literature was a hypothesis: that a manaqer can interveue

to chanqe the behavior of a problen employee. A corrolary

hypothesis is that Reality Therapy can be used as an

effective intervention.

206
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RESEARCH DESIGN

As explained in Chapter III, this research was

conducted usinq the case survey method which has been

identitied by Dunn and Swierczek (1977) as a viable neans cf

developinq qrounded theory when it is used toqether with

procedures for the continuous codinq and comparison ot case

materials. Cases for analysis were obtained fron the Nerit

Systems Protection Board (HSPB). In order to obtain a

cross·section of types ot cases, 150 case sumnaries were

randomly selected fron the fggggglvgggit jystggg gggggtgr

(US MSPB, 1979 - 1984). An abstract of each case was

prepared and inforuation obtained tron each case was

recorded on a "Case Survey Codinq Instrument," a copy of

which is presented in Appendix A.

Procedures used to conduct the case analysis were

adapted fron Yin and Heald (1975), Dunn and Swierczek

(1977), and Dunn (1981). The initial phase of the case

analysis was the construction of a close—ended questionnaire

(the "Case Survey Codinq Instrument") which was developed

fron the review of the literature and the theoretical

orientation of the research. This instrument was utilized

to synthesize a wide ranqe ot variables tron existinq

records to identity the causes and effects of problem

employees. It has eiqhty—two conditions in seven maior

dinensions:
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— Attendance

This dimension includes such behaviors as

tardiness, lonq lunches, excessive absences, extended

illness, and extended, unexplained ahseuces.

— General Behavior

This dimension includes such conditions as

complaints by fellow uorkers, lies, withdrawal,

undermininq supervisor, money problems, leqal problems,

drinkinq or druqs, enotional outbursts, and aggression.

— Job Performance

This dimension includes such conditions as nissed

deadlines, poor iudqnent, below averaqe performance,

insubordination, and unethical practices.

· Supervisory Behavior

This dinension includes action the supervisor has

taken to intervene with the problem employee and

includes such conditions as counselinq, referral for

help, iob re·desiqn, confrontation, documentation, and

disciplinary action•

— Orqanizational Constraints

This dinension includes the manner in which the

manaqer's behavior was constrained by policies,
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procedures, upper manaqenent, unions, tenure, and EEG

policy.

· Employee Characteristics

This dimension is an attempt to qet at what nakes

the employee tick and includes such variables as aqe,

sex, race, education, interests, and employee

statements reqardinq problems.

— Exclusion Criteria

This diuension is necessary to identify cases to

be included in the final analysis and those which will

be reiected. Questions in this diaension, and in the

other six, were answered. After all questions were

answered for the selected cases, the final case load

was divided into those which survived the exclusion

criteria, and those which failed to. For purposes of

this study, two exclusion criteria were deternined:

— Extent to which problea is defined.

— Inclusion of at least three of the dimensions

in the *Case Survey Codinq Instrument" in the

case material.

Of the cases reviewed, eiqhty-one survived the

exclusion criteria to be used in the research. From these
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cases, aqqreqated information from the “Case Survey Codinq

Instrument" was utilized for input into the Conputer

Consultant, alonq with information fron the literature

review, and the researcher's own experience.

§gß»CQu§¤§§§~C0§§UL1ANQ

The TCC proqran was developed with the idea in sind

that nany situations beinq analvzed involve loqical

relationships more numerous than nost people can consciously

handle at one time. ICC provides a wav to interrelate such

relationships, and to calculate the likelihood of such

relationships existinq. lt is a descriptive nodel which

pernits identification of the nyriad conditions which can

affect a situation, then calculates both the likelihood of

the conditions occurrinq, and the likelihcod of a situation

existinq when the conditions occur. Thus TCC can *provide

not only a loqical conclusion fron a set of statenents, hut

also the ghgggg (italics his) that the conclusion will he

true“ (Dickey, 198ß).

The purpose of the ICC is to help provide a clear

picture fron “fuzzy beqinninqs“ by providinq a structure for

the loqic inherent in a situation. As part of this picture

the TCC produces probability calculations reqardinq the

likelihood that a relationship or a conclusion will occur.
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TCC is a type of expert system which moves quickly froa the

qeneral to the specific and produces finite probahilities-

The probabilities are often qiven in five diqit nuabers

which, even when rounded to the nearest hundred, appear auch

nore doqnatic reqardinq conclusions than is intended by the

researcher, or is expected by the user. The nature of TCC,

however, is to produce probability calcnlations. These

calculations will be reported in this cahpter as a part of

discussinq the heuristic exploration of the validity cf

propositions presented in Chapters III and IV. The reader

is cautioned, therefore, to view these probabilities only as

heuristic.

Because TCC is an interactive proqraa, the person usinq

TCC selects the conditions to be incorporated into the

aodel, and identifies the relationship of each condition to

another. This selection and identification is qrounded in

research and experience. Conditions incorporated into TCC

are of three types: 1.) *external conditions“ which are not

influenced by any others in the aodel, because they depend

on forces already set in action, but which can be expected

to influence other conditions in the aodel, and ultiaately,

the final situation, 2) “internediate conditions“ which are

influenced by other conditions in the aodel, and 3) “qoal

conditions“ which are the situation for which TCC has been

utilized to calculate the likelihood of occurrence.
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In this research TCC was utilized to interrelate the

conditions which were identified as affectinq each

proposition presented in Chapters III and IV, and to

calculate the likelihood that each propositiou was valid.

In settinq up TCC, the qoal condition was identified as the

situation in which enployee behavior contributes effectively

to the accomplishuent of orqanizational qoals. in

determiuinq the likelihood of this qoal beinq reached when a

problew employee is present, and the likelihood of

effectiveness of various uethods of dealina with the problen
A

employee, over one hundred conditions were identified as

havinq potential for influence ou the qoal.

The CCS nodel was set up to reflect the likelihood of

conditions occurrinq to precipitate problem behavior, and to

calculate the likelihood that, if an employee becane a

problem enployee, he would continue to contribute to

orqanizational qoal acconplishuent. Then CCS was

reconstructed to calculate the likelihood of conventional

methods beinq effective in dealinq with the problem

employee, the likelihood of an EAP beine effective, the

likelihood of Reality Therapy beinq effective, and, finally,

the likelihood of a conhination of Reality Therapy and the

EAP beinq effective. The results of these calculations are

presented later in this chapter.
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In addition to providing a loqical nodel for explorinq

the probability of the existence of conditions which build

theory and calculatinq the likelihood of theory propositious

heinq valid, ICC has the capahility of condnctimq

sensitivity analysis. Certainly, no results are fixed in

concrete. Ratber they are subiect to a degree of

uncertainty. One neasure of sensitivity is elasticity,

which is defined in ICC as the percentaqe change in a qoal

condition likelihood for a 1 per cent change in an external

condition. A positive elasticity reflects that a change in

the external condition will positivelv affect the qoal

condition, while, conversely, a negative elasticity

indicates that the nore likely an external condition is to

exist, the less likely the qoal condition will occur. High

elasticities indicate a qreat deqree of influence, while low

elasticities reflect little response of the qoal condition

to a chanqe in the external condition. Results cf

sensitivity analysis are presented near the end of this

chapter.

It is hoped that this discussion has iustified the use

of TCC in heuristically explorinq the probability of the

validity of the propositions developed in Chapter III and

IV. It is recoqnized that the preferred sequel to theory is

a statistical analysis of sanple data which will perait a
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conclusion to be drawn reqardinq the relationship of

variables, or the deqree to which variables chanqe toqether.

Statistical analysis would allow a conclusion with sone

deqree of confidence, that the theory is, or is not,

accurate, and pernit an acceptance or reiection of a null

hypothesis. TCC, however, does not provide this

sophistication. The value of TCC lies in its ability to

denonstrate relationships and probabilities, not in its

ability to test hypotheses riqorously.

äähllßlllil M12 Léllßlll

The nethod for deteruininq reliability of the

observations nade in analyzinq MSPB cases, and in evaluatinq

the likely effectiveness of nethods of dealinq with problem

enployees, is that reconnended by Yin and Heald (1975).

This nethod suqqests that reliability can be deternined ty

lookinq at the deqree of inter·analyst aqreenent in

recordinq the results of case analysis. Reliability of

observations was neasured by havinq another person, trained

by the researcher, review 7 per cent of the cases and

conplete a “Case Survey Codinq Instru•ent” for each. Prcn

this, the anount of inter·analyst aqreement was calculated

by, first, addinq all the responses that were the same. The

nunber of identical responses was then divided by the total
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number of responses. When only identical responses were

counted, an inter·analyst agreement of 87 per cent existed.

Agreement was 96 per cent, however, when both identical

responses, and identical non·responses were counted. Thus,

the results of the case analysis are considered to be highly

reliable.

To determine the reliability of the hypotheses

regarding effectiveness of methods of dealing with the

problem employee, and of coniectures regarding predictahle

identity responses to these methods, the services of both a

second analyst, trained by the researcher to recognize

identity types, and a practicing Reality Therapist were

utilized. For both the analyst and the Therapist, cases

representing each identity type, as identified by the

researcher were sumnarized and presented, without revealing

the researcher's hypotheses regarding them. Both the

analyst and the Therapist were asked to specify the identity

type and hypothesize what that identity type's reaction

would be to traditional methods of dealing with the problem

employee, to the EAP, and to the use of Reality Therapy by

the nanager. Their hypotheses were in agreenent with those

of the researcher. Thus, the ohservations which led to the

propositions regarding methods of dealing with the problem

employee are considered to be reliable.
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Validity is a nore difficult issue with uhich to deal.

Validity has been defined by Cook and Canpbell (1979) as

”the best available approxination to the truth or falsity of

propositions.' Validity can be of two types: internal and

external. Internal validity refers to the approxinate

accuracy of an identified relationship between two

variables. External validity refers to the approxinate

accuracy that the identified relationship can he extended

outside the sanple studied. As noted by Dunn and suierczek

(1977), grounded theory meets both these conditions fcr

validity. By its reliance on both observation and

experience, qrounded theory¤$ reflects both an accuracy of

relationships, and typifies conditions in the real world.

Because qrounded theory is an heuristic approach to theory

construction, validity cannot be neasured, as it can in

statistical analysis. Cook and Canpbell (1979), however,

note that hiqh measures of reliability lend thenselves to

the accurate representation of validitv„ and Yin and Heald

(1977) conclude that exclusion criteria included in a case

analysis questionaire, are acceptable neans of controllinq

for validity.

*5 That the theory presented in this dissertation is
qrounded theory was demonstrated in Chapter III.
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In addition, TCC can he used to strenqthen validity in

theory development in the followinq nanner: First, the CCS

is constructed using only conditions which have been

identified by the researcher through experience, and which

are found to be present in a randon selection of S0 per cent

of the cases under analysis. Then the information in the

renaininq 50 per cent of the cases, and from the review of

the literature is built into a second model, used to check

the first. The agreement between the two resultant goal

condition likelihoods denotes a neasure of validity (Dickey,

198ß).

Therefore, as a part of this research, two iterations

of the CCS were constructed for the purpcse of deteraininq

theory validity. In the first, the resultant likelihood of

an enployee contributinq to the accomplishment of

orqanizational qoals when a problen employee is present, was

.¤4, while in the second, it was .0ü. Since, this is only a

difference of .01, the results of both iterations seened

consistent, with the model representinq what it purports to

represent.

Ihus, the research, and subsequent theory development

were assuned to be valid for four reasons:

- Exclusion criteria were a part of the case analysis

instrument.
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— The theory is qrounded in both enpirical ohserwations

and experience.

- Reliability of observations recorded on the case

analysis instrument was deternined to be between 87 and

96 per cent.

· The theory was subiected to a validity check by TCC.

·I§.S I9.·....l2.§IVßT·§··1.§.EQ.Bl·££.2.§.£¤9 I.L...§·¤¤· ·

To utilize The Computer Consultant, it is first

necessary to identity a
“qoal

condition" which, in the aodel
·

developed for this research, was defined as “employee

behavior contributes effectively to the acconplishnent of

orqanizational qoals. Next, it is necessary to identity as

many conditions as possible which can aftect qoal

acconplishment, and to develop a loqical relationship

between these conditions. This development takes/place in

two ways: First, a schematic diaqran of the relationships

between and auonq conditions is constructed. Next, a

“Condition Description and Intluence Table" is developed.

Identified conditions and their relationships are recorded

on that table by qivinq each a short, descriptive nano,

nunberino then (A1, A2.-.An), then recordinq their

relationship to one another. Then a ”Condition Codinq

Sheet" is prepared tor each identified interuediate and
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external condition. The likelihood of the various

combinations of possible affects of influencing conditions

is thouqhtfully recorded on this sheet. Once this

preparation is cowplete, information is put into TCC as

data. This data, which is naned, (in this research,

”Theory'), is known as a Conputer Consultant Systen (CCS).

Figure 6 depicts the schewatic which was constructed to

illustrate the relationships among identified conditions to

explore heuristically the likelihood that theory

propositions presented in Chapter III are valid. Figure 7

is a sanple of the “Condition Description and Influence

Table,“ and Figure 8 is a sanple of the “Condition Codin¤

Sheet."

All the conditions which were identified as affecting

the goal of "ewployee behavior contributes effectively to

the acconplishnent of organizational goals“ are identified

in Table 11, which presents a list of all external

conditions, and a list of all internediate conditions along

with their influences. Table 11 is another way of showing

the relationships depicted in Figure 6.

To assist the reader in understanding how all of this

was used to explore heuristically the probability of the

validity of theory propositions, the input which was

ntilized for calculating the likelihood that Proposition 3.1

is true is presented.
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1. IDENTIFICATION (ID) CODE: A25 2. SUBJECT: external systems
3. ACTION/STATUS: impact productivity 4. TYPE (circle): O E C:) G U
5. LONG DESCRIPTION:

6. IF THE "TYPE" OF CONOITION IS:
FREESTANDING CLIENT DECISION (D): ENTER DECISION (1="FOR“ or 0="AGAINST“)
INFLUENCEÜ CLIENT DECISION(0): ENTER IO CODE OF PRECEDENT CONOITION
CHECK TYPE:

C:] NO RECOMMENDATION OR OIRECTIVE TO BE GIVEN _
C:] OIRECTIVE HHEN ( = THRESHOLD {I] DIRECTIVE HHEN ) = THRESHOLD
C:] RECOMMENOATION NHEN ( = THRESHOLD EIJRECOMMENDATION WHEN ) = THRESHOLD

ENTER THRESHOLD (FROM 0 TO 1) FOR PRECEDENT CONOITION
EXTERNAL(E): ENTER LIKELIHOOD (FROM O TO 1)

'°—”

INIERMEDIATE OR GOAL(I)/(G): FILL OUT TABLE BELOH
UNSPECIFIEÜIU): FTEL OUT THE CHART BELOW IF CONOITION IS INFLUENCED BY OTHERS.

INFLUENCING CONOITION

Combin· No. IST 2CD 3RD 4TH 5TH CONFIDENCE
ation ID A9 A13 A16 A20 A24
“'“T'“”“”"_"“"_”B

n n n n
_——‘_——_—_ÜY_——•·__——__——__—~——”———_—_-—_”

2 n n n „ n wT33’·
-

n y n n ) n
”

.1577*-4 y n n n
—TE8—'

n n y n n
—‘ .1---H

6 y n y n n _T43”—
7 n y y n n

”T2§”*

8 nn‘
n n n y n

M-
. I

—

IO y n n y 1 n _
,43”-

‘
Il n y n y n .25-
12 y y n y n .5813 n n y y ¤ 1;
I4 y n y y n .53
I5 n y y y n .35
16 n .68

n n n n y
.25_—”—”

18 y n n n y .38
19 n y n n y .4
20 y y n n y .73
21 n n y n y .35
22 y n y n y .58
23 n y y n y .5
24 .v y y ¤ y $3
25 n n n y y .35
26 y n n y y .68
27 n y n y y .5
28 y y n y y .83
29 n n y y y .45
30 y n y y y .78
31 n y y y y -6
32 y y y y y __;K_

Note: Enter
'•

(zero for the confidence if the combination is not relevant or applicab e.
Legend: n = influencing condition not in effect; y = influencing condition in effect.

Figure 8: Sample CONOITION CODING SHEET
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Table 11
LIST OF CONDITIONS ALONG WITH‘INFLUENCES

CCS: theory DATE: 02-25-1985 TIME: 00:02:25

ID CODE, SUBJECT, AND ACTION/STATUS

CLIENT DECISION CONDITIONS

”
EXTERNAL CONDITIONS

* 1* a2 employee has major family crisis
* 1* a3 employee has accident
* 1* a4 employee has minor family crisis
* 1* a6 employee is ill
* 1* a7 home causes problem
* 1* a10 clients commend employmee
* 2* al4 RIF eliminates fellow employees
* 3* a15 politicians support private sector
* 4* 5 president takes stand ‘

* 2* a22 employee belongs to union· * 2* a27 training received _
* 2* a28 job described

* 1* a30 manager's expectations are equitable
* 1* a31 manager is knowledgable
* 2* a32 manager communicates effectively _
* 1* a33 manager is fair
* 3* a35 manager changes rules
* 1* a46 EEO Policy constrains
* 1* a47 employee has seniority 1 ·
* 2* a48 employee is absent at critical times
* 1* a53 employee has legal problems
* 19* al employees have success identity °

* 2* a37 policy is clear

INTERMEDIATE CONDITIONS

* 1* a5 employee has personal problem
a6 employee is ill' a7 home causes problem
a53 employee has legal problems-

‘

al employees have success identity
* 1* a9 cultural system impacts productivity

a2 employee has major family crisis
a3 employee has accident .

”

a4 employee has minor family crisis
a5 employee has personal problem ·
al employees have success identity

* 1* all clients complain about employee
al employees have success identity

* 1* a12 suppliers have problem with employee
al employees have success identity
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Table ll (cout.)

====================:=============================PAGE
2===* 2* al3 task environment impacts productivityal0 clients commend employmee

all clients complain about employee
al2 suppliers have problem with employee

* 1* a16 political system impacts productivity
al4 RIP eliminates fellow employeesal5 politicians support private sector5 president takes stand
al employees have success identity

* 2* al8 congress cuts budget5 president takesstand*
1* al9 congress changes rules

5 president takes stand
al5 politicians support private sector

* l* a20 legislative system impacts productivity
a18 congress cuts budget

-al9 congress changes rules
* 1* a21 wage rates are eguitable

a18 congress cuts budget
a22 employee belongs to union

* 1* a23 other job opportunities available
al4 RIP eliminates fellow employees
al5 politicians support private sector5 president takes stand

* 1* a24 socio economic system impacts productivitya21 wage rates are equitable
a23 other job opportunities availableal employees have success identity

* 3* a25 external systems impact productivity' a9 cultural system impacts productivity
al3 task environment impacts productivity
a16 political system impacts productivitya20 legislative system impacts productivity
a24 socio economic system impacts productivity

* 1* a26 core technology is operable ‘
a27 training received
a28 job described

. a29 deviant response occurs
a25 external systems impact productivity
al employees have success identity

* 2* a29 deviant response occurs
a34 manager facilitates productivity

4 a35 manager changes rules
a36 employee becomes frustrated ~ ‘

* 4* a34 manager facilitates productivity
a30 manager's expectations are equitable
a3l manager is knowledgable
a32 manager communicates effectively
a33 manager is fair

* 1* a38 goals conflict
a32 manager communicates effectively
a35 manager changes rules
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Table 11 (cont.)

* 1* a39 manager is able to manage
a34 manager facilitates productivity
a25 external systems impact productivity
a43 other employees help

* 1* a40 person produces -
a39 manager is able to manage
a42 other employees ask for help .
a27 training received ·
a28 job described
a36 employee becomes frustrated _*‘3*

a42 other employees ask for help
al employees have success identity

* 1* a43 other employees help
a42 other employees ask for help

* 2* a44 employees leap frog
a42 other employees ask for help
a34 manager facilitates productivity
al employees have success identity

* 1* a45 boss constrains ‘
a44 employees leap frog
al3 task environment impacts productivity
al employees have success identity

* 1* a49 upper mgt makes ad hoc decisions
a45 boss constrains
a46 EEO Policy constrains _. a47 employee has seniority
a48 employee is absent at critical timesa22 employee belongs to union

* 1* a50 prob emp negatively impacts org
a70 employees lie
a72 employees are aggressive
a73 employees abuse drugs
a75 employees' performance is down

* 2* a63 problem employee acts
a5O prob emp negatively impacts org
a29 deviant response occurs
a64 prob behav detracts from supv goal accompa36 employee becomes frustrated

* 1* a64 prob behav detracts from supv goal accomp
a72 employees are aggressive
a74 work unit impacted ~a7l employees exaggerate
a75 employees' performance is down

* 1* a65 employee avoids co workers ~al employees have success identity
* 1* a66 employee imposes on co workers

al employees have success identity
* 1* a67 co workers impacted

a65 employee avoids co workers ‘
a66 employee imposes on co workers
a68 employee withdraws
a63 problem employee acts
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_ Table l1_(co¤t.)

* 1* a68 employee withdraws
al employees have success identity

* 1* a69 supervisor impacted .
a63 problem employee acts
a44 employees leap frog
a75 emp1oyees' performance is down
a49 upper mgt makes ad hoc decisions

* 1* a70 employees lie
al employees have success identity

* 2* a7l employees exaggerate
al employees have success identity

* 2* a72 employees are aggressive
al employees have success identity

* 1* a73 employees abuse drugs
al employees have success identity

* 2* a74 work unit impacted
a67 co workers impacteda69 supervisor impacted _

* 3* a75 employees' performance is down
a77 employees make frequent mistakes
a7l employees exaggerate
a48 employee is absent at critical times
a25 external systems impact productivity

~ a78 employees disregard policies and procedures
* 1* a76 employees falsify records

_ al employees have success identity
* 1* a77 employees make frequent mistakes

al employees have success identity _

* 1* a78 employees disregard policies and procedures
a76 employees falsify records
a37 policy is clear

* 3* a36 employee becomes frustrated
a35 manager changes rules .
a37 policy is clear
a38 goals conflict -
a34 manager facilitates productivity

GOAL CONDITIONS

a79 employee contributes to orgl goal accomplishment
' - a40 person produces

a74 work unit impacted
a26 core technology is operable

The Quantity Between the Asterisks is the Number of Condi-
tions Directly Influenced By That Non—Goal Condition.
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Proposition 3.1 states "Behavior in the workplace is

affected by the employee's interaction with all the systens

of which he is a part, only one of which is the

orqanization.“

The systems which can influence an e¤nloyee's behavior

were identified as: cultural system, political systen,

leqislative system, socio—econo¤ic system, and the

orqanization•s task environment. Specific conditions were

then identified as comprisinq these systems. Systews and

influencinq conditions were recorded on a “Condition

Description and influence Table" an example of which is

shown in Fiqure H. The loqic leadinq to the likelihood that

systeus will affect employee behavior considered all

possible combinations of the followinq “if — then”

statements:

Reqardinq the cultural system, if the employee is ill,

and/or his home causes problens, and/or he has a leqal

problen, and/or he does Bot have a success identity; then

the employee has a personal problen. If the employee has a

personal problen, and/or he has a maior family crisis,

and/or he has an accident, and/or he has a minor family

crisis, and/or he does not have a success identity; then bis

cultural system will affect his ability to contribute to the

accomplishment of orqanizational qoals.
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Beqardinq the political systen, if a BIP elininates

fellov enployees, and/or politicians support the private

sector, and/or the president takes a stand to cut the

aqency's budqet, and/or the employee does not have a success

identity; then the political systen affects the enployee's

ability to contribute to the accomplishuent of

orqanizational qoals.

Beqardinq the leqislative systen, if the president

wants the aqency's hudqet cut; then conqress is likely to

cut the budqet; and, if the president supports the private

sector, and/or the politicians support the private sector,

then conqress is likely to chanqe the rules reqardinq

enployment in the public sector. lf conqress cut the

budget, and/or chanqes the rules, then the leqislative

systen affects the e¤ployee°s ability to contribute to the

acconplishment of orqanizational qoals.

Reqardinq the socio-economic systen, if the euployee

does not belonq to a union, and/or conqress cuts the budget,

then vaqe rates are not equitable; and/or if a BIP

elininates fellov enployees, and/or politicians support the

private sector, and/or the president's policy slovs the

economy, then other 10b opportunities are not available,

and/or if an employee does not have a success identity vhen

these thinqs happen, then the socio—econo¤ic system affects
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the employee's ability to contribute to orqanizational

qoals.

Reqardinq the orqanization's task·environment, if an

employee does not have a success identity, then

clients/customers are likely to conplain about an employee,

and/or if employees do not have a success identity,

suppliers are more likely to complain about an employee,

and/or if clients and suppliers conplain about an enployee

and do not commend the employee; then the task environuent

affects the enployee's ability to contribute to the

acconplishment of orqanizational qoals.

Ihus, reqardinq Proposition 3.1., if the cultural

system and/or the political systen, and/or the leqislative

systen, and/or the socio·economic system, and/or the

orqanizations task environment affect the e¤ployee's ability

to contribute to the acconplishment of orqanizational qoals,

then Proposition 3.1 is valid.

With TCC all possible conbinations of the *if - then"

statements presented above Here considered. A sample

“Condition Codinq Sheet" used for inputinq the likely effect

of each condition affectinq this proposition is shown in

Fiqure 8. From the likelihood of all these conditions

occurrinq, TCC calculated a .35 likelihood that external

systems will affect an employee's behavior in the Hork
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place, and led to the conclusion that for 35 per cent cf the

employees, behavior in the work place will be affected hy

external systens. It is hypothesized that these 35 per cent

are the problem enployees.

äßällhlé Q2 ISS I!EAHBAIIEEThis

section presents the TCC calculated likelihoods of

the rest of the theory propositions presented in Chapter

III. Because of the larqe nunber of conditions which were

incorporated into TCC and the conplexity of relationships

identified as deternininq the likelihood that propositions

are valid, as demonstrated above, details of input regardinq

each proposition are not discussed. To present a discussion

of each, with tables showinq all possible combinations of

conditions which resulted in proposition likelihoods could

take as nuch as 100 paqes, so such inclusion is nct

considered prudent. It is hoped that the fiqures, tables,

and discussion presented to demonstrate how the likelihood

of Proposition 3.1 was calculated will serve to descrihe the

conplexity and volune of work put into heuristically

validatinq the propositions.

Proposition 3.2. throuqh 3.15, and their resultant

likelihoods are presented below.

Proposition 3.2: Within the orqanization, the
identity of any qiven employee shapes or reshapes
all conponents of the orqanizational system.
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This proposition has a .19 likelihood of occurrence

with an enployee who has a success identity. This

likelihood escalates to .83 with an employee who has a

failure identity. Thus, it was concluded that the identity

which an enployee brings to the work place can, indeed,

affect that work place.

Proposition 3.3: Within the organization, the
identity which an employee brings to his
interactions with other employees affects their
attitudes and behavior.

When an employee has a sucess identity, the likelihood

that his behavior would affect co—workers is zero! A

failure identity, however, has a .7 likelihood of iuposing

on other organizational nembers. When a success identity

requires assistance, other enployees have a .9 likelihood of

helping, but are only .38 likely to assist a failure

identity. Thus, it was concluded that employee identity

does affect the attitudes and behavior of other employees.

Proposition 3.ü: Within the organization, the
identity which an employee brings to his
interaction with his supervisor affects the
supervisor's ability to facilitate goal
acconplishment.

The likelihood of the behavior of a success identity

detracting from the supervisor's ability to facilitate goal

accomplishuent is only .11, while a failure identity has a

likelihood of .62. Thus, if was concluded that employee

identity does make a difference in how successfully a

supervisor can accouplish organizational goals-
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Proposition 3.5: The identity which an employee
brinqs to his interaction with the orqanization's
core technoloqy affects the accowplishment of
orqanizational qoals.

With the success identity, the likelihood of the core

technoloqy beinq operable, whether or not the employee is

experiencinq troubles, is .86. For the failure identity,

however, this likelihood is .101. Thus, it was concluded

that an employee's identity does affect the orqanization's

core technoloqy.

Proposition 3.6: The identity which an employee
brinqs to his interaction with the orqanizational
structure pressures upper manaqement into gg ggg
reactions which affect the accowplishement of
orqanizational qoals.

whether or not an employee has a success identity

appears to have little effect on the reactions of upper

manaqement. with a success identity, the likelihood that

upper manaqenent will react is .2ß, and with a failure

identity, this likelihood is .27. This may be because,

euployees rarely have access to upper manaqement, so that

the problem is handled by the enployee's supervisor, who, in

effect, shields upper manaqement- Thus, it was concluded

that, while an e•ploye's behavior can affect upper

manaqement•s decisions, this phenomenon is not likely to

occur.

Proposition 3.7: The identity which an enployee
brinqs to his interaction with orqanizational
policy can chanqe a policy and/or affect the life
of the individual employee.
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A success identity has a .48 likelihocd or disreqardinq

policy and procedures, while a tailure identity has a .S1

likelihood. Interestinqly, however, the likelihocd of such

action affectinq orqanizational effectiveress is only .19

for the success identity, while it is .83 for the failure

identity. Thus, it was concluded that employee identity

does affect policy.

Proposition 3.E: The identity which an employee
brinqs to his interaction with his cultural system
affects the accomplishment of orcanizational
qoals.

The cultural system of a success identity has only a

.21 likelihood or atfectinq the accomplishment of

orqanizatioual qoals, while the cultural system of a failure

identity has a .70 likelihcod of affectinu them. Ihus, it

was concluded that identity does deiermine the way in which

one deals with the cultural system, and the deqree to which

problems at home carry over into the workplace.

Proposition 3.9: The identity which an employee
brinqs to his interaction with the orqanizatio¤*s
task environment affects the äCCOEDllShE€Ht of
orqanizational qoals.

Neither clients nor suppliers are likely to have a

problem with a success identity, while there is a .09

likelihood that the interaction of the failure identity with

the orqanization°s task environment will affect the

accomplishment ot oroanizational qoals. Thus, it was
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concluded that employee identity does influence client or

customer relations.

Proposition 3.10: The identity which an employee
brinqs to his interaction with the socio·economic
system affects the acconplishnent of
orqanizational qoals.

The likelihood of this proposition occurrinq with a

success identity is -01, while with a failure identity it is

-70. Thus it was conclnded that a failure identity is note

likelv to be involved in activities outside the orqanization

which will detract from orqanizational qoal accomplishmeut

than is the success identity.

Proposition 3.11: The identity which an employee
brinqs to his interaction with the political and
leqislative systens affects the accomplishment of
orqanizational qoals-

The likelihood of this proposition for a success

identity is .17, for a failure identity, it is -53. This

nay be because the success identity is nore likely to te

concerned with qlobal issues, and with his own self

developwent when interactinq with the political and

leqislative systems, while a failure identity's notivation

will be to use the interaction to advance himself, at the

expense of the orqanization, or interact as a whistleblower,

or cowplainant- Aqain, it was concluded that identity does

make a difference-

Proposition 3.12: within the orqanization,
problem behavior occnrs as an identity response tc
a life or job crisis.
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A success identity has only a .17 likelihocd of

respondinq to a crisis with behavior which detracts frow

orqanizational qoal accomplishment, while a failure identity

has a -62 likelihood. This way be because a success

identity has developed copinq mechanisms which are foreiqn

to the failure identity. Thns, it was concluded that

identity does make a difference in the way a person deals

with crisis.

Proposition 3.13: Within the orqanization, the
behavior of a problem employee will neqatively
affect members of the work qroup.

If problem behavior does occur, the likelihood of a

success identity neqatively affectinq others in the

orqanization is only -29, while for a failure identity this

likelihood is .7. This is probably because, as demonstrated

in the tables in Chapter III, problew behavior of a success

identity will not be violent, nor abusive, as it is likely

to be in the case of a failure identity.

Proposition 3.1Q: Within the orqanization,
menbers of a work qroup which contains a problew
employee will react with an identity response tc
that employee's behavior-

When problem behavior occurs, there is a -90 likelihood

that persons with a success identity will attempt to assist

the problen enployee, but only a .ß0 likelihood that failure

identities will attempt to help their co-worker. Thus, it

was concluded that identity can determine how other

enployees respond to a problen employee°s behavior.
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Proposition 3.15: When a work qroup is conposed
of more than one failure identity, neqative
effects on the orqanization will multiply
exponentially.

when all nenbers of a work qroup have a failure

identity, there is a .92 likelihood that behavior in the

orqanization will detract fron qoal acconplishment- When

only 25 per cent of the orqanizati0n's employees have a

failure identity, the likelihood of their behavior in the

orqanization detractinq from qoal accouplishuent decreases

further to .ßß. When no uenbers of the orqanization have a

failure identity, the likelihood of behavior in the

orqanization detractinq fron qoal accomplishnent decreased

to .168- Thus, it was concluded that the more members of a

work qroup who have a failure identity, the more likely is

behavior to occur which detracts fron orqanizational qoal

accouplishnents.

EILLLZLEE ISS IQ LEE
EIIESILEEEEEE Q.! EHEQQE QL EEALLEQ EL.LE LEE EEQELEE
EEBLELEE

To utilize the TCC to explore heuristically the

validity of propositions reqardinq the effectiveness of

methods of dealinq with the probleu euployee, it was

necessary to construct three additional Computer Consultant

Systens. First, a CCS was constructed to deteruine the

likelihood that an EAP would elininate problem behavior of a
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referred enployee, when all factors which can affect EAP

effectiveness were taken into consideration. Next, a CCS,

which contained the use of Reality Therapy, and of

traditional methods, was constrcted to deternine the

likelihood that either would be effective. Then a CCS which

contained both the EAP and the use of Reality Therapy as

conditions was constructed. To construct the above CCSs all

theory conditions depicted in Fiqure 5 were input, as were

conditions specific to each nethod. Por each a set cf

”Condition Description and Influence Tables“ and °Conditio¤

Codinq Sheets“ were prepared. Since the complexity and

volume of work which qoes into CCS construction was

discnssed in explaininq the walidation of Proposition 3.1,

it will not be reiterated here. Ratber, only the results of

the calcnlations which explored heuristically the

probability that propositions in Chapter IV are true will he

presented.

§E§£LLE§ · Q2 ESS E! EELEPAEELLE £§Q£9§HLQ.E§ .EE§.¤LL.D.I.!.§ ELLE
EIIAESEAIXELLEAFS Qi .¤.E3§Q.E§ 29.*3 QHLLEE EIEB ELLE EBQBLILL
EL¤£.L9.!.E.E

Proposition 4.1: Traditional manaqenent practices
are not effective for dealinq with a problen
employee.

The likelihood of traditional nanaqement practices

beinq effective with a problem enployee is only .01, with a
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failure identity and .20 with a success identity. Thus, it

was concluded that this proposition is true-

Proposition 4-2: The large number of factors
which affect an EAP inhibit BAP effectiveness-

To calculate the likelihood of this proposition being

true, the hunan and program managenent factors which can

affect EAP effectiveness (see Table 8) were built into a

CCS, with the following results: That policy will he

developed by manaqewent and union officials is slightly

probable, .60, that enployees are educated regarding EAP

services is probable, .84, and that self·referrals will he

nade is probable, .78. That supervisors will refer

enployees for help, however, is not likely, having only a

.37 probability of occurrence. That problem employees will

be identified early has a .40 likelihocd of occurrence.

Thus, it was concluded that the conplexity of the EAP

bureaucracy inhibits EAP effectiveness-

Proposition 4.3: As a result of the problems
endenic in the Enployee Assistance Program, the
Enployee Assistance Program is only miniwally
effective as a means of dealing with the prohlew
ewployee.

The logic of the calculations leading to the validation

of this proposition was as followsz If the need for an EAP

is identified, the likelihood of the EAP being iwplemented

is .70. If the EAP is inplemented, it has a .55 likelihocd

of penetration. If the EAP penetrates, there is only a .37
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likelihood that supervisors will refer employees. If

supervisors refer, the BAP has a .70 likelihood of being

utilized. If the EAP is utilized, it has a .71 likelihocd

of being effective. If it is effective, it has a .59

likelihood of elininatinq the problem for which referral was

nade. Thus, it was concluded that the EAP is only mininally

effective as a weans for the nanaqer to deal vith the

problem eaployee in such a way that the behavior uill he

changed to that which contributes to organizational goal

accoaplishnent.

Proposition 4.4: Reality Therapy is likely to be
effective as a neans of dealing with the problem
enployee.

The likelihood of Reality Therapy being effective in

keepinq enployee behavior oriented to the accomplishment of

organizational goals is .7 with a failure identity and .69

with a success identity. Since the use of Reality Therapy

is completely at the discretion of the manager, extraneous

factors do not affect its utilization. Thus, it was

concluded that Reality Therapy is an effective means of

dealing with the problea employee.

Proposition 4.5: An employee with severe
behavioral problems will be more effectively
helped if a manager utilizes both Reality Therapy
and an Employee Assistance Progran-

If a conbination of Reality Therapy and the EAP is used

in dealinq with an enployee vho is exhibitinq problem
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behavior, the likelihood of the combination of the two beinq

effective is .84 with a success identity employee, and .45

with a failure identity. That the two toqether are nore

effective with a success identity than either alone say ke

because an EAP referral would precipitate a personal

reassessnent by a success identity who would be predisposed

to cooperatinq for the qood of hinself and the orqanization-

That the two in conbination are less effective with a

failure identity than is either alone was a surprisinq

result. It is speculated, however, that this result could

be expected to occur because the failure identity has no

copinq nechanisns for crisis except to act out in sone way.

Since the nanaqer is usinq Reality Therapy as a

confrontation technique to facilitate behavioral chanqe, and

the EAP requires confrontation for referral, this say he

nore than the failure identity can reasonably handle, and

erqo, his behavior worsens. Thus, it was concluded that a

sanaqer who wishes to naxinize qoal acconplishnent when

faced with a problen enployee, will use both Reality Therapy

and an EAP with a success identity, and only one of the

methods with a failure identity.
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After the likelihoods of the articulated propositions

were calculated, sensitiwity analysis was perforned to

determine the elasticity of the response of the qoal

condition to a 1 per cent chanqe in external conditions.

Results of these analyses are presented in Tables 12, 13,

and 14.

Table 13 presents the elasticities of the qoal

condition “employee contributes to orqanizational

effectiveness,“ with the various external conditions which

can create a crisis in an enployee's life. Here the

difference between the extent to which the qoal is effected

when the employee has a failure or success identity is

negliqible. What does seen to be of siqnificance is the

actions a manaqer takes, for which elasticities are shown in

Table 14. Table 14 presents the elasticities of the qoal

condition with the various techniques a nanaqer can use to

facilitate enployee contribution to orqanizational

effectiveness. Here it should be noted that the only

neqative elasticity occurs when a nanaqer chanqe the rules,

i.e., when a manaqer abruptly chanqes his own behavior, his

own expectations, or elenents of the enployee's 10b. The

most hiqhly sensitive response of the qoal occurs when a

nanaqer uses Reality Therapy, however, it should also be
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TABLE 12

Goal With the External Conditions Which Can Impact An
Employee's Life

The elasticity of

Enployee Contributes to Orqanizational Effectiveness

With
Failure Success
Identity Identity

Employee has naior fanily crisis -.0023 -.0022

Employee has accident -.0039 -.0075

Employee has ninor family crisis -.0034 -.0084

Employee is ill -.0017 -.0089

Home causes problem -.0015 -.0099

Employee has leqal problen -.0054 -.0029
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TABLE 13

Goal With the Techniques a Hanaqer Can Use To Facilitate
Contribution

The elasticity of

Enployee contributes to orqanizational effectiveness

uith
Failure Success
Identity Identity

Euployee receives traininq .0052 .0039

Euployee has a job description .0054 .0039

uanaqer couuunicates effectively· .0011 .0012

Hanaqer is fair .0023 .0026

uanaqer is knouledqable about job .0069 .0077

uanaqer chanqes rules -.0039 -.0031

uanaqer uses Reality Therapy .591 .554

Manager uses Reality Therapy and an BIP .00427 .459
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TABLE 14

Elasticity of "Problem Eliminated* With the Factors Hhich
Can Inpact An EAP

The elasticity of _‘—-__-

Problem elininated
with

Need for EAP identified .00767
Hanaqewent/union connittee established .00149
History of qood nanaqenent/union relations .00423
Insurance coveraqe available .00842
Hanaqer uses qood human relations techniques .00258
EAP personnel have credibility .00196
Supervisor is accountable tor recoqnizinq

problen enployee .00132
EAP personnel aware of work place reality .00134
Orqauization has conpetent Traininq Dept. .00122
Becoqnition of problen employee is part

of supervisor's 10b description .00534
Organization requires performance evaluation .00772
EAP qoals are conpatible with orqanizational

qoals .00169
Leqitinate siqns that problen behavior is

work—related .00440
EAP supports the supervisor .00192
EAP is pnblisized .00236
Treatuent facilities are available .00262
Discrinination exists -.00914
Clean slate quaranteed .033
EAP is easily accessible .00551
EAP provides anonynity .00118

EAP provides confidentiality .00118
Supervisor is the probleu enployee -.00793
EAP provides services .248
EAP has prevention component .135
EAP is full time .00356

EAP is successful .192
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noted that when an employee has a failure identity, the goal

condition is less sensitive to nanager•s actions.

Table 15 presents the elasticities of the goal

condition, “problen elininated* with the various factors

which can affect an EAP. It shows that the factors which

have the greatest degree of influence on elininating the

problen are the guarantee of a clean slate if the enployee

participates in an EAP, a prevention conponent within the

BAP, and a history of success which gives the EAP

credihility in the enployee°s eyes.

A final elasticity, so close to zero and not presented

in the tables, but worth noting, is the elasticity of the

goal condition. “Enployee contributes to organizational

effectiveness,“ with the condition, *Enp1oyee is ahsent at

critical tines.“ For a success identity, this elasticity is

-.03, and for the failure identity, the elasticity is -.09.

Thus, absences of the failure identity have a greater affect

on acconplishing organizational goals than do the absences

of the success identity. this nay he because a success

identity is nore responsible, and therefore, more likely to

catch up work which has gotten behind because of an absence.
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This chapter has explained the research design and the

use of The Computer Consultant which was denonstrated to he

a viable neans of heuristically explorinq the probability

that theory and nethod-effectiveness propositions are valid.

Beasons this research can be considered to be both reliahle

and valid were discussed. Use of the TCC and results of TCC

calculations were presented, alonq with the conclusions

which were drawn frou these results.

The next chapter is the final one. It will synthesize

the results of the research, and discuss inplications far

nanaqers.



Chapter VI

SUMRARY AND SYNTHESIS

The purpose of this chapter is to synthesize te

results of the research presented in this dissertation, and

to discuss the inplications of these results for managers.

To do this, a brief sunnary of each chapter will te

presented. Conclusions will he drawn, then nanagerial

inplications will be discussed.

QEAEIEB §.¥!lL¤ABl§§ ·

Chapter I has provided a dissertation overview. In it,

the purposes of the research were identified as develcpinq,

fron a nanaqer•s perspective, a theory of the person—at-work

which recoqnizes the problem employee, and to determine if

manaqenent intervention in the for: of Reality Therapy as a

neans of preventinq and/or alleviatinq the problen is

possible and practical. A “prohle¤ e¤ployee“ was defined as

an enployee whose behavior in the work place causes reduced

productivity, and lowered norale for self, co-workers and

supervisor; and, in so doinq, detracts from orqanizational

effectiveness and the acconplishnent of orqanizational

qoals. In considerinq the problem ewployee, it was

recoqnized that a nanaqer, when faced with such an employee,

247
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must resolve difficult philosophical issues, the resolution

of which can be attained from a utilitarian perspective.

Follouinq the discussion of philosophical issues, the

different paradiqnatic perspectives fron which research can

be conducted were presented, with reasons oiven for choosinq

the functionalist paradiqn as the approach used in this

dissertation. Finally, the research, and resultant theory

developnent, was denonstrated to be an important

contribution to public administration and wanaqenent

literature because of the plethora of problens in the work

place which are not amenable to solution by traditional

practices. Thus, the qround work was laid for the research

presented in the dissertation, and the resultant theory

development.

Chapter II presented a review of the literature on

problen ewployees and demonstrated that both manaqenent and

public administration, in qeneral, have a qap where the

probleu employee is concerned. This chapter cateqorized the

literature in four ways: 1) the nanaqer's perspective, 2)

the e•ployee's perspective, 3) advice for the manaqer, and

M) understandinq the problen enployee- A discussion of the

identified lacunae in public adninistration and nanagenent

was then presented. These lacunae were identified as: 1) a

failure to recoqnize identity differences which can h
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demonstrated to exist amonq hunan beinos, 2) a tendency to

take a cause/effect approach to dealinq with the problem

enployee, 3) a failure to recoqnize that employees do not

exist in a vacuum, hut rather, are creators of dynanic

forces which can de—stabilize orqanizational equilibriuw,

and M) a failure to develop theory or conduct research in

the area of probleu enployees. To demonstrate the federal

qovern¤ent's concern over the existence of problew enployees

in the federal work force, research findinqs of the uerit

Systens Protection Board (HSPB) were presented. The chapter

suanary noted that the literature review denonstrated that

there is a ”concerted iqnorance on how to identify and cope

with the problen employee."

Chapter III is the heart of the dissertation for dt

presented an oriqinal theory of the person—at—work which

addresses the reality of the problem enployee as a nenber of

the work force, and denonstrates that the notion that all

enployees can be consistently productive is unrealistic-

Usinq information obtained fron cases which came before the

HSPB, and relyinq on the researcher's experience and

qroundinq in the literature, an Interactive—Holistic theory

of person—at-work was offered. This theory was developed

inductively fron the strean of counselinq psycholoqy

emanatinq with Alfred Adler and culninatinq with William
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Glasser's Reality Therapy which can be linked to the

conceptual stream of manaqement enqendered by Chester

Barnard. The Interactive—Holistic theory of person·at—work

requires that each employee be viewed in the totality of

which he is a part. It explains behavior in the work place

with the followinq set of inter—re1ated propositions:

Proposition 3.1: Behavior in the work place is
affected by the employee's interaction with all of
the systems of which he is a part, only one of
which is the orqanization.

Proposition 3.2: Within the orqanization, the,
identity of any qiven enployee shapes or reshapes
all the components of the orqanizational systen.

Proposition 3.3: Within the orqanization, the
identity which an employee brinqs to his
interactions with other ewployees affects their
attitudes and behavior.

Proposition 3-ü: Within the orqanization, the
identity which an employee brinqs to his
interaction with his supervisor affects the
supervisor's ability to facilitate qoal
accowplishment.

Proposition 3.5: The identity which an enployee
brinqs to his interaction with the orqanization's
core technoloqy affects the accowplishment of
orqanizational qoals.

Proposition 3-6: The identity which an employee
brinqs to his interaction with the orqanizational
structure pressures upper wanaqement into gg ggg
reactions which affects the accoaplishment of
orqanizational qoals-

Proposition 3.7: The identity which an employee
brinqs to his interaction with orqanizational
policy chanqes a policy and/or affects the life of

the individual employee.
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Proposition 3.8: The identity which an employee
brinqs to his interaction with his cultural system
affects the accomplishment of orqanizational
qoals.

Proposition 3-9: The identity which an employee
brinqs to his interaction with the orqanization's
task environment affects the acconplishnent of
orqanizational qoals-

Proposition 3-10: The identity which an enployee
brinqs to his interaction with the socio-econonic
system affects the acconplishment of
orqanizational qoals.

Proposition 3.11: The identity which an enployee
brinqs to his interaction with the political and
leqislative systens affects the accomplishnent of
orqanizational qoals.

Proposition 3.12: within the orqanization,
problen employee behavior occnrs as an identity
response to a life or 1ob crisis.

Proposition 3.13: within the orqanization, the
behavior of a problem employee will neqatively
affect other nenbers of the work qroup.

Proposition 3.1ß: within the orqanization,
nenbers of a work qroup which contains a problen
enployee will react with an identity response to
the problem employee°s behavior.

Proposition 3.15: when a work qroup is composed
of nore than one ”failure identitv,“ neqative
effects on the orqanization will multiply
exponentially-

This theory demonstrates that no enployee can he

considered as an isolated entity which sheds environmental

influences when enterinq the orqanizational settinq, and

which is innune to the inpinqement of environmental forces

on prodnctivity. The theory also illnstrates how the
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enployee counters the forces which bonbard him or her with

survival behaviors which are rooted in a personal identity.

This identity will he success or failure oriented dependinq

on the person's need•fulfillinq uechanisws which are

developed and inqrained outside the world of work. To see

the person—at—work in this context is to allow for, and

indeed, expect, the existence of the problem employee in the

work—force. Once this was put in perspective, it was

possible to address the second qoal of the research, which

was to deternine if management intervention with problem

employees is feasihle.

Chapter IV first discussed current methods of dealinq

with the problew employee. These were identified as

traditional manaqenent practices and the Bmploynent

Assistance Proqran (EAP). Traditional management practices

were demonstrated to be ineffective neans of dealing with

the problen enployee- The EAP was demonstrated to te

sliqhtly more effective than traditional practices, but a

number of inadequacies in the EAP were identified. Next,

Reality Therapy was presented as an alternative strategy for

dealinq with the problen enployee. It was demonstrated that

Reality Therapy does not purport to deal with the trcubles

an enployee may be having, and that its purpose is not to

help the manager
“solve“

an employee's problem. Rather,
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Reality Therapy was presented as an on—qoinq strategy which

allows for the confrontation of problem behavior early·on.

and permits the nanaqer and employee to plan iointly the

steps to be taken toward increasinq the enp1oyee's

contribution to orqanizational qoals. Reality Therapy was

also presented as a self-help technique for a nanaqer to

utilize in alleviatinq the pain which he may experience when

he is confronted with a problem enployee. A comparison cf

Reality Therapy with the EAP denonstrated that Reality

Therapy does not have the inadequacies of the EAP. It was

recoqnized, however, that, in sone instances, Reality

Therapy used in coniunction with the EAP will be nore

effective than either nethod alone. Five additional

propositions were developed in Chapter IV. They are:

Proposition 4.1: Traditional nanaqenent practices
are not effective for dealinq with the prohlen
employee.

Proposition 4.2: The larqe number of factors
which can affect an EAP inhibit EAP effectiveness.

Proposition 4.3: As a result of the problens
endenic in the Enployee Assistance Program, the
Employee Assistance Proqran is only minimally
effective as a neans of dealinq with the problen
enployee.

Proposition 4-4: Reality Thera¤V will be
effective as a means of dealinq with the problen
enployee.

Proposition 4.5: An enployee with severe
behavioral problens will be more effectively
helped if a nanaqer utilizes both Reality Therapy
and the EAP.
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Chapter V presented the nethodoloqy used to

heuristically explore the probability of the validity of the

propositions developed in Chapters III and IV. Por purposes

of exanininq the propositions and determininq the likelihocd

of their walidity, The Computer Consultant (TCC) was

utilized. This computer model outlined the loqic of

relationships anonq the nany conditions which can affect an

individual in the work place and deteruined the probahility

that theory propositions were true. Its use forced the

researcher to think riqorously and systenatically throuqh

the effects which various conditions can have on the

acconplishnent of orqanizational qoals. The TCC then

calculated the likelihood of the conditions occurrinq. The

results of these calculations indicated that theory

propositions were likely true, and that enployee identity is

a siqnificant contributinq factor to behavior in the work

place.

QOHCL{l§10NS—

The existence of the problen enployee in the work force

appears as a fundanental problen for manaqers — a problem

which traditional theory has failed to address. This

failure has left nanaqers bereft of strateqies and

techniques for dealinq with a problem employee when one does
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exist. This failure has also placed an unfair burden on the

manaqer, who, when faced with a problem employee, has been

forced into an examination of conscience, and a “ggg gglgg,

ggg gglggß response, which has been demonstrated to he

natural, but unnecessary. Failure to address an issue,

however, does not lead loqically to the assumption that the

issue does not exist.

while it is recoqnized that traditional nanaqenent

strateqies can be effective with the tvpical employee, it

has also been deuonstrated that, if that employee becomes a

probleu, traditional practices sinply provide no solution,

especially when that enployee has a failure identity. In

order to demonstrate this point, a new, broad—based, and

nore realistic theory of the person—at-work was developed

and offered in place of the traditional “contractua1—

instru¤ental* conceptualization of employees. Called the

Interactive·Holistic theory, this theory was qrounded in

ohservations and experiences and provides an orqanic union

of the conceptual streans of psycholoqy and nanaqement.

This union peruits an understandinq of e«ployee behavior in

the work place and deteruination of effective nanaqenent

actions.

This research and theory development has led to the

conclusion that problem employees do exist. This conclusion
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may seem startling in its simplicity, and appears so ohvious

as to be self—evident. In actual fact, however, this is a

concept which public administration and management theorists

have over-looked. Thus the identification and

classification of the problem esployee is an original

contribution.

While it is recognized that the EAP is an isplicit

indicator that professionals outside the field of managesent

and public administration have recognized that employees say

exhibit probles hehaviors in the work place, it is also

evident that they have not made the ccnnection between

behavior and the affect of that behavior on orqanizational

perforsance nor have they provided the manager with any tool

for dealing with the probles employee within the

organization. The concern of the EAP Professionals is to

deal with an employee's troubles, not with assisting the

manager.

This dissertation has demonstrated that employees do

not exist serely as creatures of the organizational

environsent, but, also, bring experiences outside the work

place and personal identity types into their interactions

with organizaticnal semhers and with the organization's

environment- Thus, the sanager has been provided with a

concept which will uake his less likely to blaue hiuself
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when problems occur, and, therefore, make him more able to

take preventative and remedial action to maintain the

orqanization and its production processes.

Once the conclusion that nanaqement action can be taken

to prevent and deal with problem employees was reaced, the

research explored the types of action which can be taken,

then, using ICC, conducted a heuristic exploration of the

probability that any of these actions will be viable.

Results of ICC calculatious led to the following

conclusions, which support the propositions presented in

Chapter III and II.

Approxinately 35 per cent of the work force is likely

to becone a problen employee at some time. whether, or not,

an employee becomes a problen will be influenced by the

identity which the enployee brings to interactions with both

the orqanization and the other systens of which he is a

part. Because traditional management theory ignores the

concept of identity, it is of limited value as a guide for

dealinq with the problem enployee. Because the EAP is

affected by so may extraneous factors, and, is, usually,

apart from the orqanization, the EAP is only mininallv

effective as a means of dealing with the problen employee.

While individual counselors within the EAP nay, or not,

recoqnize the identity concept, the EAP movement has
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provided no assistance to the manager in recognizing

identity responses, nor has it provided the manager with the

skills necessary to cope with self or with other

organizational newbers when a problen enployee exists in the

work unit. Thus, it was concluded that none of the

solutions offered the nanager will be as effective as his

own use of Reality Therapy.

Reality Therapy provides the manager with a neans of

assisting the problem enployee to plan a way of changing

behavior. It also provides the nanager with a way to assist

other euployees who are not “pr0blews" in planning for the

achievenent of organizational goals, and, very inportantly,

Reality Therapy provides the nanager a neans of self·help

for his daily interactions with the work force, in general,

and the problem employee, in particular. Thus, it was

concluded that nanagers can act to change the behavior of a

problem employee, and that Reality Therapy will be the nost

effective action to take.

EB · I!} §.4.lA.§.B§.

In presenting the Interactive·Ho1istic theory which

explains behavior in the work place as an identity response,

this dissertation has inplied that a manager can learn to

recoqnize identity types. In demonstrating the likely
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effectiveness of Reality Therapy, this dissertation has also

implied that a manager can learn Reality Therapy. Since the

concept of identity is so inter·related with the practice of

Reality Therapy these inplications will he discussed

together.

Reality Therapy can be learned. Like most skills, it

becones easier, and more effective, over time. Basic to

“doing” Reality Therapy, is understanding the basic identity

types, and recognizing that the goal of the Reality

Therapist is to nove the individual along the identity

continuun (see Figure 3) fron failure toward success

behaviors. Achieving this movement requires that the

manager nemorize and inplenent the steps of Reality Therapy

by following a procedure such as is outlined in the flcw

chart in Figure H. The rudiments of Reality Therapy can he

self-taught, but, to develop skill in understanding and

using its nuances, training is required. Por this purpose,

professional consultants are necessary.

An alternative to bringiug consultants into the

organization would be to incorporate Reality Therapy into

the organization behavior curriculuu of management and

public adninistration prograns. This curriculun

incorporation is now taking place in some schools of Eanily

Practice Medicine (Evans, 198ß), and the nodel used in these
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schools could be readily adapted for organization behavicr

programs. It requires a one quarter (or semester) class in

Reality Therapy, which includes teaching the basic concepts,

and allowinq for supervised practice in the class roow.

Those who want to refine their skills further take another

term practicun, or iuternship. Thus, with relatively little

training, a manager can learn Reality Therapy.

The reader, who views the use of Reality Therapy, hy

the nanager as unethical, is referred to pages 6·11 of this

dissertation in which philosophical issues are discussed and

utilitarianism presented as the ethical stance from which

this dissertation is written. Utilitarianism was chosen

because it allows the wanaqer to put the good of all of the

nembers of the organization above any individual and to take

actions which will prowote that overall gcod. To consider a

nanager working to advance the purpose of the organization

as unethical is naive. For a nanager who does not lead,

notivate and facilitate enployee contributions to the

organization sinply does not manage.

From the days of Luther Gulick and POSDCORE through

Barnard, Selznick and the motivation and leadership

theorists, a call has been issued to manaqers to act in a

way that will facilitate employee contributions to

organizational purpose. Although different theorists may
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present diverse tools for this purpose, the bottom line of

nanaqement is that the person in the manaqerial position is

responsible for directinq/rotivatinq/leadinq employees in

the execution of job activities or corpletion of projects.

Not only is the ranaqer responsible for qettinq a job done,

the ranaqer is accountable for the results of erployee

activity. Perhaps it is thus inevitable that manaqers seek

techniques which will result in productive erployees.

Reality Therapy has been offered as such a technique.

EBSAEIIEALIIQB

Dealinq with the problem employee appears as a

fundarental probler for the ranaqer, and copinq with the

probler erployee, a necessary ranaqerent skill. while every

employee is not, and should not be expected to becore, a

problem employee, approxinately 35 per cent of the work

force ray becore problen erployees. Their problen behavicr

is precipitated by an identity response to a life or job

crisis which pronpts ther, at least for a tire, to place the

accorplishuent of personal qoals over the acconplishnent of

orqanizational qoals. Yet, as Thompson (1967), in his

treatise on orqanizations concluded, “whatever the private

rotives of individual rerbers, they rust be translated into

an 0rqanizational.-.set of responsibilities which rerbers
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and others can recoqnize as orqanizational purpose.“ To

acconplish this translation is what Barnard (1938) calls

”the function of the executive,“ and requires better

manaqenent in both the public and private sectors.

How this function can be carried out is a subiect which

has lonq perplexed both academicians and practitioners in

the public and private sectors. This perplexity is

evidenced by the proliferation of orqanizational behavior

theories and techniques, all, of which, are effective past

of the tine; but, none, of which, have recoqnized the

identity differences inherent in hunan beinqs, as beinq key

to understandinq behavior in the work place. This

dissertation has opened the door for such recoqnition, then

provided Reality Therapy as a neans hy which the nanaqer can

nore effectively perforn *the function of the executive.“
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CASE SURVEY
CODING INSTRUHENT

Case #: __

IRB BRQELEE ·BA.ELQ1.E.E

Codinq Cateqories Auount of Confidence

3 = frequently/always 3 = behavior described
2 = often 2 = behavior implied
1 = rarely/never 1 = behavior suspected
O = not indicated 0 = not indicated

DIHENSION: ATTENDANCE

ggidengg Coding gggggggj Congidencg

1.Tardiness2.

Lunch breaks extended ~~~—— A

3. Unexplainedabsences4.

Use of sick leave ——~—A -~

5. Use of Annual leave _; _____

6. Enployee is ahsent at
critical times. ~ _;~ A

DIHENSION: GENERAL BEHAVICR

7. Complaints by fellow uorkers ____; _____

8. Employee lies. A———A _____

9. Employee withdraus/beqins
to avoid associates. A~~· _____

10. Enplovee undermines supervisor/
(qoes over supv.°s head or
behind back) —~-—— -- -

11. Employee over—reacts to real
or imaqined criticisn. _;;;$» «· —

12. Enployee complains of not
feelinq well. ——~·~ —-V ·
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13. Employee borrows money
from co—workers- ~«.« _____

1¤. Employee has leqal problems. <_;;;; —«

15- Enployee has drinkinq problem._;__;— __«

16. Employee exaqqerates work
acconplishnents- _;A_;— _____

17. Employee statements
undependable.

__;;_ -

18- Employee has repeated minor
accidents on or off ich-

~—__
~ E

19- Enployee harbors resentment-
___;_«

_ »

20. Employee is belliqerent. —~—~— »

21. Employee is aqqressive- ~__ __ »

22. Domestic problems interfere. ~~;-

23. Employee charqed with
sexualmis—conduct.24.

Employee has taken money or
office property. _;;;; _____

25. Employee has falsified records ~-~—· -——

26- Enployee uaqes qarnisheed-
__;_; __

27- Employee refuses to discuss
problems-28-

Employee is undependable. »~——— __

29- Enpl0yee's appearance
deterioratinq- —«;;— -

30. Employee in personal crisis
(death, divorce, etc.) ——;;— __

31. Employee comes to work drunk. ——~«—

32- Employee nsinq druqs-
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DIMENSION: JOB PERFORMANCE

33. Employee missesdeadlines.3H.

Employee makes frequent
mistakes. _____ -—

35. Job performance down.
_*_;_-

_____

36. Neqliqence causes equipment
breakdown. _;__é _____

37. Other employee help/cover for. —·~——

38. Employee is insubordinate. _— ·; _____

39. Employee disreqards policies
and procedures. ___;_ — -

DIEENSION: SUPERVISOR'S BEHAVIOR

H0. Supv. has docunented problems. «__a - »

H1. Supv. has discussed problens
with enployee. _;__; ___é_-

H2. Supv. took disciplinary action__;;_ __

H3. Supv. counseled employee. __——·„ ~

HH. Supv. referred employee
for counselinq. _ ~e—~— — —

H5. Supv. restructured iob. _ ~~ __

H6. Supv. souqht counsel from
top »qt./attorney.

·~;_

H7. Supv. 8 emp. set qoals
for correctinq problem. __

H8. Supv. threatenedtermination.H9.

Supv- reports *qood”
relation uith enployee. _ -; __

50. Supv. accused of discrimin-
ation.

_

51. Emp. blames supv.for problem. ·~~- ———-
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52. Supv. accused of sexual
harrassment.

_;;__
_____

53. Supv- has used CD or other
chanqeefforts.DIHENSION:

OBGANIZATIONAL COHSTBAINTS

SM. Snpv. followed aqency
procedures.55-

Union constrained supv- ~~ __ ——

56. EEO policy constrained supv. _*_;; __;__

57. Supv.'s boss constrained supv._;g—»— ~

58. Personnel office constrained

59. Enployee's qoals conflict
with supv.°s. V

-—·—« _____

60. Supv- accused of chanqinq
rules/iob.61.

Emp- clains inadequate
traininq- —~~.— _____

62. Enp. claius supv. expects
nore than 10b

description-DIHENSIOH:EHPLOYEE CHARACTEHISTICS

63• " '*+‘ ' " ‘ ' " " " " ' "

18-30 31-H0 H1-50 51-60 61

6ü. Enployee sex. -—.—“
nale fenale

65. Enployee race.
__;*é—

_;;*_— _;A‘;~ ____; _____» _____-

white black Spanish Asian Auer. other
oriqin Indian

66- Eaployee qrade. _____ _____~ _;;__ _____ _____ _____
1-5 6-10 11-15 16-18 SES not

qiven
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67. Employee educa-
tion. _____ _____ _;__é „R___ _____- _____—

under H.S. BA/BS HA/US PhD not
12 qiyen

68. Lenqth of esp.
in years. _____ _____— _____ _____

under 5 5-10 10-15 15

69. uarital status __;__— _____ __;__— _____
___é_

sinqle sarried divorced widowed unknown

70. Veteran E __
yes no

71. Esployee active in clubs/social orqs? __;__ - - M
yes no unknown

72. Bsp. has friends asonq other esps. _____
é

_

yes no unknown

73. Esp. accused of tryinq to boss supv. _____ _
yes no unknown

74. Bsp. doesn't qet alone with others. _____ __ _____
yes no unknown

75. Esp. complains of exploitation. __ _ _

yes no unknown

76. Esp. denies failure. _____ _ _
yes no unknown

77. Bsp. perceives self as victis. _____ _ _____
yes no unknown

78. Esp. says has “qiven
up.“ ___;_ _

Yes no unknown

79. Bsp. puts down others in hearinq. „____ _ ; _
yes no unknown

DIHENSION: EXCLUSION CRITEBIA

80. Type of problens are: _;;__;;;— „*___*__— __é_____
clearly clearly not cited
defined isplied

81. Inforsation available in disensions:

A ATTBNDANCE
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______GENEBAI. BEHAVIOR

___;___JOB PERFORMANCE

___;__SUPEBVISORY BEHAVIOR

____;_;_0RGANIZATIONAL CONSTRAINTS

______EMPI.OYEE CHARACTERISTICS
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1. Hhat is the person's statement of the problem?

2. Uhat has the person done to overcome the deficiency?

3. what is the relationship of what the person has done

to cooperation (with the supervisor)?

Q. On what does the person appear unprepared to solwe

the problen?

5. How has the person evaded the problem?

6. How has the person arranqed to feel superior even

when evadinq the problew?

7. Hhat can you learn about the person's past history

which miqht explain how he/she deals with problens?
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SUGGESTED TABLE OF ACTIONS

Nature of Offense ist Offense 2nd Offense 3rd Offense

1.Attendance-related
n —_—·——__—--

offenses

a.Unexcused Oral adnon- Oral admon- Oral admon-
Tardiness ishnent ishment to ishuent to

1-day sus- 5-day sus-
This includes pension pension
delay in report-
inq at the sche-
duled startinq
time, returninq
fron lunch or
break periods,and
returninq after
leavinq work
station on offi-
cial business.

Penalty depends on
lenqth and fre-
quency of tardiness.

ßth offense typical-
ly may warrant 5-
day suspension to
renoval.

b.Absence without Reprinand 1-day to 5-day sus-
leave (AWOL) to 5-day 14-day pension tc

suspension suspension renoval
These penalties
qenerally do not
apply to AHOL
charqed for tardi~
ness of 1/2 hour
or less. (See 1a
above.) This
otfense includes
leavinq the work FOR
station without INSTBUCTIONAL
per~ission. USE

ONLY
Penalty depends
on lenqth and
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frequency of
absences. Renoval
uay be appropri-
ate for a 1st or
2nd offense if
the absence is
prolonqed.

c.Failure to follow Reprinand I-day to 5-day sus-
established leave to S-day 5-day sus- pension to
procedures suspension pension renoval

2.Breach of safety
requlation or
practice

a.Hhere inuinent Reprinand 1-day to 5-day sus-
danqer to per- to I-day 1H-day sus- pension to
sons or proper- suspension pension reuoval
ty is not in-
volved

b.Ihere inninent Repriuand 30-day sus- Benoval
danqer to per- to renoval pension to
sons or proper- renoval
ty is involved

”Persons“ in-
cludes

“self.“

Penalty depends
on seriousness
of iniury or
potential iniury
and extent to
property. Safety
requlations uay
include require-
ments to report
accident or iniury.

3.Breach of security
requlation or
practice.

a.Hhere restricted Reprinand I-day to 5-day sus-
infornation is to 5-day 1ü-day sus- pension to
not compromised suspension pension renoval
and breach is
unintentional
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b.Where restricted Reprinand 30-day sus- Removal
information is to removal pension to

conpromised and removal
breach is unin-
tentional

c-Deliberate vio- 30-day sus- Benoval
latiou pension to

renoval

u.Offenses related to
intoxicants

Actions involvinq FOR
these offeuses should INSTBUCTIONAL
be reviewed to insure USE
the requirements of ONLY

druq 8 alcohol abuse
proqrams are met

a-Alcohol-related:

(1)Unauthorized Reprimand 5-day to 1Q-day sus-
possession of to 5-day IH-day sus- pension tc
alcoholic bev- suspension pension removal
eraqes while on
Government pre-
nises or in
duty status

(2)Unauthorized Neprimand 1U-day to 30-day sus-
use of alcoholic to IQ-day 30-day sus- pension tc
beveraqes while suspension pension remowal
on Governnent
prenises or in
duty status

(3)Reportinq to or Reprinand 14-day sus- Removal
beinq or duty to 30-day pension to
while under the suspension renoval
influence of
alcohol

(ß)Sale or transfer Repriuand Bemoval
of an alcoholic to renoval
beveraqe while
on Government
preaises or in
a duty status or
while any person
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involved is in a
duty status

h.Dru¤-related:

(I)Unauthorized 5-day to 1H-day sus- Hemoval
possession of 30-day sus- pension to
a druq or con- pension renoval
trolled sub-
stance while
on Government
prenises or in
a duty status

(2)Unauthorized IH-day to 30-day sus- Beuoval
use of a druq renoval pension to
or controlled removal
substance while
on Government
premises or in
a duty status

|3)Reportinq to or 30-day sus- Renoval
beinq on duty pension to
while under the reuoval
influence of a
druq or control-
led substance

5.Hakinq false, nali- Reprinand 10-day sus- 30-day sus-
cious or unfounded to renoval pension to pension tc
statements aqainst renoval renoval
coworkers, super-
visors, subordin—
ates, or Governnent
officials uhich
tend to damaqe the
reputation or
undernine the
authority of those

7 concerued

6.Abusive or offen- Reprimand 5-dav sus- 30-day sus-
sive lanquaqe, qes- to 10-day pension to pension to

tures or other con- suspension renoval removal

duct [also see
“Discourtesy,"
#7 below]

7.Discourtesy Oral aduon- Reprimand 1-day to
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ishment to to 5-day 10-day sus-

Penalty for ßth 1-day sus- suspension pension
offense within pension
one year may be
1H-day suspen-
sion to removal

FCR
_;__________________________;*__INSTRUCTIONAL ______________

8.Stealinq,actual USE

or attempted; un- ONLY
authorized poss-
ession of Govern-
nent property or
property of others

a.Nhere substantial Reprinand Reprimand 5-day sus-
value is not in- to removal to removal pension to
volved removal

b.Hhere substantial 14-day sus- Renoval
value is involved pension to

removal

9.Usinq Government Bepriuand 1-day sus- 14-day sus-
property or Govern- to renoval pension to pension to

ment enployees in removal removal

duty status for
other than offi-
cial purposes

Penalty depends on
the value of the
property or anount
or employee time
involved, the
nature of the pos-
ition held by the
offendinq enployee,
and other factors.

For nisuse of Gov-
ernment vehicles,
see #31.

10.¤isuse of offi- Reprimand 5-day sus- 1¤-day sus-

cial Governnent to removal pension to pension to

credential renoval removal

l1.Deliberate uis- Reprimand 1-day sus- 5-day sus-

representation, to removal pension to pension tc
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falsification, renoval renoval
exaqqeration, con-
cealment or with-
holdinq of a nater-
ial fact, or refusal
to testify or co-
operate in an offi-
cial proceedinq

12.Loss of or damaqe Reprinand Reprimand 10-day sus-
to Government pro- to 14-day to removal pension tc
perty, records, or suspension removal
information [also
see #28]

Penalty depends on
value of property
or extent of danace,
and deqree of fault
attributable to
employee

FCR
_______________;_________;; INSTRUCTIOHAL ______

13.0ffenses relatina to USE
fiqhtinq ONLY

Penalty depends on
such factors as
provocation, extent
of iniuries, and
whether actions
were defensive or
offensive in nature.

a.Threateninq or Reprimand 1ß—day to 30-day sus-
or attemptinq to IM-day renoval pension tc

to inflict suspension rewoval
bodily harm

b.Hittinq, pushinq Reprimand 30-day to Removal
or other acts to 30-day removal
aqainst another suspension
without causinq
iniury

c.Hittinq, pushinq 30-day sus- Renoval
or other acts pension to
aqainst another renoval
causinq iniury
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1¤.Delay in carryinq Reprimand Eeprimand 5-day sus-
out or failure to to renoval to reuoval pension tc
carry out instruc- renoval

tion in a reasonable
time

ig.Insubordinate_defi:—§e;;i;Änd 5-däy_sus: Eeuoval
ance of authority, to renoval pension to
disreqard of dir- removal
ective, refusal to
conply with proper
order

i16.S1eepinq,loafinc,or
failure to

attend to duties

a.Ihere no danqer Oral ad¤ou— Reprinand 5-day sus-
to persons or ishnent to to 5-day pension tc

property is in- 1-day sus- suspension renoval
volved pension

b.Hhere danqer to Reprimand 1ü-day sus- 30-day sus-
persons or pro- to remowal pension to pension tc
perty is invol- renoval renoval
ved

17.Neqliqent perfors-
ance of duties

a.where wastaqe or Oral ad¤on— Reprimand 5-day to
other cost is ishnent to to 5-dav 30-day sus-

insubstantial reprimand suspension pension

h.Bhere wastaqe or 1-day to 5-day sus- 30-day sus-
other cost is 5-day sus- pension to pension tc
substantial pension removal renoval

to qaablinq

a-Participatinq in Oral aduon— 1-day to 5-day to
unauthorized ishment to S-dav sus- 3-day sus-
qanblinq activity reprinand pension pension
while on Govern-
ment preuises or
in duty status

b.Operatinq, assis- IQ-day sus- Reuoval
tinq, or pronot- pension to
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inq an unauthor- renoval
ized qanblinq
activity while on
Government pre-
uises or in a
duty status or
while others in-
volved are in a FOR
duty status INSIBUCTIONAL

-----...---..--..--.;s;-‘ USB .;...
19.Participatinq in a Renoval ONLY

strike, work stop-
aqe, slowdown, sick-
out, or other 10b
action

20-Indebtedness where
aqency operations Oral adnon- Reprinand 5-day sus-
or reputation are ishnent to to 5-day pension tc
affected repriand suspension renoval

Offenses related to Supervisorv/uanaqerial
Observance of Employee Biqhts

21.$exual harrassnent Reprinand 5-day sus- 30-day sus-
to renoval pension to pension to

renoval reuoval

22.Discrinination Reprinand 5·dav sus- 30-day sus-
based on race, to removal pension to pension to
color, sex, reli- renoval renoval
qion, national
oriqin, aqe, mari-
tal status, poli-
tical affiliation,
or handicap

23.Interference with Reprinand 5-day sus-
an enployee's ex- to renoval pension to
ercise of, or re- removal
prisal aqainst an
enployee for exer—
cisinq, a riqht to
qrieve, appeal or
file a conplaint
throuqh established
procedures

2ß.Reprisal aqainst 30-day sus- Renoval
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an employee for pension to
providinq infora- re~oval
ation to an Office
of Inspector Gener-
al (or equivalent)
or the Office of
Special Counsel, or
to an EEC investiqa-
tor, or for testify-
inq in an official
proceedinq

25.Reprisal aqainst Reprinand 5-day sus- 30-day sus-
an employee for to reuoval pension to pension to
exercisinq a riqht renoval renoval
provided under 5
U.S.C. 7101 et seq.
iqoverninq Federal
Labor-nanaqenent
relations

26.Violation of an Reprinand S-day sus- 30-day sus-
employee's consti- to removal pension to pension to
tutional riqhts renoval renoval
(i.e.,freedo¤ of
speech/association/
reliqion)

Offenses Proscribed in Statute

27.Findinq by HSPB of Beprimand
refusal to conply to removal
with HSPB order or

of violation of
statute causinq
issuance of Special
Counsel conplaint
[5 U.S.C. 1206Iq)
ll) and 1207(b)1

28.Directinq,expect- Benoval
inq or renderinq
services not cover-
ed by appropriations
[5 U.S.C. 31031

29.Prohibited political
activity
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a.Vio1ation of prohi— Benoval
bition aqainst poli-
tical contributions
rs u.s.c. 73231

b.Violation of prohi- 30-day suspension
bition aqainst can- to removal
paiqninq or influ-
encinq elections
[5 ¤.S.C. 732ß
and 73251

30.Failure to deposit Renoval
into the Treasury FCR

money accruinq from IHSTRUCTIONAL

lapsed salaries or USB

fron unused appro- ONLY

priations for salar-
ies [5 U.S.C. 55011

31.Solicitinq contri— Renoval

butions for a qift
for a superior;
makinq a donation
as a qift to a su-

perior; acceptinq
a qift fron an
employee receivinq
less pay [5 U.S.C.
73511

32.Actio¤ aqainst Suspension or

national security renoval

[5 U.S.C. 75321

33.¤i1lfu1ly usinq or 1·month suspen—

authorizinq the use sion to renoval

of a qovernment pass-
enqer notor vehicle
or aircraft for other
than official pur-
poses [31 U.S.C.
638alc)(2)1

3¤.Mutilatinq or Benoval

destroyinq a
public record [18
U.S.C. 2071]
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2.113 M332 LQQAL ll 3!2L.Q2E3»·A§§l§2£.§£3 293.2Sl

For the purposes of this Emplovee Assistance Policv,

the terms “troubled“ or “problem member" refer to: alcohol

abuse, druq abuse, emotional, marital, financial, leqal,

familv connected, disabilitv, work¤en's compensation, pre

and post·retirement, consumer, and anv other probleus

affectinq a member's welfare.

1. The primarv purpose of this policv is to aid the

alcoholic or otherwise troubled meuber to recoqnize
the problen and rehabilitate himself or herself to

the status of a sober and productive enplovee.

2. Alcoholism is a treatable disease and the alcoholic
is an ill person requirinq skilled rehabilitative

assistance. otherwise troubled members also require

referral to appropriate professionals.

3. The troubled emplovee wav be defined as:

a) That person whose work performance is inpaired bv

the repetitive use of alcoholic beveraqes or whose

drinkinq results in recoqnizable interference with

health or interpersonal relationships on the iob.

b) That person whose personal problem is interferinq
with 10b performance, personal welfare, health, or

interpersonal relationships on the iob.

Q. Coverup of such individuals bv manaqement or labor

has been a maior contributinq factor towards

aqqravatinq the troubled emplovee°s problem, and can

no lonqer be tolerated.

5. Alcoholisn is an NBC, RCA Records, Reeves Teletape,

HBH/Local #11 problem, and, therefore, a ioint effort

is needed- QLIASI nrnhless tsnshlins the ..¤e.b¤sr-
rsanire siniler sitnrss-

6. This effort is gggggplighgg gg:

a) ggggtifjgggigg of the problen bv Shop Stewards,
Hanaqenent, Supervisors, Health office, Iellow

workers, Familv members, or bv Self referral.

b) pgggggntatigg of deterioratinq work perforwance or

behavioral problem bv the ioint uanaqement/NABET

Local #11 Enplovee Assistance Committee.
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c) gggfggntgjigg with the enployee by the ioint
comnittee.

d) ggjggggl by the 10int committee to appropriate
community resources for evaluation, diaqnosis and

treatnent.

e) §ollow·up on ¤ember's proqress iointly with
aftercare professionals, qivinq all possible
support to the enployee who cooperates in an
honest attempt at recovery.

f) §gjf;;g§g;;g}§ are encouraqed to participate in
the proqran, and are assured of total confidential
assistance throuqh referral and follow·up.

7. Since Alcoholisn is a disease which affects the
entire fanily, efforts will be nade to contact and
involve family menbers. The committee will make
similar efforts to involve the family, when
indicated, for other problens or illnesses.

8. It shall be the problew enployee's responsibility to
conply with the ioint con¤ittee•s recommendations,
and to follow the treatnent prescribed by the
appropriate resource to which the employee is
referred.

9. Confidentiality in all aspects of dealinq with the
employee will be strictly observed.

10. Refusal of treatment by the employees shall he
handled as any other refusal that affects 1ob
performance.

11. Hhere all attempts at rehabilitation have failed,
ternination of employment shall be handled in a

consistent and equitahle manner throuqh nornal Labor

Relations channels.

Henry-J. äuestisT—Chairman
Alcoholism Assistance Comnittee

Morton Aronoff, Chairnan
Conaunity Services Connittee

Source: Aronoff and Huestis (1981).








